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The history of crime writing reveals that women writers, although constrained by their 
gender, have been producing crime stories as early as the 1700s. The figure of the 
female sleuth is also much older than had been recognised previously, with women 
writers using the trope to express anxieties about women’s roles in society and problems 
they face under patriarchy. The figure of the older spinster amateur sleuth emerged in 
the 1800s and was further developed by many women writers in the Golden Age of 
crime writing in the 1920s and 1930s where she was depicted as using her age and 
gender to assume an invisibility which made her invaluable as an investigator. The 
spinster was a woman who functioned outside of the acceptable role of wife and mother 
and therefore threatened heteronormative ideals. As a result, she was often portrayed as 
an outcast and an undesirable role model for young women. However, an elderly 
spinster, no longer considered a threat to patriarchy, could benefit from the expectations 
of a society that not only rendered her invisible but also endowed her with the 
stereotypical characteristics of the elderly. An inquisitive, gossipy, culturally invisible, 
and morally upright woman, she had the perfect requirements to become the ideal 
amateur detective, completely unassuming and free from suspicion. The development of 
the figure of the older spinster sleuth will be analysed from the late 1800s until the late 
1900s using examples of novels written by women who continue to use the stereotypical 
characteristics of the character to help solve crimes. This analysis will considered the 
development of the elderly spinster sleuth over time, in different social and historical 
periods, and analyse the subversive nature of her portrayal which ensures the re-
establishment of moral certainties as well as challenging gender expectations and shows 
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          The impetus for this thesis developed out of my obsession with the crime genre. As an 
avid reader of all types of crime novels ranging from those that depict hard-boiled detectives, 
amateur sleuths, private investigators, professional police and detectives, as well as scientific 
forensic teams who work to find essential clues, it was inevitable that any research 
undertaken would have to be centred on the crime novel. Although I am interested in a broad 
spectrum of crime literature, I have developed a preference for those novels that are written 
by women and portray a female investigator. Women writers who depict female protagonists 
are able to use their fiction to speak to their readers about events and circumstances from a 
woman’s perspective. The ideas, values and feelings expressed by women writers often 
reflects the readers’ own lives in some way and this results in a more enjoyable reading 
experience. Kungl (2006, p.3) outlines these ideas in the preface of her book documenting the 
sleuth heroines of British women authors, where she explains how women writers use 
detective fiction and the female detective to critique both society and genre and in this way 
highlight specific cultural and gender issues, while also providing an intriguing mystery. 
          My preference for the novels of female authors who specialise in crime genre fiction 
evoked a curiosity to understand the origins of the genre so that I could discover what led to 
the development of such a vast array of crime novels available today written by women. I 
was astounded by my own lack of knowledge of early women writers before the Golden Age 
of the 1920s and 1930s. Even though one of my favourite authors of this period is Agatha 
Christie, most of her contemporaries and definitely all of her predecessors were a mystery to 
me. It was therefore enlightening to discover Lucy Sussex’s book Women Writers and 
Detectives in Nineteenth-Century Crime Fiction – The Mothers of the Mystery Genre (2010) 
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which records her extensive research into early women writers and their detective/sleuth 
creations. Sussex’s work carefully pieces together the forgotten history of these pioneering 
women and exposes their lack of recognition in the genealogy of crime fiction. This proved to 
be fascinating reading and promoted the idea of being able to combine my interest in the type 
of older female sleuth represented in many of Agatha Christie’s books with research into 
earlier works of a similar nature. I was also interested in attempting to discover whether this 
type of character was created by the writers of the Golden Age or whether they were using 
ideas that had been developed at a much earlier period in history. 
          Sussex demonstrates that early crime writing was as much a feminine as it was a 
masculine domain and that women played a very important role in the development of the 
genre. Why then was it that although I was very much aware of works by male authors such 
as Arthur Conan Doyle and his Sherlock Holmes, I had no knowledge of Anna Katharine 
Green and her best-selling novel The Leavenworth Case (1878). As I explored this lacuna I 
learned that I was not alone as many books that provided information on women writers seem 
to have failed to mention Green’s early success as a best-selling author or her later creation, 
the infamous Miss Butterworth. The book that first featured this elderly sleuth was That 
Affair Next Door (1897) and it utilised the talents of an astute older woman who shared many 
similarities with Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple. Green’s character Miss Amelia Butterworth 
is therefore the focus of my first case study as she typifies the type of character that I was 
interested in researching, the elderly spinster who everyone underestimates. Green’s work 
was also one of the earliest representations of the older woman sleuth that was documented. 
          When I began to look for books that included an older woman as an investigator, I 
found that there were many written in the early to mid-twentieth century that included this 
type of protagonist. At this stage I found the following quote by Agatha Christie from Murder 
in the Vicarage (1930) that seemed appropriate: “There is no detective in England equal to a 
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spinster lady of uncertain age with plenty of time on her hands” (1930, p. 110). Using this as 
inspiration, I decided to focus on the older woman who was also a spinster and I was 
surprised to learn that this type of protagonist was conceived at a much earlier period in the 
history of the crime novel and is still being used by writers today, although usually in a more 
contemporary setting. 
          The focus of my research therefore began to revolve around the depiction of the older 
woman sleuth in crime fiction and to question how she has been depicted over time. I wanted 
to discover the history of this character and explore how she was portrayed in different  social 
and historical contexts. In order to achieve this, I selected five novels for close analysis 
published between 1897 and 1995. All of these novels depict older women sleuths who are 
unmarried and will be analysed in order to explore how their age, cultural invisibility and 
stereotypical behaviour might be implicated in the investigation of murder and achievement 
of justice. While there is a concentration of writers from the Golden Age period including 
Christie, Sayers and Wentworth, I have endeavoured to include crime novels written in 
different time periods of publication to allow for the possibility that they might reflect some 
variation in societal attitudes. 
These novels and their amateur sleuths are: 
•  That Affair Next Door by Anna Katharine Green published in 1897 and featuring the 
amateur sleuth Miss Amelia Butterworth. 
• Unnatural Death by Dorothy L. Sayers published in1927 and featuring Miss 
Alexandra Katherine Climpson as the sleuth. 
• The Case is Closed by Patricia Wentworth, published in 1937 and featuring Miss 
Maud Silver as the investigator. 
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• A Murder is Announced  by Agatha Christie, published in 1950 and featuring Miss 
Jane Marple as the sleuth. 
• An Imperfect Spy by Amanda Cross published in 1995 with the spinster sleuth being 
Harriet Furst. 
Chapter One will therefore deal with the overlooked canon of the early women writers who 
are described by Sussex (2010) as an integral part of the history of crime literature as early as 
the 1700s. This chapter will document the rise of crime novels by women authors and the 
development of the female sleuth over time and the shift that occurred in the depiction of 
women in crime novels, from the criminal or helpless victim to the intuitive investigator who 
solves the crime. The unique contribution of these women writers is described by both Sussex 
and Kimberly Dilley as being so important that their influence still resounds with 
contemporary readers. Sussex also explains how many works were dismissed or overlooked 
by critics, with women authors being portrayed as “bedroom scribblers” even though her 
research has revealed that the origins of crime fiction was not only that of a “paternal 
genealogy” but  with women writers shown to be a “continuous genre presence” from the 
beginning of the history of crime writing (Sussex 2010, pp.184-185).            
          While the female sleuth can really be any woman of any age, my research intends to 
narrow this to the older woman amateur detective. Authors such as Green and Christie 
portray characters who at first glance appear to adopt traditional female values and principles, 
but they are soon shown to reveal traits that challenge these traditional expectations, even 
though in the case of Miss Marple, Christie’s subtle depiction gradually reveals the steel 
underneath the innocent exterior. These women characters are often criticised for their 
conventional behaviour, but I will argue they should be viewed in relation to the restrictions 
of the time in which they were written where open challenges to patriarchy would not have 
been acceptable. Why these characteristics are important in the older woman sleuth will be 
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part of my research, as well as  how the author utilises perceived weaknesses to create a 
realistic protagonist capable of solving crime. 
            Chapter Two will offer a brief account of the methodology used in the process of 
analysing these representations of the older woman sleuth. This chapter will also provide an 
outline of the history of attitudes towards the spinster and show how these have altered both 
in society and in fictional representations. The reasons for the choice of novels will also be 
covered briefly.  
            Chapters Three to Seven will include details of the books being analysed, with each 
chapter being devoted to a separate book. The analysis will include a biographical sketch of 
each author, brief outline of the book and details of the spinster sleuth portrayed as well as 
providing information about how they have been received by literary critics. I will also 
concentrate on the emergence of recurring themes such as the spinster, cultural invisibility, 
the importance of gossip and the influence of cultural context in an attempt to determine the 
author’s use of settings and cultural stereotypes to create a realistic spinster sleuth. 
          Chapter Eight will discuss the emergent themes in more detail in relation to the period 
covered by the book in order to explore both similarities and differences between the novels 
that share similar protagonists yet span a period of almost one hundred years. 
           Chapter Nine will conclude with an assessment of the development of the spinster sleuth 
and her value to the crime genre as a whole.  The conclusion  relates this analysis to the research 
question which is concerned with how the depiction of the older woman sleuth by female 
authors in the crime genre has challenged gender roles and expectations and how these 
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Chapter One 
Female Authors and Their Female Sleuths 
 
            And the writers of these books, aye, of the very foulest of them - authors who have put 
             forward confessions of the darkest profligacy that an utter reprobate could make, and 
             who have degraded women’s love into an animal propensity so rabid and so exacting as 
             to profess an opinion that its gratification will be cheaply purchased at the cost of AN 
             ETERNITY IN HELL - these writers are, some by their own admission, some by  
             internal evidence (where the publication is anonymous) Women: and the worst of them, 
             UNMARRIED WOMEN!”  Paget 1868, Cited in Mann (1981, p.21) 
 
 
           In this chapter I will outline the importance of women writers in the development of 
the crime novel. By placing these early women pioneers within a historical framework their 
importance in shaping the genre is evident, despite the fact that they have often been 
overlooked and forgotten. In her book Deadlier Than the Male (1981) Jessica Mann argues 
that many women writers in the mid-twentieth century had difficulties with continuing their 
work because of social constraints  and were often intimidated by the hatred directed towards 
those women who showed signs of trying to express opinions or attempting to be 
independent. This can be seen in the opening quote above which expresses the fear of the 
spinster’s influence on others through her writings. This resulted in problems with women 
writers trying to publish articles under their own names as they often did not want to be 
identified. 
           Literary accounts of murder and mystery have existed since the New Testament, but 
detective fiction has had to establish its own authority as an emerging and developing genre 
over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It is a genre that tends to remain 
fluid and open to many influences as it evolves and adapts to the literary tastes of the time. 
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The success of a genre is also, according to Ika Willis (2018, p.75), subject in the same way 
as all writing, to “reception” which involves looking at a text from the reader’s point of view. 
The success or failure of any book, according to Willis, needs to be studied with reference to 
the reader and their expectations, The success of the murder/mystery/crime novel can 
therefore be said to have been achieved by being well received by readers over a long period 
of time. 
           It is obvious that the crime genre has proved to be one of the most popular literary 
genres even though it has undergone changes since its inception. In her book Talking About 
Detective Fiction (2009, p.10)  PD James describes detective fiction as a distinctive genre of 
literature concerned with a mystery within a story, usually a murder, that is investigated by a 
detective, but which the reader is also supposed to solve according to the clues presented to 
them by the author. Another definition is provided by WH Auden in Julian Symon’s book 
Bloody Murder: From the Detective Story to the Crime Novel (1995, p.14): “The basic 
formula is this: a murder occurs; many are suspected; all but one suspect, who is the murderer 
are eliminated; the murderer is arrested or dies”. These definitions, however, tend to apply 
largely to the detective stories of what has been described as the Golden Age of detective 
fiction rather than genres such as the hard-boiled novel that started to develop at the same 
time. However, the same characteristics can be seen  in the works of many other writers who 
helped to shape the genre. 
           Although male authors are often considered to be the inventors of crime fiction, Lucy 
Sussex (2010) challenges this assumption in her analysis of early 19th Century writers. Sussex 
writes a fascinating account that reveals that women were an integral part of the development 
of the art of crime writing as early as 1794, with the release of Ann Radcliff’s Gothic murder 
mystery The Mysteries of Udolpho. Sussex explains that many of these women have been 
forgotten because of their relative social obscurity or because the work was published in little 
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known journals which have been lost, or merely that they have just been ignored by scholars. 
According to Sussex (2010) this has resulted in the canon becoming masculinised, with the 
early women writers often being classified as incidental to the history of crime writing.   
           Sussex’s research reveals that the creation of the woman detective is much older and 
more varied than might be expected, with narratives involving female sleuths throughout the 
18th and 19th centuries ranging from Gothic tales to domestic stories based on every-day life. 
According to Sussex (2010, p.36) early stories of detection by women authors follow a precise 
formula; the drama begins with a male vanishing or being falsely accused, causing the heroine 
to investigate. The actual detection process is short-lived, with the heroine-sleuth solving the 
problem but then collapsing with “stress or brain fever and reverting to passive femininity and 
a happy marriage with the man she has saved”. This formula can be seen in Elizabeth Gaskell’s 
novel Mary Barton (1848, p.38) when after solving the crime the female sleuth “displays a 
ladylike fragility and signs of mental distress.” A slight variation can be seen in Fanny 
Trollope’s novel The Refugee in America (1832) which has two female sleuths, only one suffers 
the “extreme penalties of the motif” but they are both married by the end of the novel and it is 
made clear they are finished with their detection careers. So, these early novels did not depict 
women who were able to act as independent investigators but rather as saviours of the family 
honour. 
          Although the origins of crime fiction can be traced to the 18th century, it did not 
develop into a recognisable form until the 19th century. Two events at this time were 
considered to have a bearing on the development of the genre; these were the passing of the 
Metropolitan Police Act in London in 1829 which established the Metropolitan Police of 
London, and also the establishment of a Detective Bureau in 1842. I verified these events 
using several sources including Sussex, Geetha Lakshmi Patnaik and Suresh Kuma’s journal 
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article “An Unsuitable Job for a Woman?: Women as Writer and Protagonist in Detective 
Fiction,” and Dorothy L. Sayer’s Omnibus of Crime (1929, p.56) where she states, “the 
detective story had to wait for its full development for the establishment of an effective police 
organisation in the Anglo-Saxon countries”. Judith Flanders’ The Invention of Murder: How 
the Victorians Revelled in Death and Detection and Created Modern Crime (2011) offers 
insights into the attitude of the public towards the police at this time which is also applicable 
to the fictional representations. In particular, Flanders (2011, p.20) suggests that the working 
class were ambivalent about the police, who they considered “were only there to protect the 
middle-classes”. Police methods changed with the establishment of the Detective Bureau in 
1842 with a focus on finding clues and apprehending the guilty. The crime novel documents 
this change and thus emerges as a distinct genre that could now relate to the realities of police 
activities at that time, including official investigations of crimes that were publicised in 
newspapers and fliers. 
          Most historians who investigate crime fiction propose that Edgar Allen Poe’s short 
story published in 1841, The Murders in the Rue Morgue is the first modern detective story, 
with Symons (1993, p.35) referring to him as the “father of detection”. Bill Phillip’s book 
Crime Fiction: A Global Phenomenon (2016) is informative about early writers and 
reinforces Symon’s opinion of Poe. The first full-length novel written by a woman is, 
according to Phillips (2016) Dead Letter written by Matta Victoria Fuller Victor under the 
pseudonym Seeley Register. Dead Letter was published in 1868  and is documented in  Lucy 
Sussex’s Women Writers and Detectives in Nineteenth Century Crime Fiction (2010, p.142) 
and thus contradicts many other accounts that refer to Anna Katharine Green’s 1878 book 
The Leavenworth Case as the first full-length novel written by a woman. Two sources, The 
Woman Detective: Gender and Genre (1988) and Great Women Mystery Writers (1994) both 
written by Kathleen Klein reveal why this misidentification has occurred. Because Victor 
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used a pseudonym, some accounts have ignored her and claim Green as the first woman to 
write a full-length novel presuming there was nothing published before by a woman. This 
brief  account reveals how patchy some of the histories of these earlier writers can be, as 
much of the work of the earlier writers was not recorded or has been lost. 
          According to Carla T. Kungl (2006, p.55) in the 19th century, women’s literary powers 
were considered to be merely an extension or a form of mimicry of their femininity. The 
following quotation is a commentary on the art of description used by women writers and 
highlights the common perception of how their “supposedly inherent female characteristics” 
were considered by late Victorian society: 
             Feminine realism and, by extension, domestic realism in general were thus defined in 
             terms of woman’s nature and woman’s social role. Given the prevailing views of 
             women, and also the actualities of women’s lives, it is not surprising that feminine 
             realism was repeatedly defined as a lack (…). Women writers were deemed capable 
             of submitting everyday events to minute scrutiny, but lack the power of  
            “generalization” and “reasoning.” Pykett, cited in Kungl, (2000, p.55). 
 
According to Kungl (2006, p.56) it was thought that women’s literary powers reflected their 
narrow sphere of life with a focus on insignificant details, which although sharp and clear 
were lacking in intelligent cohesiveness. Thus, women were generally considered to be 
inferior writers to their male contemporaries. 
          A different opinion on the influence of women’s writing styles is offered by Kungl 
(2006, p.10) where she argues that traditional female traits could be an advantage to these 
writers and validate their work in which they offer an implicit commentary on women’s 
status in society. This, according to Kungl, subsequently helped to establish women writers’ 
authority in the detective fiction genre as well as creating memorable female protagonists. 
Thus, according to Kungl (2006, p.10) the writers were able to express “dissatisfaction and 
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even subversiveness through problematizing those same conventions” over time, allowing for 
gradual changes to the idea of what was considered “proper” in women’s writing and giving 
these pioneering women greater freedom and empowerment. This argument aligns with one 
of the aims of this thesis which is to explore how feminist issues can be addressed by the 
crime novel, even in early examples of the genre that have not been considered as subversive. 
          Fictional female sleuths are described by Sussex (2010, pp.3-4) as;  “a trope that 
expresses anxieties about women’s changing roles” Sussex also views the subject matter of 
the criminal transgressions depicted in earlier novels as echoing to some degree, a revolt 
against Victorian notions of correct female behaviour and therefore considers these narratives 
as attempts to make a stand against the constrictions of a patriarchal society. However, 
Kimberley Dilley (1995, p.50) argues that whether young or old, the female sleuth operates 
within the confines of “femininity.” In this way, working to find a place for the feminine 
within a masculine-dominated society they illustrate how it is possible to offer a protest about 
gender stereotypes and constraints while still being accepted as part of a community. 
          Earlier depictions of the female sleuth thus tend to  reveal a great deal about the society 
of the time and the rules which governed female behaviour. The solutions for the crime also 
tend to come from the details and variations of everyday life and relationships where the 
sleuth can utilise her position as an “insider” to obtain information without causing suspicion. 
This also ensures that she does not usurp the position of the traditional masculine detective 
but operates instead from a position outside his sphere of experience. In this way, although 
she demonstrates the ability to find solutions, solve the crime, and achieve justice she is also 
allowed, as an amateur, to be fallible in a way that the police officials are not. The female 
sleuth is therefore depicted as being more human and believable as an investigator. 
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           Another type of early sleuth, rather than utilising her knowledge of the workings of the 
household,  could be described as “domestic but desperate,” given that her unusual snooping 
activity is justified by the need to help clear the name of an unjustly accused male relative or 
friend. These detecting women are, however, firmly contained within the family structure and 
shown to be subsidiary to the males in their lives.  
          In England, the depiction of the heroine-sleuth who was effective until subjugated by 
domesticity ended in the 1860s but was re-established in a casebook or serialised form thirty 
years later. Sussex (2010, p.66), describes the casebook as a style of writing which is now 
termed the police procedural, where the sleuth occupies the centre of the text. The 1890s also 
marked the emergence of the so-called New Woman, an early feminist movement that 
advocated liberating women from domesticity by allowing them to become professionally 
and financially independent. Sussex describes this movement as being reflected in the 
detective fiction of the era, particularly in these casebook publications which depicted women 
working alone, without the guidance of a man. One of the first publications was Catherine 
Louisa Pirkis’ The Experiences of Loveday Brooke, Lady Detective (1894). A woman defined 
by her work rather than romance, Loveday Brooke, according to Patnaik and Kumar (2016, 
p.139) draws on “female” knowledge in solving cases and is as much admired by employers 
and clients as she is by the police. She is one of the few women detectives created by a 
woman in the 1890s. Other writers who added to these depictions were mainly men, but in 
1897 Anna Katharine Green, instead of using the casebook mode, produced a novel that was 
to prove very influential to future crime writers. The novel was That Affair Next Door which 
featured the inquisitive sleuth Miss Amelia Butterworth as the central character. 
          During the first two decades of the 20th century there was a continuation of the 
portrayal of the single female sleuth which Patnaik and Kumar (2016, p.140) regard as the 
result of writers not being able to decide whether it was possible to depict a woman capable 
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of successfully managing both marriage and a career. There were many prominent examples 
of novels produced during this period written by women and featuring women sleuths and 
professional investigators, some of these include: Joan Mar, Detective (1910) and Lucile 
Dare, Detective (1919) by Marie Connor Leighton, The Amazing Adventures of Letitia 
Carberry (1911) and Miss Pinkerton (1932) by Mary Roberts Reinhart and Lady Molly of 
Scotland Yard (1910) by Baroness Emmuska Orczy. These women detectives are not 
depicted as having to confront the problem of having to make a choice between romance and 
a career, instead the writers tend to focus on the plot. These female characters are depicted as 
working spinsters who are quite satisfied with their lives, an outlook that contradicted the 
stereotype of the frustrated old maid, longing for marriage. 
         Kungl (2006, p.12) describes the pre-First World war fictional woman detective as 
“young, attractive, single, and middle-class,” often forced to work by being “thrown onto 
hard-times.” Those who chose to work as professional investigators were depicted in a 
romantic and rather fanciful way which Kungl argues is related to what women writers 
“wanted to see, even though they perhaps recognised that it was impossible at that time in 
history.” These women were professionals who made their living through detecting but still 
managed to maintain their femininity by working largely within their accustomed sphere in 
society. Because of a shortage of men in the Second World War, women had been recruited 
for the police force in Great Britain, however, according to Kungl (2006, p.12) several factors 
contributed to a change in public attitude towards these women officers which was to have an 
influence on their fictional counterparts. At the end of the war, women were expected to 
resume their former domestic duties, but many women police officers refused to quit police 
work. This resulted, according to Kungl in the “perception of policing women becoming 
negative” (2006, p.12) and had an influence on the popularity of the fictional policewoman as 
well, resulting in the need to change the portrayal of the female investigator. 
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           There was, according to Kungl, (2006, p.13) a great fear in British society after the 
First World War that women would take jobs that belonged to returning service men. Kungl 
reveals that women crime writers, while still being interested in “expanding women’s limited 
professional and educational opportunities,” had to change the more subversive depictions of 
the female protagonist by some of the late 19th century New Women writers placing greater 
emphasis on traditional “womanly” qualities. Unlike a female professional detective, an 
amateur female sleuth was a much less threatening figure to society, but she also had to be 
believable. This was achieved by ensuring these female fictional characters succeed in 
situations in which they are depicted as fitting their perceptive role in the domestic sphere. 
This allowed a woman to solve a crime that was also being investigated by a man and to be 
depicted as succeeding in a “man’s world” while mitigating the fear that they might actually 
replace the professional male detective. 
          From the 1920s through to the late 1930s the fictional female investigator appears to be 
a much less threatening figure to society.  Kungl (2006, p.12) describes this protagonist as an 
elderly amateur, often a spinster, with no professional police training, who even if she is still 
working  “accidently falls into detection” rather than choosing it as a career. Two popular 
examples are Miss Jane Marple, created by Agatha Christie, and Miss Maud Silver, a 
professional sleuth created by Patricia Wentworth. Kungl (2006, p.13) regards these elderly 
sleuths as being “indicative of the tendency to reduce the female detective’s potential threat.” 
There were many more single women in England after the War due to the number of men 
who failed to return which may have allowed for a more favourable and sympathetic view of 
the unmarried woman. This resulted in the perfect moment for the introduction of the spinster 
sleuth, a fictional figure who rose in popularity and resulted in the publication of many 
classic murder mystery novels of similar patterns and styles. According to JC Berglund 
(2000, p.144) the popularity of the female sleuth caused a revival in copies of Anna 
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Katharine Green’s prototype Miss Amelia Butterworth in the period between the wars 
because readers could identify with the figure of a middle-aged sleuth.  
          According to Phillips (2016, p.19) the end of World War I in England also had an 
influence on the type of crime fiction readers were interested in, arguing that readers now 
wanted an escape from the realities of war. The resulting era of crime fiction is routinely 
referred to as the Golden Age and fittingly described by Phillips as a period in which crime 
novels provided; “a familiar and reliable escape into a dream world which did not challenge 
its readers except in regard to the identity of the murderer”. Dilley (1998, p.xi) regards the 
period between the 1920s and late 1930s as the years of the original  Golden Age, with 
emerging writers such as Agatha Christie, Margery Allingham, Dorothy Sayers and Ngaio 
Marsh being considered by “purists” as the four Queens of Crime. Novels identified as 
belonging to the Golden Age have been described as being more like entertainment or games 
in which the reader matched wits with the author. Birgitta Berglund (2000), Adrienne Gavin 
(2010), and Glenwood Irons (1995) all provide information on the women writers of this 
period during which short stories gradually gave way to the detective novel as the plots 
become more complicated and a longer format was required. The Golden Age of crime 
fiction also signalled an important shift in the genre according to Kungl (2006, p.9). That is, 
the insistence on producing plausible plots as opposed to the earlier “thriller” type of crime 
fiction. This resulted in an increased emphasis on character development, including that of 
the detective. As a result, the crime novel become an “exercise in psychology” that examined 
the minds of both the detective and the criminal.                        
          Perhaps the most famous spinster detective of all is Agatha Christie’s Miss Jane 
Marple who first appeared in 1928 in The Tuesday Night Club. Joseph Rosenblum (2008, 
p.13) describes  several sources which may have been used by Christie to produce Miss 
Marple. The obvious influence was Katharine Green’s older woman sleuth Miss Butterworth, 
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but Rosenblum also refers to Jeanette Lee’s Millicent Newberry who appeared in three 
novels: The Green Jacket (1917), The Mysterious Office (1922), and Dead Right (1925). 
Newberry worked for a detective agency and Rosenblum (2008) considers that “Jane 
Marple’s knitting may owe something to Newberry’s, who not only knits but also encodes 
information into her stitches.” Christie also acknowledged that many of the characteristics of 
Miss Marple were inspired by an older spinster that she created for her novel The Murder of 
Roger Ackroyd (1926). Miss Carolyn Sheppard was portrayed as an exceptionally gossipy, 
curious person who has an incurable gift for knowing all of the happenings in the local 
village of Kings Abbot and her character may have served as a precursor or model for her 
later more famous spinster-sleuth. 
           Miss Marple was sixty-five when first introduced and remained this age through 
nearly fifty years of her sleuthing career. She appears in twelve of Agatha Christie’s crime 
novels. Her first appearance in a full-length novel was in Murder at the Vicarage in 1930, 
followed by The Body in the Library (1942), The Moving Finger (1943), A Murder is 
Announced (1950), They Do it With Mirrors (1952), A Pocket Full of Rye (1953), 4.50 from 
Paddington (1957), The Mirror Crack’d from Side to Side (1962), A Caribbean Mystery 
(1964), At Bertram’s Hotel (1965), Nemesis (1971) and Sleeping Murder (1976). Over this 
period there was a gradual change in her depiction, from a nosy gossip in earlier books to a 
much kinder, well liked person in later novels. 
          Another solitary detective who made her debut in 1930, although a much younger 
sleuth, was Nancy Drew. Written by Mildred Wirt, using the pseudonym Carolyn Keene, the 
sixteen-year-old amateur sleuth was fearless and like Miss Marple she solved her mysteries 
logically. Nancy is constantly being told that detecting is no job for a woman, but she 
perseveres and competes successfully against boys and adults. Like Miss Marple Nancy does 
not age, advancing to eighteen and staying there through numerous adventures. An even 
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younger female sleuth can be seen in Margaret Sutton’s protagonist Judy Bolton. At fifteen, 
her detecting career began with The Vanishing Shadow (1932), and the thirty ninth volume of 
her adventure was published in 2012. Judy Bolton is described by Rosenblum (2008, p.14) as 
a more realistic sleuth than Nancy Drew and a more believable role model for young girls. 
Unlike Nancy, she does age and marries halfway through the series, and although becoming 
her husband’s secretary, continues to investigate cases unofficially.                    
          Dilley (1998, p.99) describes the amateur sleuth as presenting the author with several 
problems, one is how a “normal” person might come across so many bodies and another is 
how to make her believable. By “snooping” out danger she also brings danger into the family 
environment and to those who are close to her, which is another problem to be addressed. 
Patricia Wentworth managed these problems by creating a semi-professional spinster sleuth 
who was an elderly “enquiry agent” although she does not seem to have had any actual 
training. Miss Maud Silver featured in thirty-two novels, the first was Grey Mask  in 1928 
and the last The Girl in the Cellar in 1961.  
          Gladys Mitchell was another prolific writer, famous for the sixty-six novels featuring 
the outlandish Mrs (later Dame) Beatrice Bradley. She is not a “spinster” detective in the true 
sense of the term as she has been married, but she is over sixty, lives alone and supports 
herself and is non-threatening to the investigating officers. Mitchell uses the Mrs Bradley 
character as a “medium for discussion of taboo subjects” and her series of crime novels 
proved to be very popular, spanning a period from 1929 until 2005. Through the medium of 
her detective creation, Mitchell can explore and comment upon topics of importance to the 
women of her period including birth control, equal pay for women and the problems 
associated with the male-dominated justice system (Kungl 2006, p.110). 
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           Another significant female sleuth of the Golden Age is Dorothy L. Sayers’ creation, 
Harriet Vane, depicted as independent, well-educated and herself a writer of detective tales. 
Harriet is a much younger sleuth than many others of this time-period, being around thirty in 
Gaudy Night published in 1935. As well as the sleuth Harriet Vane, Sayers introduced a 
memorable older woman sleuth who works with Harriet to solve several crimes, this is Miss 
Katherine Climpson who first appeared in Unnatural Death (1927) she also appears in Strong 
Poison (1930) and like Miss Marple and other early female detectives, she uses the 
stereotypes surrounding the “spinster” to her own advantage.  
          After the prolific number of books produced in the Golden Age with an elderly female 
sleuth, there was a reduction in works published with this type of protagonist after the mid- 
1940s. Some works such as Jeanette Lee’s series with the amateur detective Millicent 
Newberry and Marjorie Chonslor’s detecting team of two elderly single women who inherit a 
New York detective agency were examples that still used elderly, single, middle-class women 
as sleuths, but they hint at the development of more professionalism in detecting that would 
become a feature in many later works. Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple was still being 
published until 1976, but according to Frances DellaCava and Madeline Engel in their book 
Sleuths in Skirts (2002) there were few new women sleuths of any type during the 1950s and 
1960s.  
           Crime novels published in the 1970s and 1980s showed the emergence of two models 
that are still proving to be popular. One is the re-emergence of the amateur sleuth and the 
other is the more professional older woman sleuth as seen in An Imperfect Spy (Cross 1995) 
which is one of the novels included in this study. DellaCava and Engel (2002), argue that 
these latest novels portray the older woman in a more positive and realistic manner compared 
to earlier works, dealing with more issues that affect older women such as widowhood, 
sexuality, finance, and ill health. However, for all the progress made in overcoming 
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stereotypes, the following quote from Renee Horowitz’s elderly sleuth Ruthie Morris, the 
protagonist in R X Alibi (2001), suggests that older women were still portrayed as “invisible”; 
“We were as indistinguishable to most young men, and women too, as the palm tree outside” 
(Horowitz 2001, p.76).          
          The figure of the spinster sleuth thus raises important questions for the feminist critique 
of the crime novel as it has developed over time. As well as dealing with the experience of 
women within patriarchal systems, many of these novels provide details about settings and 
cultural context which  contribute to our knowledge and understanding of the conditions 
under which women lived,  providing information on women’s place within a given society. 
As a reader of crime and mystery novels, I have found that the characters, settings and 
aspects of the society that gradually unfold in the crime novel play a significant role in adding 
to our knowledge of these conditions as well as providing interest and an understanding of 
the motivation for the crime itself. In “Detecting the Detective” John Cawelti (1999, p.55) 
presents a similar point of view, in that although he considers the plot and intriguing mystery 
important aspects of the crime novel, he also considers that much of its appeal and popularity 
stem from the cultural and social values that are described and the skill of the writing as it 
reveals aspects of “a culture that otherwise remains hidden” from the reader.  
          While it may seem that the detective novel is an unlikely source of social criticism,  
Lillian Nayder (2000 p.178) points out, in her essay entitled “Victorian Detective Fiction,” 
that the detective novel is an essentially complex genre that “takes crime and policing as its 
theme but uses this theme to investigate a number of broader social issues. This might include 
the origins and construction of social identity or the integrity and violation of social 
boundaries, and the status of women.” In her reading of the detective novel as a sociological 
text, Nayder (2000) calls to attention the importance of the genre’s ability to reflect feminist 
concerns. A similar opinion is expressed by Anne Cranny-Francis in her book Feminist 
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Fiction (1990) and by Adrienne Gavin in her article on “Feminist Crime Fiction and Female 
Sleuths” (2010). These opinions reinforce the concept that many of these novels deal with 
feminist concerns that are revealed during the process of solving the crime. 
           In her book Sisters in Crime: Feminism in the Crime Novel (1988) Maureen Reddy 
begins with the suggestion that while the terms feminism and crime fiction might seem to be 
“wildly incompatible”, this presumption is based largely on a history which has been defined 
rigidly according to a masculinist model where the desired “continuation of bourgeois 
patriarchal society depends on the general acceptance of the control of a masculine authority 
figure” (Reddy1988, p.6). She argues that feminism and the crime novel can be compatible, 
and that crime fiction can be used to incorporate feminist ideals which can then be passed on 
to readers. In contrast to Reddy, Kathleen Gregory Klein (1988, p.26) regards the women in 
detective novels as being “forced by the genre to be either inadequate women or inadequate 
detectives.” Klein regards any messages for women in these novels as being “traditional, 
restrictive and stereotypical”. In her book The Woman Detective: Gender and Genre (1988) 
she argues that the success of early women writers was dependent on them being able to 
reflect the prejudices and aspirations of the time and that it was necessary to maintain the 
modesty and femininity of the protagonist to prevent alienating the reader. Klein (1988 p.8) 
argues that this restricted the portrayal of the character and therefore the potential of the 
story, as well as supporting the patriarchy. There is obviously some truth in Klein’s 
statements, but I agree with Reddy’s assessment that Klein is judging the novels from a 20th 
century viewpoint rather than from an understanding of their contemporary impact and 
potential subversiveness.        
                    The genre of detective fiction has inevitably changed from its inception in the 
18th century. The hatred exhibited towards women writers seen in the quote earlier in the 
chapter reveals the malevolence directed towards them by some men whose positions of 
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dominance and power were threatened by such displays of female independence, with 
spinsterhood as perhaps the greatest threat of all. It is now generally acknowledged that the 
genre has been enriched by the contribution of women writers and their female sleuths. 
Female authors choosing to write about women sleuths who solve crimes and speak from a 
woman’s perspective have addressed problems faced by real women in society. The lady 
detectives of the 19th century who were lost to the world of crime because of the need to 
marry, the amateur sleuths of the early 20th century, through to the feminist detectives of the 
late 20th century  have all played a significant role in the genre. The crime novels in which 
they featured have addressed prominent issues such as women’s position within patriarchy 
and the need for women to be acknowledged as intelligent, capable, and independent 
individuals. These messages are interwoven into puzzle-solving crime and detection stories 
and their success is proof of the ability of women writers and their fictional characters to 
adapt the conventions of the genre for feminist purposes. 
          The number of female crime writers no longer restricted by societal expectations, has 
increased dramatically. Zoe Brennan (2005), and Allen Hubin (2001) argue that it is writers 
such as PD James and her character Cordelia Grey as well as Carolyn Heilbrun writing as 
Amanda Cross who were the pre-cursers of the feminist detective fiction that emerged during 
the 1970s and 1980s. Contemporary female writers now employ hard-boiled private-eyes and 
female investigators as well as crime-scene experts as their protagonists, with authors such as 
Sue Grafton, Sara Paretsky, Val McDermid, Patricia Cornwell and Kathy Reichs being but a 
few examples of the more recent wave of fiction written by women beginning in the late 70s. 
There has also been a return to the cosy mystery (which has never really gone away), with 
books by Virginia Rich, Joan Hess and Carolyn Hart reintroducing the amateur female sleuth.           
          It is evident that the women sleuths portrayed by women authors have tended to reflect 
social attitudes towards women, and the issues and challenges that they face.  In order to 
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explore how these depictions, have or have not changed, I will explore in detail the elderly 
woman sleuth in five crime novels written by women at different moments in time. However, 
before I begin the analysis of the novels written over a period of one hundred years, in 
Chapter Two I will outline the historical attitudes towards the unmarried woman which may 
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Chapter Two 
The Spinster in Fact and Fiction  
          My research revolves around the depiction of the older woman sleuth in crime fiction 
by female authors. Because I argue that this type of crime novel, with its distinctive elderly 
protagonist has to be examined over time to explore the progressive development of the 
elderly investigator, I began the research with library and internet searches on the history of 
crime writing, female authors, the status of women who did not marry and any information 
on early women detectives over an extended time period. This provided useful background 
information on the development of the fictional sleuth. However, it is also necessary to 
understand the realities of changing attitudes to unmarried women and whether these changes 
had an influence on women writers and their choice of a female sleuth. 
          Women’s roles have undergone momentous changes and in Western societies there is 
no longer the same pressures applied to women to marry, for this reason it may be difficult to 
understand the influence of patriarchy on women, particularly spinsters. I have therefore 
included a chapter on the spinster which details the attitudes towards the unmarried woman 
over time and how these changes in perception led to the elderly spinster being considered as 
a suitable protagonist by women authors.          
The Spinster in Fact 
          Single women are odious and impure dunghills, nasty, rank, rammy, filthy sluts, so 
           disgusting and dangerous that they would throw themselves into the vilest marriages 
           just to avoid being single. Lanser, (1979, p. 40) 
 
          The definition of a spinster is a woman who has never married. They may be daughters 
but not wives and often sisters or aunts but rarely mothers. Given that social conventions 
have changed, this definition is howerer,more applicable to past generations. The spinster 
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stereotype therefore needs to be considered in relation to its associations within the cultural 
contexts of Western societies. 
          The image of the spinster could be used as an example of one who is considered to be 
“other”, and differences or “otherness” are often highlighted by extreme representations in 
popular culture, as suggested by Marie and Garry Radford (2003, p.58). Radford and Radford 
argue that these differences are accentuated by the use of stereotypes. To illustrate this, they 
refer to Stuart Hall’s suggestion that “stereotyping reduces people to a few simple, essential 
characteristics which are represented as fixed by Nature” (Radford & Radford 2003, p.58). 
Hall also asserts that stereotyping tends to occur where there are “gross inequalities of 
power” (2003, p,59). This enables the excluded or less powerful group to be constructed as 
the outsider or other. This idea of otherness can be applied to the marginalisation of 
unmarried older women where their marital status results in social exclusion.  
           The term spinster originally referred to a woman who worked as a spinner to earn a 
living, but Ann Won-lih Chang describes how spinster has evolved into a synonym for those 
who are long past their “sell-by-date” for marriage and who have to earn their keep in the 
parental home by spinning and weaving. As a term referring to an unmarried woman, spinster 
was used in documents in England as early as medieval times and has been associated with 
negative images of older women in literature since the 18th century (Chang 2015, p.46).          
Chang (2015, pp.46-47) reveals that the loss of many men due to wars and disruptions during 
the 18th century resulted in a rise in the number of unmarried women and caused a growth in 
social anxiety that resulted in a need to demonstrate the undesirable nature of spinsterhood.   
                As argued by Radford and Radford (2003) one method used to show the negative 
effects of  any group or individual is to highlight their differences, and with women who 
remained single this was achieved by the creation of many caricatures of spinsters in 
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literature and media. The single state needed to be portrayed as undesirable to ensure the 
continuing power of patriarchy and to discourage the idea that women could live 
independently. These caricatures consisted largely of negative depictions of single women 
suggesting all spinsters were typically middle-aged, eccentric, ill-natured, selfish, or even evil 
women who were to be despised by all members of society. A spinster was also 
stereotypically represented as a “comic, grotesque, ugly, dull woman, or as an alienated 
misfit who displays a pitiful prudery, and who is incapable of a human connection due to her 
“failure” to achieve a relationship with a man” (Chang 2015, p.47). The spinster stereotype of 
this time also tends to mock and demonise the single woman as one who is barren, frumpy, 
pathetic, and filled with envy and longing to be like “normal” women. Such an attitude 
clearly resulted in the hateful statements at the beginning of this chapter depicting the woman 
who would dare to remain single.  
          Within a patriarchal system, to ensure that the status-quo in gender politics was 
secured, women needed to be married and produce a family. This ensured their dependence 
on a husband and instilled the necessity to conform and obey. By ensuring that the negative 
characteristics of the spinster stereotype were constantly reinforced, single women were made 
to believe that their lives were not complete without marriage and the idea that a woman 
could enjoy a fulfilled life outside of marriage was looked upon with suspicion by most 
individuals within society at that time. Chang (2015) quotes Molly Haskell’s description of 
the collective image of the spinster stereotype as follows: 
           Like witch, spinster was a scare-word, a stereotype that served to embrace and isolate 
           a group of women of vastly different dispositions, talents, situations, but whose  
           common bond – never having become part of a pair – was enough to throw into  
           question, the rules and presumed priorities on which society. (Haskell in Chang      
           2015, p.46).                                        
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These often-malevolent representations led to the marginalisation, exclusion, and social 
isolation of many single women with the result that many were forced or entered reluctantly 
into undesirable marriages to avoid such a fate. By conforming to the prevailing social norms 
which included marriage, a heterosexual relationship and reproduction, women ensured their 
social acceptability. The patriarchal expectations of women’s dependence on fathers, 
husbands, male relations, or masters was also satisfied as married women did not offer a 
threat to the patriarchal order.                    
          Throughout history women who did not marry thus risked being demonised or expelled 
as social outcasts in order to discourage younger women against following a similar path. 
Aida Diaz Bild (2017) describes Elizabeth Hamilton’s Translations of the Letters of a Hindoo 
Rajah (1796) in which she outlines the Rajah’s description of the “peculiar and extraordinary 
punishment reserved for those females who choose to remain single”: 
           After a few years, spent, as it is generally believed, in vain repentance, and  
           useless regret, they all at once, without exceptions in favour of virtue, merit, useful 
           or ornamental accomplishments, undergo a certain change, an incomprehensible 
           transformation, and become what is termed OLD MAIDS. From all that I have hitherto 
           been able to learn of these creatures, the Old Maid is a sort of venomous animal, so 
           wicked in its temper, and so mischievous in its disposition, that one is surprised that its 
           very existence should be tolerated in a civilised society (Bild 2015, p.312). 
 
 Bild (2015) regards this type of “scathing disparagement of never married women” as 
serving to diminish the older unmarried woman and is used to both produce and augment 
social hostility. An old maid is described by Bild as being a despised social category with 
representations in literature indicating the continuing social marginalisation and 
discrimination they experienced because of their failure to meet conventional social 
expectations. 
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          Although not as openly derogatory, the negative representations of the older unmarried 
woman are highlighted in fictional stories as seen in Jane Austen’s Emma ( [1815/ 2006) 
where she describes the life of the spinster as becoming even more difficult when, as well as 
struggling in a hostile environment, she also experiences economic hardship. This situation is 
highlighted when the protagonist, Emma Woodhouse describes the plight of the spinster and 
the importance of her income: 
            It is poverty only which marked celibacy contemptible to a generous public! A single 
            woman, with a very narrow income, must be a ridiculous, disagreeable, old maid! The  
            proper sport of boys and girls; but a single woman, of good fortune, is always  
            respectable and may be sensible and pleasant as anybody else. (Austen [1815/ 2006,    
            p.109). 
 
Austen uses the older spinster Miss Bates as an example of what could be expected in the life 
of the older woman who never marries and has limited means. She is depicted as being an 
object of pity and ridicule, tolerated but found to be irritating by all, and to be avoided where 
possible. It was, according to Bild (2015, p. 57) during the 18th century that the word spinster 
came to be used as a form of contempt, and the ill-natured and evil old maid became a 
permanent feature of the English novel. Although by the end of the 18th century much of the 
venom was reduced and the single woman had become more of an object of pity, she 
remained a figure to be ridiculed. 
          Many critical studies have been conducted to explore the role of unmarried women in 
Victorian times and the way in which they existed outside the traditional family structure. 
Kungl (2006, p. xi) refers to Nina Aubach’s Women and Demon which examines the way in 
which the life of the Victorian spinster, although defined by the negative, was also in some 
ways enticing to other women in that it provided a freedom which was denied the married 
woman. Aubach (in Kungl 2006) describes the Victorian spinster as being regarded as a 
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“disturbingly commanding figure” because she evaded family definition. However, the 
revenge against her power was the appellation “old maid.” Aubach writes: “the Victorian old 
maid, after all, was forced into deprivation so that her life would not be attractive enough to 
tempt young women and threaten the family” (in Kungl 2006, p.xi). The spinster was 
therefore deliberately made to look lonely and unwanted to mask the fear that she would 
influence other women to remain unmarried and to diffuse any effects she may have on the 
ideology of womanhood which was rigidly controlled to preserve the traditional family 
structure. 
          The model of the “ideal” woman as passive, self-sacrificing, and domestic was born in 
the designation of the “Angel of the House,” a phrase taken from a popular Victorian poem 
by Coventry Patmore (Kungl 2006, p.10). This model of successful womanhood was 
challenged by the unmarried woman, who by her very existence signalled the failure of this 
ideal (Kungl, 2006). As the literature of this time usually portrays the spinster as burdensome 
and pathetic, the successful detective who emerged from this despised stereotype cast new 
light on single women’s lives and challenged the portrayal of them as unfulfilled and often 
evil figures. Instead in detective fiction they are often portrayed as independent, daring, and 
intelligent women who solve crimes and live lives free from male domination. By creating 
feminine, upper-class detectives, the early women writers also found a way to preserve their 
protagonist’s and their own reputations and respectability despite their joint entrance into the 
professional world. Kungl (2006, p.81) argues that this meant by establishing women’s 
fitness to solve crimes, the writers were also able to establish their own fitness to write in the 
crime fiction genre. Thus, women detective writers were able to highlight both the problems 
and joys in the lives of unmarried women and promote the concept of happiness and 
fulfillment outside of marriage while asserting their own independence as writers. 
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          There is an alternative view of unmarried women which considers them not as pariahs 
in society, but as strong women who remained single by choice. In the course of my research 
I came across several publications which explored the concept of women choosing to make 
their own way as independent individuals “untethered” by spouses or children. One 
publication by Kate Bolick, Spinster: Making a Life of One’s Own (2016), explores her own 
life and those of famously single women who have proved successful. Zsuzsa Berend’s 
article, “The Best of None!” Spinsterhood in Nineteenth Century New England”  (2000, p. 
935), goes even further, regarding “elective spinsterhood as a dramatic new form of female 
independence”. Berend explores the concept that during the 19th century the ideals of love 
and marriage were considered to be so important that many women chose to remain single in 
fear of failing to be able to achieve these exulted ideals. Berend describes these women as 
“champions of uncompromising morality, who chose to remain single rather than 
compromising their moral principles” (2000, p.935).  
          Another article, “Spinsters, Bachelors, and Other Gender Transgressors in School 
Employment 1850-1990,” (2000) looked at a group of single women who found 
independence and autonomy as schoolteachers in the 19th century. The author Jackie Blount 
(2000, p.10) calls these spinsters “gender transgressors” who began as  cultural icons and 
“upstanding pillars of the community” only to be eventually villainised by the study of 
sexuality that came into vogue at the beginning of the 20th century. Again, spinsters were to 
be judged for “standing outside their conventional gender roles as procreating women,” and 
forced to defend their unmarried status, even though it was for distinct reasons (Blount 2000, 
p.10). 
          Katharine Holden (2005, p.389) describes the imagery attached to spinsters in Britain 
in the early 20th century as still hovering between pity and ridicule, as a desire for marriage 
was still considered to be one of the strongest forces in shaping single women’s identities. 
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Holden reveals that a change in attitude did occur, however, due to the whole generation of 
young men who were lost during the World War 1. Because of these losses many women 
were deprived of the chance of living “normal” happy lives and representations of the “war 
spinster” resulted in a change in social attitudes towards the unmarried woman.  This attitude 
is completely different to the previous description of the same situation in the 18th century 
where the increase in unmarried women resulted in a campaign of hate against the spinster. 
          Holden refers to the term “imaginary widowhood” that was used at this time because of 
the prevalence in Britain of the “husbands who might have been” (2005, p.391) and the 
tragedy of the war-bereaved spinster holds a special place in the literature of the time. 
Regardless of whether these women would have eventually married, the idea that there were 
not enough men in the population had a significant impact on beliefs about spinsterhood and 
the lives of spinsters of this generation. One outcome of the lost generation of men was that it 
encouraged some women to seek alternatives to married life which resulted in more women 
seeking financial security by obtaining skills and permanent employment (Holden 2005, 
p.389).  
          The early spinster sleuths were introduced by women writers experimenting with a 
crime writing genre that had previously depended on male investigators. The sympathy 
directed towards the large numbers of unmarried women after World War I and the need to 
introduce a woman sleuth who had not only a measure of public acceptance but would also 
not be considered as a threat to patriarchy made the older spinster a perfect choice as an 
amateur investigator. The women writers who employed the spinster sleuth in their crime 
novels used this stereotype of the unmarried woman to challenge the gender constraints of 
their society. Kungl, (2006, p.83) regards the author’s use of the spinster character as their 
protagonist, as a powerful way to use their writing as an “avenue through which to discuss 
issues of importance to women.” As they subverted traditional stereotypes surrounding 
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spinsterhood and questioned the limited roles of women in the workplace, their writing 
highlights the importance of unmarried women rather than viewing them as a burden.  
          The status of the unmarried man and the unmarried woman has always been judged 
differently in society, as can be clearly seen by looking at modern definitions of the words, 
bachelor, and spinster in the Concise English Dictionary (1988). The bachelor is described as 
“a man who is not and never has been married” and the example of word usage in a sentence 
is; “one of the country’s most eligible bachelors.” The spinster on the other hand, is described 
as “an unmarried woman, typically an older woman beyond the usual age for marriage” and 
the example provided is; “I want you to realise that there are better choices than being a 
lonely spinster.” The definition in the Concise English Dictionary (1988) goes on to describe 
how the term spinster is no longer used to refer to an unmarried woman, instead it is “now 
always a derogatory term referring or alluding to a stereotype of an older woman who is 
unmarried, childless, prissy and repressed.” This image of the pathetic older, unmarried 
woman is in contrast to that of the “normal” woman who finds fulfilment in marriage. 
           This brief history of the spinster thus helps to explain the significance of an elderly 
unmarried woman as an amateur sleuth. In the chapters that follow, I will explore her 
depiction in a series of crime novels written over an extended period so that potential 
similarities or changes of this character can be identified. The first novel that I consider in 
detail is Anna Katharine Green’s That Affair Next Door, written in 1897 since this was one of 
the first full novels to include an elderly spinster sleuth. The Golden Age of crime writing 
that followed in the 1920s and 1930s produced many female writers and I chose Dorothy 
Sayer’s Unnatural Death (1927), and Patricia Wentworth’s The Case is Closed (1937) as 
both feature an older spinster detective. My favourite little old lady snoop, Miss Marple is 
discussed in relation to Agatha Christie’s, A Murder is Announced  (1950). My final selection 
is An Imperfect Spy (1995) by Amanda Cross since this book has an older sleuth who shares 
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many characteristics with the earlier sleuths chosen but also shows the influence of more 
contemporary feminist politics. 
          Each of these novels is considered in the same way. This includes an account of the 
author, historical period, setting, characters, and the specific characteristics of the elderly 
sleuth as well as a brief synopsis of each book. The opinions of literary critics are also 
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Chapter Three 
That Affair Next Door by Anna Katharine Green 
“Green effectively shaped a model that 40 years later Agatha Christie and others would use and 
in some ways refine…(they) would not inherently or structurally vary the pattern Green 
established.” Knight Cited in Sussex (2010, p. 169) 
 
          Anna Katharine Green established herself as a crime writer with her best-selling novel 
The Leavenworth Case, published in 1878, which according to Klein (1988, p.141) was the 
first full-length detective novel written by a woman to be published under her own name. 
This feat was so incredible that according to Sussex (2010) members of the Pennsylvania 
State Legislature spent time in session debating whether a woman could have penned such a 
work. The book was so influential that the Yale Law School made it a required text because 
of the way the author proved the fallacy of circumstantial evidence. The Leavenworth Case 
sold hundreds of thousands of copies over several decades and was the beginning of a career 
which stretched into the 20th century, with Green producing thirty-seven novels over a forty-
year period (Sussex 2010, p.164). 
          Green has subsequently been admired as a writer who has made an important 
contribution to the British crime novel in its present form, even though Lucy Sussex’s 
research revealed that many women writers before Green also had significance in the history 
of the genre. AE Murch (1968, p.159) argues that “in Green’s work we can discern for the 
first time, in its entirety, the pattern that became characteristic of most English detective 
novels written during the following fifty years”, although this might be overstating the case 
as the works of Arthur Conan Doyle were also very influential. The Leavenworth Case is an 
early example of a courtroom drama, and Green’s 1897 novel That Affair Next Door is 
regarded as presenting one of the first older female sleuths. As late as the 1980s, histories of 
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detective fiction still accord Green this primacy, as is evident in Maida’s 1989 biography 
which includes in its title, the “Mother of Detective Fiction”. Klein (1988), agrees with this 
designation and argues that Green changed the genre forever. While Green wrote detective 
novels that explore the secrets of the upper classes, it is interesting to note that she is hardly 
ever mentioned in much of the research that details the work of early women authors, with 
Dilley (1998, p. 95) describing Green as a writer who has been largely lost to history. 
          That Affair Next Door is set in 1895,  two years before its publication. This is a time-
period which was of great significance to women as it was characterised by the first wave of 
feminism and the Suffrage Movement advocating for women’s right to vote. Although Green 
was apparently not a great supporter of the movement as she did not feel that it would bring 
women what they truly wanted in life, Nickerson (1998, p.113) argues that Green highlighted 
“the struggle between the older generation of Victorian matrons and the first generation of 
New Women” and that although Green was devoted to many of the ideals of the Victorian 
age, she also felt compelled to voice the problems that women encountered and tried to use 
her writing to dispel the notion that women were mainly useful for upholding the pervading 
(male) view of a societal ideal. 
          Patricia Maida (1989, p.10) discusses the importance placed on newspapers at this time 
in history, particularly those that featured both high society revelations and sensational crime 
stories, and argues that Green capitalised on this interest by using her novels to appeal to 
these readers of the “society column gossip and front page”. To understand the appeal of the 
crime novel in this context, Mann in Deadlier Than the Male (1981) discusses the type of 
readers who would have enjoyed this style of murder-mystery format in order to reveal 
aspects of upper-class society. Mann suggests That Affair Next Door would have appealed to 
many women, particularly to the more “proper” females of the time. This information is 
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important as Mann (1981) describes Green as understanding her audience, including details 
which ensured the success of her work by appealing to these groups.  
           Green’s novel is set within Gramercy Park in New York City, an area which is still 
described as being a quiet, well-to-do area of elegant brownstone buildings and tree-lined 
streets.  Even though the Butterworth residence is in one of the most affluent sections of New 
York, the area is still made up of dark apartment blocks and shadowy streets. The “great 
metropolis” is described by Keating (2016, p.3) as one which would “provide the dominant 
settings for the most influential detective fiction of the future”. Green however, does not 
capitalise on this aspect of the city in her novel and instead, most of the action takes place 
within the various homes belonging to the wealthy residents of this affluent area. In her book 
Mother of Detective Fiction: The Life and Works of Anna Katharine Green, Maida (1989, 
p.8) describes New York as a “likely choice” for Green’s detective story. With its “glamour, 
its fascinating upper class, its contrasts and energies” it appealed to readers who followed 
New York’s high society and were eager to catch a glimpse of “life behind the doors of Fifth 
Avenue’s brownstones” (Maida 1989, p.9) Maida argues that this was just the right kind of 
setting for crime and mystery, offering less affluent middle-class readers the opportunity to 
enter a closed society and to play a part in solving an intriguing mystery puzzle. Furthermore 
“the snobbery, elitism, and fear of scandal basic to their self-imposed social code” made these 
upper-class members of society prime subjects for detective fiction (Maida 1989, p.10). 
           Because most of the action takes place inside various houses, Green’s novel can be 
described as an example of the domestic detection novel. Indeed, That Affair Next Door is 
described by Catherine Ross Nickerson (1998, p.17) as using the presence of a female sleuth 
to “recast the Gothic potential for gender critique” in its depiction of women trapped in 
domestic spaces. It is probably the domestic details that made Green’s novel so popular with 
the middle-class women who could relate to these settings and were interested in how the 
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upper classes managed their domestic arrangements as well as their morality. In this way, as 
well as unravelling the puzzle of a murder mystery, readers were able to get a glimpse behind 
the façade of the affluent houses of Gramercy Park and discover the hypocrisy and abuse of 
power hidden behind the respectable doors of the wealthy. 
          Nickerson (1998, p.23) is also of the opinion that Green should be regarded as a 
bourgeois writer in contrast to the “proletariat” appeal of the more sensational dime-store 
novels of the time. Nickerson explores the consequences of Green’s “moderately 
conservative bourgeois stance” by considering her depiction of Miss Butterworth and the 
reformist impulses which underlie much of her investigations. At this time, in the late 19th 
Century, Nickerson reveals that the state was increasingly involved in the adjudication of 
private domestic matters through a series of laws relating to child labour, property ownership 
and marriage. Nickerson’s research shows how Green’s novel, although having elements of 
the domestic detective novel, also manages to use this environment to reveal a great deal 
about the protected female world of the Victorian era with its accent on male dominance.     
          That Affair Next Door (1897) is a mystery novel and a distinctive book when compared 
to Green’s previous works given that it focuses on a mysterious murder which occurs in a 
quiet, affluent neighbourhood. The protagonist is the elderly and wealthy spinster, Miss 
Butterworth, a woman known for her outspokenness and inquisitive nature.  Written in the 
first person, the protagonist’s thoughts are revealed to the reader and offer an insight into her 
innermost feelings. The other characters are all introduced to the reader through Miss 
Butterworth’s somewhat biased  descriptions and the entire narrative is delivered through 
Miss Butterworth’s eyes which provides a rather restricted account. 
          The story begins with Miss Amelia Butterworth being roused from sleep by the noise 
of a carriage arriving at the house next door. She knows the wealthy Van Burnam family is 
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away so is immediately suspicious and determined to see what is going on. She observes a 
man and woman entering the house, the man leaves and despite keeping watch she does not 
see the woman again. Next morning Miss Butterworth summons a policeman and in an 
autocratic manner demands that he enters the Van Burnam residence. Miss Butterworth is a 
feisty upper-class, middle-aged spinster and easily intimidates the policeman into allowing 
her to enter the house with him. There they discover a dead woman in the dining room, 
apparently, a curio cabinet has fallen on top of her, crushing her face. Despite being unable to 
identify her, it is presumed that she is the wife of one of the Van Burnam sons; however, both 
men insist they do not recognise her. The normally restrained Miss Butterworth reveals that 
this is the most exciting event she has experienced in a long time and is determined that she 
will undertake the mission of unravelling the mystery and bringing the murderer to justice. 
          Green’s book is a study in motivations, as she develops an elaborate trail of 
circumstantial evidence that at first makes little sense but is eventually explained with 
meticulous attention to detail as the story progresses. Miss Butterworth is shown to be very 
astute, picking up clues about the victim’s dress and shoes that are not noticed by the police, 
nor is she intimidated by the experienced Inspector Gryce informing him that she intends to 
involve herself as much as possible in the investigation. 
          Much of the book is taken up with the rivalry between the professional Inspector Gryce 
and the amateur sleuth Miss Butterworth. This is depicted as a not unfriendly competition 
between the two with her countering his amused and sarcastic comments with some 
intelligent and astute observations that eventually earn his reluctant admiration. Green shows 
the differences in detection methods of the two protagonists by depicting how Miss 
Butterworth as using her knowledge of human nature and skills in small talk and gossip to 
interrogate witnesses and gain information with the added advantage that no one suspects an 
elderly woman of being involved in investigative work. Gryce, on the other hand, is 
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described as tired, old, and ready to retire and overly confident due to the many successes he 
has had in the past. This means that he overlooks many clues that are then picked up by the 
enthusiastic Miss Butterworth. However, despite her earlier decision to pass any findings 
onto the police, Amelia starts to keep much of the information she has learned to herself as 
she does not want to share the glory of solving the case with anyone else. 
          Green conceals the identity of the murderer until the very end of the novel while 
offering many red herrings derived from the domestic problems of the Van Burnam family. 
This creates false leads intended to deceive the reader. Due to the determination of Miss 
Butterworth, the unlikely killer is revealed to be the society gentleman Randolph Stone. In a 
dramatic wedding scene, his “late” wife appears, also dressed as a bride, and reveals that he 
attempted to kill her so that he would be free to marry the beautiful heiress Miss Althorpe. 
Instead he has mistakenly killed the wife of the younger Van Burnam son who was also in the 
house. Furthermore, it was Randolph Stone’s wife who pushed the cabinet on top of the dead 
woman to make it look as if he had succeeded in his crime. Miss Butterworth is lauded as a 
successful sleuth, praised by Inspector Gryce, and admired by the other characters who revise 
their opinion of her as being just a nosy old maid who interferes in the affairs of others and 
craves attention. Even the Misses Van Burnam who were most critical of her interference 
earlier in the story are described as calling on her regularly and actually meaning it when they 
say, “Dear old thing” (Green 1927, p.159) 
          Although there are many minor characters  in That Affair Next Door (1897) Green 
makes no attempt to develop them as rounded, realistic individuals, The Van Burnam sons 
and their sisters, Mrs Bopport, the scrub-woman and even the heiress Miss Althorpe, are all 
dealt with in a rather superficial way and only described in Miss Butterworth’s dialogue. The 
man who is later revealed to be the murderer, Randolph Stone is barely mentioned until the 
end of the book, and his estranged wife Ruth Oliver, who was the intended victim, serves as 
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little more than a plot device to explain the events which led to the murder rather than being 
fully developed as a character in the story. The two main characters, the police inspector 
Ebenezer Gryce and the female sleuth Miss Amelia Butterworth are the only characters 
portrayed in detail. 
The Spinster-Sleuth – Miss Amelia Butterworth 
           While there is no actual description of Miss Butterworth’s physical appearance, it is 
clear that she is very sure of herself. She is so self-possessed that she ignores the muttered 
comments from the policeman that she is a “meddlesome old maid” (Green 1927, p.4) as well 
as the fact that she is referred to as “the ogress” by the Van Burnam girls. She is revealed to 
be rather vain, being conscious of always maintaining the correct appearance. This can be 
seen when she is shocked by her own “rakish appearance” when she returns home and views 
herself in the mirror and sees her “bonnet is askew” (Green 1927, p.83). She is appalled that 
she has allowed her normal control to slip so badly when out in public. Because of her 
financial independence, she has household staff and therefore has little to do in the home, this 
means she also has little to occupy her time and plenty of opportunities to observe the 
activities of her neighbours. This helps to explain why she is deemed to be nosy and 
interfering by all who know her. 
          Miss Butterworth is frequently described as a “spinster” and Joan Roberts (1995, p.6) 
accords Green the honour of creating the first spinster sleuth in literary history. The term 
“spinster” is described in detail by Roberts who argues that when the term is used in 
conjunction with the word “sleuth” it takes on a slightly mocking note that distinguishes this 
individual from the professional investigator and even the enthusiastic amateur. Roberts  
suggests that the combination of the words sleuth and spinster imply: 
          … a contradiction in terms that sets us up for comedy: a sharp-nosed bag of bones,  
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           officious and self-righteous, pokes into people’s business – preferably with a 
           knitting needle – giving us the same opportunity for snide laughter that the  
           official male detective in the story enjoys at the woman detective’s expense. 
           (Roberts 1995, p.6). 
 
Using the spinster as a sleuth, however, enables Green to promote the abilities of a neglected 
group of women in society as well as expressing criticism of the abilities of the men in charge 
of the case. 
           Green’s use of a spinster sleuth was an inspired choice. Miss Butterworth is not  
involved for financial gain or to help save a family member, nor is she a threat in any way to 
the male domination of  the crime genre of this period, since an experienced male policeman 
is officially in charge of the case. The characteristics of the spinster are thus able to be fully 
utilised in a new and efficient way. As an older, unmarried female, Miss Butterworth is 
considered to be a sexually inexperienced woman, one who is frustrated and of little use in 
society, and a busybody, forever poking her nose into the affairs of others because she has no 
life of her own. Because of her cultural status as a busybody she can initiate the gossip that 
helps her to elucidate the motives of those involved and gather related facts associated with 
all of those involved with the Van Burnam family. This can be seen in the way she extracts 
information from the cleaning woman who is so reluctant to talk to the police. This is a skill 
which is invaluable to her as an amateur investigator.  
           Nickerson (1998, p.28) describes detectives or sleuths at this time as often being 
described as arbitrators of morality and Amelia Butterworth expresses the concerns of the 
mid-century domestic novel with moral hygiene and reform. In That Affair Next Door (1897) 
Amelia is presented with households in physical, emotional, and moral upheaval and her 
strength as a detective is expressed in her ability to notice what is wrong and to try to set 
things right. In this way her rather transgressive behaviour and desire for involvement in a 
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criminal investigation cannot be criticised as upsetting the balance of power in the household 
or upsetting patriarchy as it appears to be just an extension of the kind of work women of her 
class are involved in daily within their own homes. Much of Amelia’s observations relate to 
the genteel woman’s habits of close observation of dress, manners, and housekeeping, as well 
as skills in finding fault with minor discrepancies within the home. These skills transfer very 
nicely to detective work which involves surveillance and suspicion of any anomaly. 
Nickerson (1998) therefore suggests that Green’s choice of a female sleuth reveals the 
construction of gender politics in that it is a woman rather than a man who can evaluate and 
put to rights the abuses in a home that can have such a detrimental effect on women’s lives.  
           In Robert’s opinion (1995, p.7) because of cultural stereotyping, Miss Butterworth 
may have been considered to be “censorious and moralistic, dryly envious of the lives of her 
neighbours.” She is forever inquisitive and interested in the affairs of others and quick to 
make a censorious comment, which does not make her popular. According to Roberts, she is 
also considered by other key figures in the book, to be of little value to the investigation as 
she has no experience. Because she is a spinster, she is considered incapable of passion or 
emotion, and thus incapable of understanding a crime such as murder which is the result of 
such strong emotions. She is therefore set up for failure as a serious investigator and is 
expected to be a source of amusement and ridicule, providing entertainment for the police 
and other individuals involved in the case. Robert’s commentary (1995, p.6) also reveals how 
Green’s character Amelia Butterworth is used to show “society’s obtuseness” in ridiculing 
her age and gender. She may be ignored and ridiculed by the official in charge of the case, 
but she will eventually succeed in solving the crime, earning the somewhat reluctant respect 
of the officials, and the other characters in the story as well as the reader.  
            The intelligence and bravery of the protagonist is revealed in Green’s use of the first 
person throughout the novel, since this allows the reader to see that Miss Butterworth is 
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genuinely not intimidated by authority. The introduction of Ebenezer Gryce as the important 
Police Inspector does not influence her actions or feelings of importance. As he refers to her 
as “this other woman” she thinks: “By other woman he means me, Miss Butterworth, of 
Colonial ancestry and no inconsiderable importance in the social world” (Green 1927, p.10). 
It is made clear that she is aware of the gap in their social standing which further adds to her 
feelings of superiority.      
          Green’s use of the “typical” spinster image in the depiction of Miss Butterworth is 
clearly seen in a description of her behaviour very early in the novel. Amelia is the narrator in 
That Affair Next Door (1897) and the story starts with her describing herself in the first 
sentence of the novel with these words; “I am not an inquisitive woman” (Green 1897, p.3). 
These words are immediately shown to be misleading as she gets out of bed to peer out of her 
window in the middle of the night because she hears a carriage drawing up to the house next 
door which she knows to be unoccupied. She repeats the same statement in the next sentence. 
Presenting her obvious curiosity with a sense of irony as she states that; “secondly: because 
not being inquisitive, I often miss in my lonely and single life, much that would be both 
interesting and profitable for me to know”. “Luckily” she says, “I made no such mistake this 
evening” (Green 1897, p.3) as she makes note of the young man and woman entering the 
deserted Van Burnam mansion. Assuming the man is the eldest son Franklin, she retires to 
bed, but is roused again with a fresh sound and although she “had to rush for it” she succeeds 
in getting to the window in time to see the young man depart. Cheri L. Ross (1991, p. 78) 
describes this opening scene as displaying “irony that is exquisite”, as Miss Butterworth 
clearly does not miss much, and the brief introduction has already established her in the mind 
of the reader as a “typical” spinster, a single woman who misses very little and is extremely 
interested in the affairs of her neighbours. Green reinforces the image of Amelia Butterworth 
as a nosy old maid by constantly showing the discrepancy between her actions and the 
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descriptions of herself. While she asserts she is incapable of being inquisitive, and of having 
“no patience with idle curiosity,” (1897, p.70) her constant meddling reveals the opposite. 
           The characteristics of the spinster resulting from a societal tendency to apply 
stereotypical behaviour patterns to older unmarried women can be seen in the reaction of the 
observers at the inquest. Confident of her abilities as an accurate observer with a remarkable 
memory, and proud of her status as the only reliable witness, Miss Butterworth is incensed by 
the mood of the public audience when she appears at the inquest. She is quite self-possessed 
and sure of herself when called to give her version of events on the fateful night but 
immediately “became conscious that the eyes directed towards me were filled with an 
expression not easy to understand. I should not call it admiration and will not call it 
amusement, and yet it seemed to be made up of both” (Green 1897, p.37). The audience had 
already judged her to be a nosy old maid who was trying to draw attention to herself by 
exaggerating the facts and are prepared to be amused and entertained at her expense.  
            Green uses the rather long section at the inquest to show the fallacy of preconceived 
opinions about the attributes of the spinster. Miss Butterworth fails to fulfil the expectations 
of the public. Instead of a dramatic performance that is designed to make her look important, 
she gives her evidence confidently and without embellishment and just recalls the details that 
she observed. She readily admits that she could not make a positive identification of the man 
and woman she saw entering the Van Burnam residence, but clearly recalls as much detail as 
she can remember. All these stages in the novel are designed to show the fallacy of conceived 
beliefs concerning the expected behaviour of an older spinster. Instead Miss Butterworth 
shows an intelligence and independence that prove that such preconceived ideas may be 
erroneous. In this way, Green quite deliberately subverts expectations about the role of the 
spinster in society. The scene at the inquest instead accords Miss Butterworth added dignity 
and respect. 
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          Roberts (1995, p.6) refers to Amelia Butterworth as a “trail blazer,” a spinster who is 
an insider in a world of wealth and class, of impeccable background yet depicted as 
constantly doing improper and unconventional things. “Stepping out of her cushioned world 
for no other reason than curiosity and a love of adventure” (Roberts 1995, p.7). This is 
reinforced by Green’s depiction of Miss Butterworth’s attitude to men. A “trail blazer” is one 
who discovers new avenues to explore, and Miss Butterworth’s treatment of men in authority 
would have been categorised as somewhat unusual. Again, this is shown very early in the 
novel, as the scrubwoman falls in a faint at the sight of the body in the Van Burnam house, 
Miss Butterworth remains strong. Only her thoughts reveal her true feelings: “I felt a 
sensation of sickness which in another moment might have ended in my fainting also, if I had 
not realised that it would never do for me to lose my wits in the presence of a man who had 
none too many of his own” (Green 1897, p.5). At this stage it is made clear that her presence 
is not required but she ignores the request to leave and shows a strong determination to stay 
and find out as many details as possible, much to the annoyance of the policeman, who has 
had no experience of dealing with a woman of her social standing. 
                    Miss Butterworth instructs the policemen to fetch water to help revive the maid 
and further reveals her feelings about his level of competence when he instructs her to fetch it 
instead, reluctantly she complies: “Abiding my invariable rule of never arguing with a man 
unless I see some way of getting the better of him” (Green 1897, p.5). She soon makes it very 
clear that she values her own importance. When pushed aside by the policeman she says 
nothing but reflects: “Such rudeness was uncalled for; but considering myself too important a 
witness to show feeling, I swallowed my indignation and proceeded with all my native 
dignity to the front door” (Green 1897, p.7). The reader now has a clear idea of Miss 
Butterworth’s high opinion of herself and her feelings of superiority over the men involved in 
these preliminary stages of the investigation and the astute reader is able to see that Miss 
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Butterworth’s character goes far beyond the negative stereotype of the “nosy old maid” and 
that her attributes and determination will be instrumental in achieving justice. 
          Ross (1991, p.80) argues that by showing Miss Butterworth’s determination to question 
the traditional male/female roles Green turns this novel into a “battle of the sexes”, as well as 
an intriguing crime story. Ross’s proposition is reflected in Miss Butterworth’s frequently 
stated very firm opinions about men and the fact that she is not shy in stating her thoughts. 
This is evident when she says: “I don’t like young men in general. They are either over-suave 
and polite, as if they condescended to remember you are elderly and that it is their duty to 
make you forget it, or else they are pert and shallow and disgust you with their egotism” 
(Green 1897, p.42). Her handling of Mr. Gryce shows a similar low opinion of older men 
which expresses itself in a need to question his role in the investigation. When she tries to 
offer her opinion as well as extract information from him she thinks; “This aged detective is 
used to women, I have no doubt, but he is not used to me” (Green 1897, p.24). Roberts (1995, 
p.9) regards her “interior monologue of excuses and justifications” for her unladylike acts as 
creating a “very human bridge between the passivity and decorum of the perfect lady 
fashioned by her upbringing” combined with the curiosity and independence shown by 
females in this era of the New Woman. While Ross (1991, p.83) suggests that Green used this 
unconventional depiction of an older spinster in an attempt to contribute to the advancement 
of women’s rights by breaking the stereotypical boundaries of acceptable behaviour for 
women. 
          Ross’s arguments are reinforced by the way in which Green very cleverly reveals the 
attitude of men in this period to the actions of an interfering older woman. Mr. Gryce is 
appalled when Miss Butterworth suggests that they work together on the case and tries to 
dismiss her, a fact that she has difficulty in understanding.  When she sees his reaction she 
thinks to herself; “What seemed to me but the natural proposition of an energetic woman with 
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a special genius for his particular calling, evidently struck him as audacity of the grossest 
kind” (Green 1897, p.25). Miss Butterworth reveals her determination to show this “special 
genius” by passing on her observations of the victim’s clothing, a fact which has eluded the 
men in charge. Despite himself, Gryce is impressed by her attention to detail; “The deuce!” 
he exclaims “women’s eyes for women’s matters! I am greatly indebted to you, ma’am” 
(Green 1897, p.25). Here he shows male condescension to a woman who is an amateur, 
admitting she is correct but only in areas that require specialised women’s knowledge, rather 
than in policing. His comments immediately relegate Miss Butterworth to the position of an 
observant female rather than as an equal who has added important evidence which will help 
solve the crime. 
           Ross’s (1991) analysis of this novel also points to the subversive nature of Green’s 
writing in its ability to transmit a strong feminist message contributing to the advancement of 
women’s rights by creating a “truly feminist detective”. Ross states that the message in this 
first Miss Butterworth novel is that; “Intelligent, independent women can succeed at 
anything, even the most ‘unsuitable’ profession for a woman” (1991, p.83). Furthermore, 
Ross argues that Green’s success was related to her choice of character, using a spinster 
sleuth who could get away with radical behaviour because of her age and status. It is 
however, made very clear  by Green that Miss Butterworth is not a forlorn, neglected, and 
dried-up spinster, she has instead chosen to remain unmarried. This is stated very clearly in 
the book; “A maiden-woman, as independent as myself, need not envy any girl the doubtful 
blessing of a husband. I chose to be independent, and I am, and what more is there to be said 
about it?” (Green 1897, p.101). By choosing a woman so obviously content with her life 
Green is sending a strong message about the role women choose, and that this does not 
always have to be that of the traditional role of wife and mother. 
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          Miss Butterworth’s ability to hold her own against a strong and powerful man is 
Green’s way of challenging the stereotypical boundaries of acceptable behaviour for women. 
Miss Butterworth has been brought up by a more liberal father and encouraged to speak her 
own mind, she therefore takes Gryce’s attitude as a personal challenge, this can be seen in her 
angry response to his amusement at her interference; “If I meddle in this matter at all it will 
be not as your coadjutor but as your rival” (Green 1897, p.108). Gryce’s amusement 
increases and he becomes even more condescending in his manner which makes Miss 
Butterworth even more determined to solve the case without the reliance or intervention of a 
man. She is also aware that if she allows a man to become involved even to a small degree, 
the patriarchal society that exists would immediately transfer the credit to him. Green makes 
this clear when Miss Butterworth says, “The work upon which I was engaged could not be 
shared by one of the male sex without lessening my triumph over Mr. Gryce” (Green 1897, 
p.126).  
            Miss Butterworth continues with a line of investigation undertaken independently and 
without police permission and is quite successful in unearthing clues that have eluded the 
police. Her efforts are rewarded by rather reluctant praise from Mr. Gryce as he says, “For an 
amateur you have made less trouble and fewer mistakes than were to be expected.” This is 
immediately countered by Miss Butterworth, as with an ambiguous smile she replies, “You 
acknowledge then,” said I, “that the old maid can tell you something after all. I thought you 
regarded all my efforts in the light of jest. What has made you change your mind?” (Green 
1897, p.107). Ebenezer Gryce does not answer this question by praising her efforts. He 
abruptly says; “Madam, I decline to bandy words.”  Miss Butterworth incensed at his lack of  
appreciation turns to leave, at which point Gryce: 
          allowed a word to slip from him which was not entirely one of blessing. He made 
           amends for it next moment, however, by remarking: “Madam I once said, as you will 
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           doubtless remember, that the day would come when I should find myself at your feet. 
           That day has arrived. And now is there any other little cherished fact known to the police 
           that you would like to have imparted to you?” 
           I took his humiliation seriously. (Green 1897, p.107). 
            
          Roberts (1995, p.9) argues that Green’s constant depiction of  Miss Butterworth’s  
quest for recognition from Gryce comes from a need for approval from patriarchal authority 
that reveals how women of this time, however independent they may be, still need the 
approval of a man to be considered effective in anything other than domestic matters. 
However,  Miss Butterworth’s inner thoughts reveal that she has a very competitive spirit as 
she seeks to match wits with the more experienced detective. She simply wants to win and 
prove that she is equal to a man. As Miss Butterworth reflects; “for though I have had no 
adventures, I feel capable of them,” she also reveals that the murder has “aroused in me a 
fever of investigation which no reasoning could allay” (Green 1897, p.11).  
          The chapter headed “Amelia Discovers Herself” reveals Miss Butterworth’s sense of 
self-worth and freedom from false modesty. She recalls her father’s belief that she would 
make her mark in the world resulting in a decision to make this finally happen through the art 
of detection which is where she feels her real talents lie. The art of subtle subversion that 
Ross (1991) refers to is revealed in Amelia’s determination to assert herself and prove she is 
more than capable of succeeding and showing that a woman of her age can achieve more than 
the male professionals, using the skills of intuition, observation and knowledge of human 
nature. 
          Roberts (1995, p.6) refers to Green’s spinster sleuth as a woman “whom in the end it 
pays to respect”, this is indeed shown to be true as by the end of the novel it is made clear 
that Miss Butterworth has triumphed, she has solved the case and proved to be a much better 
investigator than the professionals. When asked by the Chief Inspector about her methods she 
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replies, “I could not have accomplished so much had I indulged a confidant. Such work as I 
have attempted depends for its success upon the secrecy with which it is carried on. That is 
why amateur work is sometimes more effective than professional. No one suspected me of 
making inquiries” (Green 1897, p.113). Gryce eventually admits “half shamefacedly, half 
jocularly”; “Outwitted by a woman! Well, it’s a new experience for me, Inspector, and you 
must not be surprised if it takes me a minute to get accustomed to it” (Green 1897, p.127). 
The concluding chapter entitled “With Miss Butterworth’s Compliments” has Gryce finally 
admitting that she is a “woman of genius” and according to Miss Butterworth’s sources, his 
inability to solve the case has so affected him that “he has never been the same since the 
clearing up of this mystery” (Green 1897, p.158). Green is determined that her feisty sleuth 
will have the last word and she finishes the chapter with a speech that shows Miss 
Butterworth’s overwhelming confidence in her own abilities: 
           His mistakes, if we may call them such, were not those of failing facilities, but of a 
           man made over secure in his own conclusions by a series of old successes. Had he 
           listened to me – But I will not pursue this suggestion. You will accuse me of egotism, 
           an imputation I cannot bear with equanimity and will not risk; modest depreciation of 
           myself being one of the chief attributes of my character (Green 1897, p.158). 
 
While it is obvious that Miss Butterworth very rightly revels in her success, Green ensures 
that it is made clear that much her enjoyment stems from the fact that she has triumphed over 
a presumption of masculine superiority at the same time she has solved the case and brought 
a killer to justice.  
Conclusion 
          This analysis has argued that That Affair Next Door (1897) is not a novel that can be 
easily dismissed by slotting it into one of the classifications that already existed for fictional 
female detective novels. Miss Butterworth cannot be described as a fantasy adventurer, an 
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honorary male, as a domestic and desperate sleuth nor as a lower-class contemptible who 
needs to work for a living. She instead represents, according to Roberts (1995, p.10) a “step 
forward towards the new woman detective”. Despite the elaborate prose in Green’s narrative, 
she has managed to produce a sleuth who is knowledgeable about human nature, aware of 
what people will think yet strong enough to be unrestricted by expected conventions. The 
character of Miss Butterworth thus demonstrates how the stereotype of the spinster can be 
subverted to produce an independent and psychologically complex woman who is prepared to 
act on her own decisions and rebel against patriarchal authority. As Roberts suggests; “If not 
feminist, then perhaps Amelia might be called ‘proto feminist,’ a character that has been 
created to go beyond the “bounds of sexism, ageism, or frozen respectability” (1995, p.10). 
Although this type of amateur sleuth is dated in its appeal, the admirable Miss Butterworth 
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Chapter Four 
Unnatural Death by Dorothy L. Sayers 
“I know it was useless to try and write with a view to what the public might like; the only thing one can 
do is to write what one wants to write and hope for the best.” 
Sayers, Cited in Mann (1981). 
 
          The second novel to be analysed was published in 1927, 30 years after That Affair Next 
Door. It was written after the First World War and therefore chosen not only for its depiction 
of an elderly female sleuth, but because of the changes brought about by the devastation of 
war, and the effect of these changes on women. 
          Dorothy L. Sayers published widely on a diverse range of topics. Laurel Young (2005) 
describes her as “a scholar, theologian, medievalist, playwright and novelist, “ and refers to 
her period of writing detective fiction as “a brief phase in her overall career” (2005, p.39). In 
an essay titled “Gaudy Night,” Sayers states that her goal in writing detective fiction was to 
bring it back in line with the mainstream of English literature by aligning the modern 
detective story with the great Victorian novels of mystery and sensation, especially those 
written by Wilkie Collins. According to Young, this meant that Sayers wished to produce a 
text “less like a conventional detective story and more like a novel” (2005, p.39). To achieve 
this, she incorporated her interest in the debate over the changing role of women in society 
into her fiction, and this according to Doan, in her book Old Maids and Radical  Spinsters 
(1991) is one of the reasons for the durability of Sayer’s novels. 
          Sayers published her first detective novel Whose Body? in 1922 and wrote eleven more 
in the period between the two World Wars. All but one included the aristocratic sleuth Lord 
Peter Wimsey. Although Sayers was following the tradition of other crime novelists of the 
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period, she did have grander aims than just writing a whodunit. This is made clear in her 
introduction to the anthology Great Short Stories of Detection, Mystery and Horror (1928) 
where she reveals that she wanted her books to be “novels of manners instead of pure 
crossword puzzles.” Sayer’s efforts are viewed in conflicting ways by literary critics, being 
described by Julian Symons (1993) as illustrating “a breathtaking gap between intention and 
achievement” with the books themselves showing “an increasing pretentiousness, a dismal 
sentimentality, and a slackening of the close plotting that had been her chief virtue” (1993, 
p.134). On the other hand, Michael Holquist argues in his essay “Whodunit and Other 
Questions” (1983) that Sayers represents a fresh style of detective story with settings that are 
not formulaic, and plots that are more plausible. Holquist also praises Sayer’s representations 
of the detective, criminals, and victims as all being more human and rounded, and therefore 
more believable. Despite criticism, Sayer’s work proved to be popular and is described in 
glowing terms by Klein (1988) as dominating “the upscale detective literature scene” and 
“bringing the prestige of her considerable erudition, wit and poetic skill” to the classic crime 
novel (1988, p.310). 
          Sayers regarded herself as a humanist rather than a feminist and preferred a policy of 
inclusion. In her book Are Women Human? (1971, p.114) Sayers argues that women should 
be considered as human beings who; “want an interesting occupation, reasonable freedom for 
their pleasures and sufficient emotional outlets”. She was also convinced that marriage was 
not essential for women, and spinsterhood was quite acceptable as long as a woman could 
gain useful employment.  Her books reflect these concerns, showing an increasing number of 
female characters that reflect Sayers’ concern about the situation of women in society at the 
time. Characters such as Miss Climpson in Unnatural Death enable Sayers to comment on 
the need for proper jobs for women and she later used the character of Harriet Vane to show 
“one human being’s evolution as a New Woman” (Young 2005, p.44). She eventually  found 
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these beliefs could no longer be expressed in her fiction and returned to her scholarly writing. 
Today, however, she is remembered chiefly for her contribution to the Golden Age of 
detective fiction, which according to Klein (1988) she both defined and transformed. 
Context 
          Dorothy L. Sayers’ third mystery novel Unnatural Death (1927) was published in 
England at a time when the country was still “reeling from the uncertainties and instabilities 
of a new modernity” (Bischoping & Olstead 2013, p.4). England was suffering from an 
economic depression, and six changes of leadership in a decade had resulted in a lack of 
stability. Definitions of femininity and women’s social roles are described by Bischoping and 
Olstead as being “in flux,” with job options narrowing for women, suffragettes demonstrating 
for equal rights, and England’s two million “surplus women” being identified as a social 
problem (2013, p.4).  
          Symons (1972) argues that the classic crime fiction of the Golden Age generally 
ignored the realities of life in the time they were depicting. So many works published at this 
time did not document problems that existed such as the effects of unemployment and 
depression, or the influences of the General Strike in 1926 as well as employment problems 
brought about by the trade unions. According to Symons (1972) “when sympathy was 
expressed for the poor, it was not for the unemployed but for those struggling along on a 
fixed inherited income” (1972, p.109). Among the many women who struggled with 
unemployment at the beginning of the twenties, was Sayers and maybe because of this, unlike 
many other authors of the time, Sayers included many of the realities of life at the time for 
women. Her depictions of life in England in Unnatural  Death (1927) therefore tend to be not 
of a fantasy world, but of a Britain that would be more easily recognisable to her 
contemporaries (Symons 1972, p.110). 
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          Mystery writing is described by Douglas R. McManis (1978) in his article “Places for 
Mystery,” as “an abundant source of literary geography”, exposing the vast reading public to 
a “host of geographical information” (1978, p.319). Expected conventions of Golden Age 
crime writing included a format that required a setting with a fictionalised version of the real 
world. However, according to Symons (1972, p.27) Sayers did not agree with limiting the 
setting to just the background, instead she determined the relationship between the plot and 
setting according to the needs of each individual story. McManis (1978) argues that Sayers 
regarded the geographical setting as essential, as it provided the place or places for the action 
of the plot and was where the crime was committed, discovered and solved and therefore 
needed to be described in greater detail. The inherited format often required the use of 
sketches or maps to make the details of the crime clearer to the reader and in Unnatural 
Death (1927) Sayers follows this format by providing a sketch of the murdered woman’s 
room, this is  drawn by one of the maids and shows how they were able to observe what was 
occurring behind the screen due to the positioning of a mirror near the bed. This knowledge 
however, results in the death of the youngest maid as her knowledge of the details of the 
crime become known. 
          The varying techniques used by Sayers to detail the setting and the context can be seen 
in Unnatural Death (1927) in the description of Wimsey’s elegant flat in Piccadilly Circus 
when he attempts to draw out more information from the doctor he met at dinner: 
The April night was clear and chilly, and a brisk wood fire burned in a welcoming manner on the 
hearth. The bookcases that lined the walls were filled with rich old calf bindings, mellow and glowing 
in the lamplight. There was a grand piano, open, a huge chesterfield piled deep with cushions and two 
armchairs of the build that invites one to wallow. The port was brought in by an impressive manservant 
and placed on a very beautiful little Chippendale table. Some big bowls of scarlet and yellow parrot 
tulips beckoned, bannerlike, from dark corners (Sayers 1927, p.12). 
This detailed description by Sayers is obviously not essential to the plot, but it definitely sets 
the scene for an intimate discussion with the somewhat reluctant doctor and illustrates 
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Wimsey’s affluence and his efforts to create a relaxed atmosphere which is conducive to the 
sharing of confidences. 
           McManis (1978) argues that Sayers rejected the format of a mandatory introductory 
description of the setting and opted instead to introduce descriptions of the setting 
components at junctures when they were functionally necessary to the action of the plot 
(1978, p.329). In this way Sayers represents “the tradition of verisimilitude” which involves 
the creation of a believable background which resembles reality, providing readers with both 
the enjoyment of reading a mystery novel  as well as descriptions of the geography and 
changing patterns of life in Great Britain at the time (McManis 1978, p.334). As McManis 
(1978) suggests, as the novel progresses, Sayers presents these spatial geographical elements 
in two ways. The first includes the injection of brief passages of description at appropriate 
and critical points in the plot, while in the second method she uses briefer passages or phrases 
to evoke a residence or building. This is evident in the passing description of Miss 
Climpson’s apartment, located in “one of those tall, awkward mansions which were designed 
for a Victorian family with fatigue-proof servants” (Sayers 1927, p.23). These few words are 
sufficient to create not only a sense of place, where longer passages would break the flow of 
action, but also an era and what Pierre Bourdieu referred to as a “habitus” or set of social 
norms that guide behaviour and thinking at certain times in history (in Navarro 2006, p.16). 
          Unnatural Death (1927) shows the action shifting between urban and rural places, but 
the rural settings are the most vividly described. As McManis argues, Sayers was “more 
generous with descriptions of rural environs than urban ones” (1978, p.331). This is evident 
when Wimsey waits for the doctor to arrive after discovering Miss Findlater’s mutilated 
body, at this point, Wimsey turns from the “translucent, cool greenness of the little wood, 
back onto the downs. The streamlet clacked merrily away over the pebbles, running out to the 
southwest on its way to the river and the sea” (Sayers 1927, p.234). The contrast is quite 
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extreme, showing destruction on one hand and yet the continuation of life and beauty in the 
midst of violent death. 
          Unnatural Death (1927) although using the investigative skills of the aristocratic 
amateur detective Lord Peter Wimsey, is also notable for the introduction of the spinster 
sleuth Miss Climpson as Wimsey’s invaluable assistant. It is also notable  because of the 
predominance of unmarried women who feature in the story. Catherine Kenney’s analysis of  
Sayers’ work in her book The Remarkable Case of Dorothy L. Sayers (1948, p.128) examines 
an early draft of Unnatural Death entitled The Singular Case of the Three Spinsters. This is 
very apt, since the detective, murderer, and the three victims are all spinsters and the subject 
of spinsterhood is addressed in many of the scenes which focus on Miss Climpson. Kenney 
describes the vivid depiction of Miss Alexandra Katherine Climpson as being developed 
using Sayer’s “characteristic humour and good sense” which enables her to scrutinise “the lot 
of unmarried women in an urban, industrialised world” (Kenney 1948, p.128) and to look at 
the way in which their skills could be better utilised. 
          The story opens with Lord Peter Wimsey and his friend Detective Inspector Charles 
Parker dining in a London restaurant. Wimsey is discussing a recent, well documented 
murder trial and the problems doctor’s face in making accusations about the deaths of 
patients they may regard as suspicious, but for which they have no evidence. A man sitting at 
the next table interrupts their conversation, stating that he agrees with them and that his 
recent experiences have shown the error of voicing concerns about a person’s untimely death. 
He goes on to say that he is a doctor and has experienced the loss of his practice due to his 
patients losing confidence in his abilities, having been proved wrong after expressing his 
suspicions about the death of an elderly patient. Wimsey and his companion are intrigued and 
encourage the doctor to tell his tale in more detail. He is cautious but agrees to reveal more of 
his story as long as he can supress the names and places involved. 
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          The tale that emerges is relatively simple. A wealthy, elderly unmarried woman who 
has a morbid fear of making a will, is being treated by the doctor. She is suffering from 
cancer and being cared for by two nurses. One of these is the doctor’s fiancé and the other is 
the old lady’s great-niece who is held in high esteem by the elderly woman and is the heir to 
all her estate. The elderly woman dies suddenly, and even though there is no sign of foul 
play, the doctor considers the death suspicious and authorises an autopsy. The findings show 
nothing abnormal and he is forced to conclude his suspicions were groundless. Unfortunately, 
his fiancé is dismissed by the niece, as well as the two sisters who were working as maids in 
the house. Rumours begin to spread about his abilities as a doctor which results in a loss of 
patients and exclusion from all aspects of village life. As a consequence, he is forced to sell 
his practice and leave the area.  
          Wimsey is intrigued by this tale and decides this could be an example of the perfect 
crime. He therefore sends his female agent, Miss Climpson, to Somerset House to try to 
determine the name of the elderly lady. By a process of elimination, she is identified as a 
Miss Agatha Dawson and Miss Climpson is subsequently able to establish herself in the heart 
of the village where the old lady lived. The careful use of gossip enables Miss Climpson to 
find out all the details of the scandalous behaviour of the doctor and the sympathy felt for the 
niece, a Miss Mary Whittaker. She also discovers the names of the two maids who were 
dismissed for a trivial mistake. Wimsey places an ad in the paper requesting the maids to 
contact a solicitor of his acquaintance in an attempt to find out further details from them. His 
concerns that a murder was committed are confirmed when the younger of the two maids is 
also found dead in Epping Forest. Again, an autopsy finds nothing abnormal, but the dead 
woman had a cutting Wimsey’s advertisement in her purse as well as an unexplained sum of 
money. 
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          The details of the past events obtained via Miss Climpson’s use of gossip to obtain 
information, are reported back to Wimsey in a series of italic-ridden letters. The book thence 
develops into a type of “murder in retrospect” story which reveals hidden secrets of the 
Dawson family. The rather complex tale of family divisions is made clearer by the provision 
of a family tree at the back of the book which establishes a clear line of succession. As a 
result of these plot developments, Klein refers to Unnatural Death as a “howdunit rather than 
a whodunit” (1988, p.310) with the sleuths trying to prove how Mary Whittaker murdered her 
ailing aunt and solve a crime which appears to lack both means and motive, since Mary 
inherited her aunt’s money without being named in a will. The eventual uncovering of 
Mary’s use of her abilities as a nurse to inject her aunt with a syringe full of air, thus stopping 
her heart, proves to be an ingenious murder method. However, some of the plot moves, such 
as the dual identity of the killer and the way in which Miss Climpson stumbles across crucial 
evidence in an unlikely way towards the end of the novel are somewhat improbable and 
predictable. This could, however, be because they have since become clichés of the genre. 
          In the 2013 edition of Unnatural Death  there is a tribute in the Afterword by John 
Curran to Sayers which refers to her: “light-hearted and often mischievous sense of humour 
shining through the whole story, be it in Lord Wimsey’s banter or in the character of Miss 
Climpson.” This humour can be seen when Wimsey decides to arrange a meeting between 
Parker and Miss Climpson, as revealed in the following exchange: 
          “I will ask you to come and pay a visit to a friend of mine. It won’t take long. I think you’ll be       
            interested. I - in fact, you’ll be the first person I’ve ever taken to see her. She will be very  
            much touched and pleased.”      
           “He laughed a little self-consciously.” 
           “Oh” said Parker, embarrassed. Although the men were great friends, Wimsey had always 
            preserved a reticence about his personal affairs…              
            “…rather an experiment,” Wimsey was saying a trifle shyly, “anyway she is quite  
            comfortably fixed in a little flat in Pimlico” (Sayers 1927, pp.21-22).    
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          On their way there, Wimsey continues to talk about the “arrangement,” which 
apparently has lasted about six months. The manner of imparting this information tends to 
make both Parker and the reader suspect the type of morally suspect set-up this might be. The 
misunderstanding is soon fixed when Parker actually meets Miss Climpson, but it is a further 
example of what Kenney describes as Sayer’s “richly comic” style and the ways in which the 
“thoroughly human character of Miss Climpson” is developed with “great subtlety and 
sympathy” (Kenney 1948, p. 12). According to Kenney (1948) this demonstrates Sayer’s 
impulse to write  a “traditional English novel,” a genre which is distinguished by the mix of 
“memorable” minor characters such as Parker, and Wimsey’s solicitor Mr. Murbles, who 
wears hats with flaps and refuses to use “the modern instrument, the telephone” (1927, 
p.102). Both these individuals are highly amusing comic characters, but Sayers uses them as 
an effective way of revealing societal attitudes at the time. 
          There are some aspects of the plot of Unnatural Death (1927) which are more 
complex, and this is where the motive for the crime is uncovered.  The need for Mary 
Whittaker to hasten her aunt’s death is related to an obscure amendment which is about to be 
made to England’s Inheritance Act which would have resulted in her, as great-niece, being 
disinherited. Because Mary’s aunt refused to make a will, she had to die before the new Act 
was introduced so that Mary was still able to inherit. It is made clear that if Mary had not 
panicked due to Wimsey’s interference, she would have got away with killing her aunt. In her 
attempt to cover up her crime, Mary tries to murder five further individuals, succeeding twice 
in her attempts. One of those killed is Mary’s female companion, the other carelessly 
disposed of is the young maid. Following her arrest, Mary then takes her own life while in 
custody. As a result of all these deaths, Wimsey is subsequently stricken with remorse at the 
killing of so many innocent people as a result of his investigations and spends much time 
contemplating whether or not he should continue to investigate crime. His frame of mind is 
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further revealed when he exits the prison to the “wan and awful darkness” of an eclipse 
(Sayers 1927, p.281). At this moment, the reader, like Wimsey is made aware of the 
unintended consequences that can result from the pursuit of justice. 
          Unnatural Death (1927) is not particularly notable in plot terms since the unmasking 
and apprehension of the murderer as the guilty person is never in doubt, but it does show the 
development of an investigation from a vague premise to an exciting and dangerous case. 
While the death is considered to be unnatural because it involves a nurse killing her own 
patient, it also leads to what Kenney describes as the “discovery of the ‘unnatural’ or 
unconventional life of the killer” (1948, p.129) since Sayers’ novel examines the fate of 
women who do not meet the conventional ideas of femininity. The book is described by 
Kenney (1948) as being about “odd” women in the sense that being unmarried and not being 
part of a couple means that these women are living outside of society’s heterosexual norms. 
Unnatural Death (1927) also explores the less public side of these people’s lives and the love 
and friendship between two female couples, Mary Whittaker, and Vera Findlater in the 
present and Agatha Dawson and her friend Clara in the past. It also explores the status of 
women in relation to the choice they can make between marriage and spinsterhood and the 
plight of the “superfluous women” in society at the time who were cast adrift, unable to find 
work and considered to be of little value once the war was over. 
 
The Spinster and Work 
          Sayers draws attention to the older spinster in Unnatural Death (1927) by showing 
how they could be made useful in a society where they are under-valued. She refers to the 
unmarried females found in all social classes, who do not work for a living, as a class 
“unkindly known as superfluous” (Sayers 1927, p.43). Holden (2005, p.400) describes the 
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attitude in Britain after the war that denied that women were as capable as men. As a result of  
not accepting women into the paid employment they had carried out during wartime, British 
society relegated many capable women to lives of boredom and inactivity. Without husbands 
to support them, or family to take them in, many of would have had to live in poverty. In 
Chapter Three, entitled “A Use for Spinsters,” Wimsey makes his views on the subject clear 
to Parker and this may also be a way of expressing the views of the author: 
Miss Climpson,” said Lord Peter, “is a manifestation of the wasteful way in which this country is run. 
Look at electricity. Look at waterpower. Look at the tides. Look at the sun. Millions of power units 
being given off into space every minute. Thousands of old maids, simply bursting with useful energy, 
forced by our stupid social system into hydros and hotels and communities and hostels and posts as 
companions, where their magnificent gossip-powers and units of inquisitiveness are allowed to 
dissipate themselves or even become harmful to the community, while the rate-payers’ money is spent 
on getting work for which these women are providentially fitted, inefficiently carried out by ill-
equipped policeman like you. My god! It’s enough to make a man write to John Bull. And then bright 
young men write nasty little patronising books called ‘Elderly Women,’ and ‘On the Edge of the 
Explosion’ – and the drunkards make songs upon ‘em, poor things (Sayers 1927, p.29). 
 
Miss Climpson, and others like her, middle-aged women who lack the education and skills of 
their younger counterparts, assist Wimsey in his agency. As Kenney notes that this is “not 
just an act of charity toward (the women), but a service to society” (1948, p.125) as their 
energy and intelligence are well suited to inquiry work. 
          Patricia Craig and Mary Cadogan (1986, p.196) describe Wimsey’s agency as a 
“fantasy occupation which contributes purpose and glamour to the lives of uncherished 
women”. The agency has a front as a typing bureau, described by Young (2005, p.43) as 
“Sayers’ gesture to the sort of menial and marginalised employment to which Victorian 
spinsters were often restricted.” According to Craig and Cadogan (1986, p.70) Sayers is 
making a case for women’s right to work, and to do this she created “a whole bevy of female 
investigators” to endorse this view. 
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Female Sexuality 
         Unnatural Death (1927) does not depict women in any type of erotic physical contact, 
but according to Bischoping and Olstead (2013, p.5) Mary Whittaker and her adoring friend 
Vera Findlater and the murdered woman Agatha Dawson and her long dead, devoted life-
partner Clara Whittaker have generally been read as lesbians. According to Bischoping and 
Olstead (2013) Sayers can be said to have chosen this novel to address (however obliquely), 
the issue of homosexuality. The two couples represent good and bad relationships between 
females from different generations of English women. Mary is the bad nurse, with a poor 
work ethic who uses cunning and ruthlessness to kill the innocent Vera. Clara is the beloved 
hard-working horse breeder, and Agatha, the loving companion, who is quoted by her maid 
as saying: “I mean to be an old maid and so does Miss Clara, and we’re going to live together 
and be ever so happy, without any stupid, tiresome gentlemen” (Sayers 1927, p.139). Sayers’ 
depiction of Mary is regarded by Bischopin and Olstead (2013, p.6), as following the trend of 
the time which “generally cast the lesbian as a morally disordered figure” whose 
homosexuality is suggested as being integral to her “unnatural” make up. The earlier couple’s 
relationship although treated with compassion and respect and portraying them as much being 
loved and admired,  still manages to depict the rejection of a male partner as a problem. This 
is evident in the description of single females as provided by the head-groom: 
Well, there is some creatures like that. I ‘ad a terrier-bitch that way. Great ratter she was. But a 
businesswoman - nothin’ else. I tried ‘er with all the dogs I could lay ‘and to, but it weren’t no good… 
The Lord makes a few on ‘em that way to suit ‘Is own purposes, I suppose. There ain’t no arguin’ 
with females (Sayers 1927, p.136). 
Miss Climpson also expresses her dislike of “silly affection and gush, and a parrot-repetition 
of the shibboleths of the modern school” which she considers were symptoms the 
experienced spinster understood as being related to unhappiness and dissatisfaction with the 
narrowness of life to be found in a country town (Sayers 1927, p.177). Miss Climpson 
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regards Vera’s dissatisfaction with life in a small town as being largely responsible for  her 
infatuation with Mary Whittaker as there are no other outlets to distract her. 
          Although dismissing the “pash” that Vera has for Mary and merely declaring  it to be 
“rather unhealthy,” Miss Climpson does try to intervene when Vera tell her she means to 
remain an old maid and live with Mary. Worried, because of her suspicions of Mary’s 
ruthless nature, Miss Climpson tries to make Vera see sense. She says:  
…love is always good when it’s the right kind” she hesitated, then went on courageously “in  any case, 
my dear, I cannot help feeling that it is more natural - more proper, in a sense - for a man and woman to 
be all in all to one another than for two persons of the same sex. Er - after all, it is a - a fruitful affection  
(Sayers 1927, p.183). 
Miss Climpson is so concerned, that she writes to Wimsey about the relationship, stating: “I 
have seen so much of that kind of thing in my rather WOMAN-RIDDEN existence! It has 
such a bad effect, as a rule, upon the weaker character of the two” (Sayers 1927, p.81). The  
description of the relationships between these two sets of women are regarded by Bischoping 
and Olstead (2013) as Sayers’ way of offering a “deliberately polyvocal text” where the 
characters express an array of discourses, both positive and negative which were current at 
the time of writing. 
   
The Spinster-Sleuth – Miss Climpson 
“For Miss Climpson, men were intended to be masterful, even though wicked or foolish. She was 
a spinster made and not born – a perfectly womanly woman.” 
 Sayers (1927, p.178). 
 
          Miss Climpson is described by Kenney (1948) as the novel’s only significant female 
character who does not come to grief. She is introduced in a chapter that clearly announces its 
intention with the title “A Use for Spinsters” and a quote from Gilbert Frankau that states; 
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“There are two million more females than males in England and Wales! And this is an awe-
inspiring circumstance” (1927, p.19). Given that the story revolves around the murder of one 
spinster by another, and that the subject of spinsterhood as well as the character of the 
spinster-sleuth is central to the narrative, the title of this chapter has a number of different 
connotations, as will be revealed as the story unfolds. 
           Miss Alexander Katherine Climpson is clearly a product of the prescribed Victorian 
attitude towards women. This is made clear when she states that she would have liked to be a 
lawyer but was not given the opportunity of a higher education because her “dear father did 
not believe in it for women” (Sayers 1927, p.27). She is described by Kenney as the sprightly, 
appealing spinster-sleuth who is one of Sayer’s “most successful minor characters” (1948, 
p.123). Many of the early detectives in fiction were male and although women would appear 
to have the characteristics for a good detective, the main problem facing most women 
investigators, is that she lacks free time. Sayer’s solution to the problem was to portray Miss 
Climpson as an employee of Wimsey, doing investigation work which utilised her 
conversational skills and ability to extract information. Miss Climpson is therefore described 
by Craig and Cadogan (1986) as a woman who has found her true calling and discovered “an 
escape from the dreadful alternative of genteel poverty” (1986, p.15). 
          Sayers’ depiction of Wimsey giving useful employment to many of these older 
“surplus women” served several purposes. The first of these was that it made Miss 
Climpson’s activities as a private investigator more believable as she was not just carrying 
out her own investigation. Also, Wimsey’s “Cattery” – the detective agency masquerading as 
a typing bureau – is regarded by Kenney as the “first significant dramatization of Sayers’ 
doctrine of work” (1948, p.125) a central theme that emerges in her entire canon of detective 
fiction. This is the conviction that every individual deserves to have a proper job, suited to the 
worker, and carried out with efficiency. Miss Climpson is used because she is better at some 
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types of investigation than either Wimsey or the police. She is better because she is a woman 
who has learned to observe minute details and is able to employ the stereotypically female 
mechanism of gossip in order to invite confidences from other women. She is described by 
Wimsey as “my ears and tongue” and as being able to “ask questions which a young man 
could not put without a blush” (Sayers 1927, p.29).  
          Therefore, instead of sending an officious young man to investigate this case, Wimsey 
sends “a lady with a long, woolly jumper on knitting needles and jingly things around her 
neck.” This choice is justified in these terms:  
          “When such an innocuous-looking elderly spinster appears on the scene, of course she asks 
            questions - everyone expects it. Nobody is surprised. Nobody is alarmed. And so-called 
            superfluity is agreeably and usefully disposed of” (Sayers 1927, pp. 29-30). 
 
 Miss Climpson, fully suited to her employment, is an asset to Wimsey, and his action in 
employing her is shown as a solution to the predicament of the superfluous females who are 
such a burden to the nation. 
          Possessed with a natural proclivity for investigation, Miss Climpson is described by 
Hone (1981, p.51) as “the crisp counterpart to the sometimes-diffuse dowager”. She is also 
perceived to be religious, “a nice lady’ says the boarding-house owner, “even if she is a 
Roaming Catholic, or next to one” (Sayers 1927, p. 220). Miss Climpson’s previous 
experiences with boarding houses comes in handy in Leahampton where she poses as a 
“retired lady in easy circumstances, looking for a nice little place to settle down”. Being a 
devout Christian, she is also able to attend many women’s functions at the local Church in 
Leahampton, a village described in a chapter entitled “Gossip,” as a “terrible little 
town…..full of aspidistras and small gossip” (Sayers 1927, p.49). However, Kenney 
describes how Sayers takes the “stereotypically female activity, gossip” in order to transform 
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“the potentially destructive habit into an art and science” (1948, p.125). Sayers also utilises 
the accustomed role of confidante, which is so often used in fiction in relation to the spinster, 
enabling Miss Climpson to extract information from other women without causing suspicion. 
          Sayers’ creation of Miss Climpson the investigator, employs the spinster-sleuth in a 
comparable way to Anna Katherine Green’s Miss Butterworth but brings her up to date in 
post-World War I Britain by making the sleuth an independent woman in a paid job, 
employed by a male investigator rather than in competition with him. Wimsey stresses that it 
is Miss Climpson reasoning abilities and powers of observation that make her so suited for 
detective work and definitely not the patronising notion of “women’s intuition.” Instead, Miss 
Climpson is described as relying on her ability to read appearances and social situations, a 
skill described by Kenney as “a perennial survival skill for the powerless, whether male or 
female” (1948, p.133). Having to live frugally in shared accommodation for many years “in a 
dreary succession of cheap boarding-houses” (Sayers 1927, p.46) has led to Miss Climpson 
acquiring the skill of making note of minute detail.  Her dreary life  meant she had to adjust 
to what Ian Watts, quoted in Kenney, has described as “the all but unendurable disparity 
between expectation and reality” (in Kenney 1948, p.133). The lessons learned by Miss 
Climpson, especially of being unobtrusive and being able to judge the mood and atmosphere 
of her surroundings to avoid confrontations has honed her powers of observation thus making 
her a valuable asset as an investigator. 
          According to Kenney (1948, p.129) Sayers is anxious to differentiate between Miss 
Climpson’s unmarried status and the two generations of lesbians who are central to the 
novel’s mystery plot. Sayers makes it clear that Miss Climpson is a “spinster made, not born 
– a perfectly womanly woman” (1927, p.178). Unlike the two couples who have rejected the 
company of men, Miss Climpson is shown to have a good relationship with Wimsey, and it is 
made clear that she would have chosen a conventional married life if it were possible, 
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although not stated, it seems that the lack of men due to the war is the likely reason she has 
not married. Instead she uses her work and powers of detection to give incentive to her life 
and justify an existence which would otherwise have little meaning. A report in The 
Spectator (1 December, 1939, p.770) documents that in later works Sayers uses Miss 
Climpson’s voice to describe the appreciation felt by the women in Wimsey’s “Cattery” for 
the work they do “because it is so  humiliating and depressing when one comes to a certain 
age, to feel one is NOT WANTED.” The creation of Miss Climpson also demonstrates that 
detection can be a most suitable job for a woman, and Miss Climpson is very accurately 
described by Kenney as a “sympathetic portrait of female experience in the transition period 
between the domestic security of the past” and the independence of the future (1948, p.136). 
Kenney refers to Miss Climpson as “stealing the show” in Unnatural Death (1927) giving a 
clear portrayal of the fate of many women who were unable to find work after the War in a 
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Chapter Five  
The Case is Closed by Patricia Wentworth 
“Wentworth’s aim was to portray ordinary, convincing human characters in extraordinary 
circumstances.”   Reynolds (2001, p.1). 
 
The third novel in this study was published in 1937, 10 years after Sayer’s Unnatural Death 
and again uses a spinster sleuth. This was an uncertain period, with another world war 
approaching and austerity measures being introduced, many changes had occurred and with 
many men about to leave their jobs to enlist in the war, women’s roles were about to change 
yet again. 
          Dora Turnbull who wrote under the pseudonym Patricia Wentworth, wrote sixty-five 
mysteries, several romances and three volumes of poetry, but is best known for the forty 
novels featuring Miss Silver, private investigator. Evidence of Wentworth’s early interest in 
the romance genre is apparent in virtually all of her mysteries that feature a couple whose 
relationship problems are usually resolved along with the crime (Klein, 1988, p.135). 
           Wentworth began life in India, and her first work appeared in a newspaper read by 
“the British Raj in the Punjab”  (Davison Reynolds 2001, p. 9). Her literary career began in 
earnest with an award-winning novel entitled A Marriage Under Terror, a romance of the 
French Revolution written in 1910 which was an immediate success, even being used as a 
textbook by students of history. Miss Silver was first introduced in 1928 with the publication 
of The Grey Mask, but the majority of the books that feature her were written between 1937 
and 1961. A short series featuring Inspector Ernest Lamb was published between 1939 and 
1942 but did not prove to be popular, although Wentworth uses this character in some of her 
Miss Silver books (Reynolds 2001, p.9). 
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          Klein (1988, p.137) regards Miss Maud Silver, retired governess turned detective as 
being re-established by Wentworth in the pre-Second World War years to provide readers 
with a form of escapism. These books provided the security of a familiar world that was 
gradually disappearing, with Miss Silver being portrayed as a reassuring figure during a time 
of instability. Although far from forgotten, Patricia Wentworth books have not achieved the 
same popularity and longevity as those of some other authors of the Golden Age, a fact that 
Klein attributes to the lack of an ingenious plot and a tendency to over burden the story with 
tedious details. Davison Reynolds (2001, p.9) also argues that while it was acceptable to 
write to a formula in the 1940s and 1950s, later novels tended to challenge or break the 
mould in every book to add interest. Despite this, Patricia Wentworth was a prolific writer 
and her books provide a detailed portrayal of life between the wars. 
          The Case is Closed is Wentworth’s second novel to feature the spinster private 
investigator, Miss Maud Silver. The plot involves one of the classic tropes of mystery fiction, 
that of the innocent person accused or convicted of a murder they did not commit. The novel 
starts in a rather unusual and light-hearted manner: 
         Hilary Carew sat in the wrong train and thought bitterly about Henry. It was Henry’s fault that  
          she was on the wrong train – indisputably, incontrovertibly, and absolutely Henry’s fault,  
          because if she hadn’t seen him stalking along the platform with that air, so peculiarly Henrish, 
          of having bought it and being firmly determined to see that it behaved itself, she wouldn’t have 
          lost her nerve and bolted into the nearest carriage (Wentworth 1937, p.1). 
 
Hilary is the heroine of the novel and is living with her cousin Marion whose husband 
Geoffrey, was convicted twelve months before of murdering his wealthy uncle Jeffrey 
Everton. Until recently, Hilary has been romantically involved with Henry, breaking off their 
engagement due to a disagreement. Setting out to visit her aunt, she is about to catch a train 
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when she sees Henry and to avoid him she dodges onto another train standing at the platform 
and is then trapped as it starts to move.  
           This opening scene is relevant to the subsequent investigation as Jeffrey Everton’s 
former cook Mrs Mercer who had given crucial evidence at the trial which ultimately led to 
Geoffrey’s conviction, is also on the train. Hilary rather conveniently, happens to sit in the 
carriage occupied by Mrs Mercer and is rather unnerved when the former cook, obviously in 
the throes of an emotional crisis, approaches her with a garbled account of her feelings of 
guilt about her false testimony at the trial and her fear of her husband who also worked in the 
Everton household as a butler. Needing a project to distract her from her unhappy romantic 
affairs, Hilary decides to prove Geoffrey’s innocence. 
           From this point on until the appearance of Miss Silver in Chapter 15, there is an 
endless repetition of the facts of the case as Hilary tracks down the various witnesses who 
repeat the same details from their perspective. The same information is provided by Hilary’s 
cousin Marion, and again in Hilary’s night-time reading of the transcript of the case and yet 
again as she relays the facts to the reinstated Henry. All of this becomes rather tedious as it 
does not add any information that can assist the unfortunate Geoffrey. Much of the rest of the 
story is taken up by the escapades of Hilary as she stumbles from one dangerous situation to 
the next, being rescued by Henry. A lot of time is also spent on resuming their romance, 
rather than concentrating on the investigation. 
          Miss Silver is recommended by a friend of Henry’s as a reliable investigator and rather 
belatedly enters the story about halfway through the book. Although initially unimpressed by 
Miss Silver’s old-fashioned appearance and constant knitting, Henry finds himself confiding 
in her and decides to hire her to investigate the Mercers. While Hilary continues her rather 
inept investigations, Miss Silver appears well able to put the facts together, although she does 
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not have a key role. In solving the crime, Miss Silver concentrates on the other nephew, the 
unscrupulous Bertie Everton who is the main beneficiary of his uncle’s will. Bertie’s alibi is 
shown to be false and Mrs Mercer’s testimony provides the evidence of collusion between 
her husband and Bertie to falsely accuse Geoffrey of his uncle’s death. Geoffrey is released 
and the last chapter celebrates the happiness of the now engaged Hilary and Henry. 
          Hilary is the main character in the novel and much of the story revolves around her 
attempts to prove the innocence of her cousin’s husband Geoffrey. Having a fiery temper, 
Hilary is so infuriated by her fiancé Henry’s overbearing, “reasonable” attitude to her 
behaviour, that she breaks off their engagement and returns his ring. Needing a project to 
distract her, she therefore embarks on a rather ill-advised investigation of her own. Although 
portrayed as being quite courageous, Hilary is not particularly intelligent or well organised 
and shows a lack of judgement as well as a sense of the dramatic in her pursuit of the truth. 
          Presenting a façade of female independence to others, Hilary is actually very immature 
and lacking in experience and longs for Henry to re-enter her life and take over the 
responsibility of finding the murderer and helping her cope with her day-to-day existence, 
and so she eventually approaches him for help. Even though Hilary announces that if she 
marries Henry “she simply wasn’t going to be trampled on” (Wentworth 1937, p.125) she 
does not show any signs of wanting to be independent and earn her own living, nor does she 
exhibit any ambition to be anything but married to Henry. Hilary also has an annoying habit 
in times of distress of thinking through her problems in what Wentworth describes as “ribald 
rhymes”. One example can be seen in Hilary’s vexation with what she regards as Henry’s 
desire for a “meek and mild female partner.” And so, she comes up with the rhyme: “Henry 
would like his wife to be meek. If he had a new one once a week” (Wentworth 1937, p.12). 
This rather irrelevant and annoying trait, as well as Hilary’s need to be constantly rescued 
from situations of her own making, appear to be attempts at levity which seem to be at odds 
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with the investigation of the murder and have the effect of making her findings appear to be 
rather unconvincing. 
          The majority of the characters in this novel can be classified as minor in that they are 
not well rounded and have limited participation in the story. Many are depicted in traditional 
roles and behave in a manner that might have been excepted at the time according to their 
station in life. The working-class characters are very much aware of their place in society and 
all seem to be depicted as lacking in intelligence. The husband and wife team, Mr, and Mrs 
Mercer, who worked in the murdered man’s household are examples of this. Both show a 
lack of imagination, and Mrs Mercer in particular is weak and ineffectual. Both are rather 
one-dimensional figures and little attempt is made to explain or analyse their actions. 
          The characters who are better educated and from a higher level in society do not fare 
much better in terms of their character development. Henry, the fiancé of Hilary, although 
basically well-meaning, is depicted as over-bearing and chauvinistic with a low opinion of 
women’s ability. The villain Bertie Everton is an upper-class gentleman who is both a 
bounder and a thief and is the obvious culprit from the beginning of the story. Even Marion 
Grey, Hilary’s cousin and wife of the convicted murderer does not evoke a feeling of 
empathy. She is depicted as plucky but remote, with a cold nature that does not tend to 
encourage sympathy. The original team of police investigators appear to take these characters 
at face value, while Hilary’s rather inept investigations quickly unearth the truth in ways that 
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Miss Maud Silver 
“Miss Silver, who knits her way through one mystery after another and flavours detection with moral 
maxims, is quite unlike anyone else in the field.” Reynolds (2001, p.11). 
 
          Miss Silver is an ex-governess turned private detective, although she prefers to be 
called a private enquiry agent, a title she feels is more appropriate to a gentlewoman. Klein 
(1988, p.139) offers a good description of Miss Silver’s past, describing her as emerging 
“from years as a governess living in other people’s houses and teaching their children – a 
position she “disliked extremely – with only a pittance on which to retire.” She realises that 
“human nature shows itself very plainly in the schoolroom as the Child is Father to the Man.”  
This saying is very much of its time and shows a masculine bias that is repeated throughout 
Wentworth’s novel. Miss Silver’s career as a governess has apparently  provided an excellent 
foundation for her career as a private detective. Her “unquestionable personal authority and 
intelligence” reminds those she meets of childhood authority figures such as teachers, 
nannies, or others that could call them to task. Miss Silver tends to take advantage of this 
perceived authority and what Klein (1988) describes as the “comforting reminder of a safer, 
less troubled time” to gain respect and to draw out both clients and suspects, putting them at 
ease and encouraging them to share confidences. 
          Some characters find Miss Silver a reassuring figure and have no difficulty in putting 
their faith in her hands and respecting her methods. However, Klein uses a quote from one of 
Wentworth’s other novels The Key (1944) to show a rather different reaction from a male 
client: 
          He became aware of a thought penetrating and illuminating whatever it touched. The prim, 
           old-maidish manner, which was its cloak, began by amusing him but before long the  
           amusement changed to something not unlike discomfort. He felt a little as if he had picked 
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           up an old lady’s workbag and found it contained a bomb (Klein 1988, p.103). 
 
This client eventually reacts to Miss Silver’s insatiable curiosity and genuine interest and 
develops a trust in her abilities. This seems to reflect the attitude of many that are questioned 
by her as there are very few who openly refuse to talk to her. 
          Miss Silver has been described as an intelligent, shrewd, middle-aged woman who is a 
relic of the Edwardian Age. Both her gender and appearance often pose a problem for 
prospective clients, criminals, and the police. This can be seen in Hilary’s fiancé Henry 
Cunningham’s reaction when he first visits her office. Henry was referred by a friend to use 
Miss Silver’s services, so knew he would be employing a woman, yet he was unprepared for 
her appearance, as can be seen in Chapter 15 of The Case is Closed (1937): 
          She was a little person, with a great deal of mousey grey hair which was done up in a bun at  
          the back and arranged in a curled fringe at the front. Having worn her hair in this way through a  
          period of practically universal shingling varied only with the bob and the Eton crop, she had 
          become aware with complete indifference, that she now approximated the current fashion. 
          Yet however she had done her hair, it would have appeared, as she herself appeared, to be out  
          of date. She was very neatly dressed in an unbecoming shade of drab. Her indeterminate  
          features gave no indication of talent or character. Her smooth sallow skin was innocent of  
          powder. She was knitting a small, white, woolly sock, and at the moment of Henry’s entrance  
          she was engaged in counting her stitches (Wentworth 1937, pp.145-146). 
 
Henry has a similar reaction to the client quoted in The Key (1944) in that he feels like 
leaving, is embarrassed by his quest and thinks he should not have troubled her. Despite his 
reservations Henry finds himself impressed by Miss Silver’s professionalism and relaxes, 
opening up to her questioning, and deciding to employ her to assist in their investigations. 
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          Miss Silver always insists to clients that she will not undertake a case to protect 
anyone, her work ethic involves her aim to serve truth and justice and to never hide the facts 
from them. Her motto is “Trust me all in all, or not at all” (Davison Reynolds 2001, p. 12). 
Using deductive reasoning, she works with her clients to isolate the possible outcomes with 
great precision. It is clear, however, that although she does  empathise with her clients and 
show a certain amount of sympathy for them, she tends to relate more to those who meet her 
standards of acceptable behaviour and morality. 
          Although some members of the police force are not enthusiastic about Miss Silver’s 
involvement, she is generally respected by most police officers. Chief Inspector Frank 
Abbott, who remembers her as his governess, does at times request her assistance as he 
realises that people  do not necessarily like talking to the police. Chief Constable Randel 
Marsh describes Miss Silver’s real value in arriving at the truth: 
          She knows people. All the things they hide behind – appearance, manners, the show they are 
          about to put on to prevent people knowing too much about them – she sees right through you 
          and judges you on what’s left (Wentworth 1937, p.12). 
 
The police who do use her services are generally very accommodating to Miss Silver, 
allowing her to read transcripts of their interviews, to sit in on the questioning of suspects and 
to check out situations where a policeman might not get answers from a suspect. Being 
scrupulously just, Miss Silver does not withhold information from the authorities, although if 
she feels they may misunderstand or mishandle the knowledge, she is careful how much she 
reveals to them. 
          Miss Silver’s dowdy outfits, although evidence of her thrift, also provide a form of 
protective colouring as she pursues her investigations. Davison Reynolds (2001, p.11)  
describes her as resembling the governess in some “old photographic group.” She appears 
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harmless and is therefore good at undercover work, especially when it involves infiltrating 
the troubled households of the upper classes, exhibiting great skill at interviewing servants 
who often have a great deal of knowledge about the secrets of the household. Davison 
Reynolds also refers to Miss Silver as a “teacup lady” (2001, p.12) with her world, for the 
most part, revolving around upper-middle-class English people. Tea and gossip combine in 
the gleaning of important minute details. Listening and interpreting information are critical 
aspects of her work, combined with careful observation, questioning, and the examination of 
clues. The cultural invisibility of the dowdy spinster works in her favour, concealing her 
shrewd intelligence and avoiding the suspicion of others at her interest. Because a great deal 
of the information gathered is from groups of gossiping women, Wentworth is also able to 
incorporate many details about the women of the time as well as the difficulties they faced 
both in the household and in society in general. 
          Klein (1988, p.141) describes several occasions in the Miss Silver series which relate 
to Miss Silver’s dowdy and dated appearance, where “her dresses often looked like those 
thrust upon elderly ladies by strong-willed saleswomen.” It is not until the 1954 novel Poison 
in the Pen that Miss Silver’s choice of clothing is explained: 
If  Miss Silver’s own garments were quite incredibly out of date, it was because she liked  
them that way and had discovered that an old-fashioned and governessy appearance was  
                    a decided asset in the profession she had adopted. To be considered negligible may be the 
                    means of acquiring the kind of information which only becomes available when people 
                    are off guard (Wentworth 1954, p.128). 
 
The illusion of elderly harmlessness is also helped by the fact that Miss Silver is a constant 
and expert knitter, with Klein going so far as to suggest that “she knits her way through all 
the complications of her cases” (1988, p.141). Although this activity is described as part of 
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her professional disguise, “allowing her to put suspects at ease by the homey sound of 
clicking needles,” it also has the effect of defining her as it becomes part of the frame of 
reference in which potential clients see her (Klein 1988, p.141). 
          Wentworth makes it clear that Miss Silver recognises the difficulties of being taken 
seriously as a woman in her chosen profession, she also ensures that her character will not be 
deflected from her responsibilities because others defer to the judgement of men. In her novel 
She Came Back (1945), Wentworth describes Miss Silver’s attitude to men, suggesting that 
she did not want to marry but does not dislike the male sex, in actual fact “in their proper 
place they could be very useful indeed” (Wentworth 1945, p.134). It is also made clear that 
she greatly admires their good qualities and regards their faults with some indulgence. But 
Miss Silver’s work and the success of her venture is, according to Klein (1988, p.141) 
“strongly at odds with historical capitalistic tendencies to use women as a surplus labour 
force, taking them up when needed and discarding them when the need has passed”. It also 
contradicts the wide-spread perception of spinsters as “half of a couple which never 
materialised” and shows the value of the skilled women who were now surplus to need in the 
workforce.    
            By valuing herself equally with the men of the  police force of the time, Miss Silver 
illustrates the ability of women to succeed in a male-dominated environment. She is depicted 
as taking her profession seriously by upholding the law, choosing her own clients, and 
determining the truth, she plays her part in restricting criminal activity, determining the truth, 
and protecting the innocent. Also, by projecting a competent and authoritative image and 
running a successful business she shows the fallacy of pre-conceived ideas about the limited 
abilities of the unmarried older woman. 
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Chapter Six 
A Murder is Announced by Agatha Christie 
           A Murder is Announced was published in 1950, thirteen years after The Case is 
Closed, and features arguably one of the most famous spinster sleuths of all time, Miss Jane 
Marple. It is set just after World War II in Britain where rationing is still enforced, and many 
women were coping alone after the ravages of yet another world war. 
          Agatha Christie’s first crime novel, The Mysterious Affair at Styles was published in 
1920 and her subsequent influence on the detective fiction genre is now universally 
acknowledged. According to Klein (1994, p.59) Christie is a British writer who “shaped the 
classic whodunnit formula in the 1920s and 1930s.” Klein reveals that as a member of the 
Detection Club, Christie was expected to adhere to the strict rules for the writing of detective 
stories that were designed to give readers a chance to solve the puzzles. Christie, however, 
broke many rules as well as creating them. Merja Makinen, in her book Agatha Christie: 
Investigating Femininity (2006) describes Christie’s novels as charting the social changes in 
the way women lived their lives by documenting domestic minutiae within the settings. 
Although her books do not depict large political or economic events, they do present the 
effects of social change on the everyday world of her characters. 
          In his book Crime Fiction Since 1800 (2006) Stephen Knight argues that Christie’s 
main focus is the personality of her detective, as well as the values they hold. According to 
Knight these investigators all tend to be “passive but clever in persona” and include; the 
Belgian super-sleuth Hercule Poirot, the perceptive village spinster, Miss Jane Marple, the 
self-mocking novelist Adriadne Oliver, and the husband and wife team, Tommy and 
Tuppence Beresford. In total Christie published ninety-seven books, plays and short stories 
between 1920 and 1961, and according to Knight (2010, p.89) a major reason for her success 
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was that she did not tire of her central method of identifying the guilty by the use of close 
observation. Knight (2010) while recognising Christie’s technical power and ability to 
develop a puzzle-story, regards her simple writing style as one of the keys to her success. 
However, he also considers that the “long lasting and genre-shaping power of Christie is her 
capacity to realise in formulaic, respectable mode, a sense of personal unease and possible 
danger that emerges even in – especially in – a world excluded from social and international 
disorder” (Knight 2010, p.91). Christie does this by revealing the disruptions and violence 
that exist under the surface tranquillity and order of a traditional English village, while 
employing  a “calm, clever and domestically observant detective” to provide reassurance to 
the reader that they can be protected from their fears (Knight 2010, p.91). 
          Agatha Christie has been described as the world’s best-selling novelist, which John 
Lancaster’s article “The Case of Agatha Christie” (2018) argues is a difficult claim to prove. 
Lancaster states that even her official website makes no attempt to do so. However, her many 
novels and short story collections, many still in print in multiple formats and dozens of 
languages, as well as the longevity of  The Mousetrap, the longest running play in history, do 
point to the fact that her sales have been extensive and that the appeal of her novels has 
continued from the Golden Age of the 1920s until the present day. 
Historical Context 
“I regard St Mary Mead,” he said authoritatively, “as a stagnant pool”….. “That is really not a very good 
simile…..” said Miss Marple briskly. “Nothing, I believe is so full of life under the microscope as a drop of 
water from a stagnant pool”  Christie (1930). 
 
           Alan Jacobs (2015, p. 18) regards the novel A Murder is Announced, published in 
1950, as exploring the “anxious and pinched mood of post-war austerity Britain.” By placing 
the characters in the fictional village of Chipping Cleghorn, Christie is able to recreate the 
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complexities associated with post-war villages of the period. In this country setting Christie 
resolves a crime in the context of every-day life within a relatively closed community. 
Despite Miss Marple’s murmured comment “One does see so much evil in a village” 
(Christie 2009, p. 403). Chipping Cleghorn is an apparently peaceful rural village where 
murder is out of place and where, according to Snell, “rectitude needs to be restored”  (2010, 
p. 25). Snell suggests the main aim of the detective is to restore the pre-murder sense of 
innocence in much the same way as a parish clergyman uses religious teachings to maintain 
peace and harmony with his parishioners. However, according to Jacobs, this is undermined 
by the way in which Christie’s settings challenge the common presumptions about the peace 
and harmony of rural life (Snell 2010, p.45). 
           Although her settings may be rather idealised and stereotyped, Christie addresses 
many of the changes that occurred during and after the Second World War, including changes 
in women’s expectations about work. This is shown when the characters of Julia and Letty 
talk nostalgically about the past; Julia sighs and says with awe in her voice, “ I needn’t have 
had a job then … I could have just stayed at home and done the flowers and written notes” 
(Christie 2009, p.340). Most of the younger women in the book do have to work for a living, 
particularly doing land work or in the case of Hinch and Murgatroyd, small-scale farming. 
          The nostalgia for an imagined wonderful world before rationing and fuel shortages is 
explained in the following conversation between Patrick, Julia, and Miss Blacklock: 
        “The precious coke?” said Patrick mockingly. 
          “As you say, the precious coke. But otherwise there would have been even more precious coal. 
          You know the Fuel Office won’t even let us have the little bit that’s due to us each week –  
           not unless we can say definitely that we haven’t got any other means of cooking.” 
          “I suppose there was once heaps of coke and coal for everybody?” said Julia with the interest of 
           one hearing about an unknown country.” 
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          “Yes, and cheap too.” 
          “And anyone could go and buy as much as they wanted, without filling in anything, and there  
           wasn’t any shortage?”… 
          “It must have been a wonderful world” said Julia with awe in her voice. (Christie 2009, p.360). 
  
In this way, by means of conversations between the characters in the novel, Christie is able to 
suggest the problems faced by communities while coping with the deprivations which still 
affect their daily lives so many years after the War. 
          An interesting issue which is of significance to the murder as well as an outcome of the 
changes that have occurred as a result of the war, is the question of identity and how the 
villagers have had to adapt to a more mobile population. This can be seen when Miss Marple 
is discussing the murder of Rudi Schertz with Inspector Craddock and how the acceptance of 
strangers has changed since the War: 
         “Take this place, Chipping Cleghorn, for instance. It is very much like St. Mary Mead where I  
           live. Fifteen years ago, one knew who everybody was …If somebody new came to live there, 
           they brought letters of introduction…If anybody new – really new – really a stranger – came, 
           well, they stuck out - everybody wondered about them and didn’t rest until they found out…. 
           But it’s not like that anymore” (Christie 2009, p.404). 
 
Here Miss Marple is indicating how the war has changed people’s acceptance of strangers. 
The smallness and stability of the village and the need to know one’s neighbours has been 
disrupted by changes in social structure, the mobility of individuals, and the shifting nature of 
the population. The significance of these changes are important to the plot since the new 
residents of Chipping Cleghorn have been accepted at face value, although it is later shown 
that many of them have not been truthful about their identity. This is how Charlotte 
Blacklock, disguised as her dead sister Letitia, is able to take advantage of a situation that 
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eventually leads to multiple murder. Sarah Martin, in her essay Psychogeography and the 
Detective (2018, p. 26), argues that Miss Marple is also able to exploit the ease with which 
one can conceal one’s true identity given that she herself is judged solely on her appearance. 
It is therefore presumed by others that she is an “infantilized and helpless character” 
connected to the village by way of her relationship to the vicar’s wife but not connected to 
the murder enquiry (Martin 2018, p.26). 
           Martin (2018, p. 50) describes the opening of A Murder is Announced (1950) as a way  
that Christie is able to suggest that Chipping Cleghorn still has the “war-time sense of 
community in the context of post-war problems.” This is achieved by Christie inviting the 
reader to follow the village inhabitants’ routines, a narrative strategy that creates an imagined 
sense of community while also giving the reader an insight into every villager’s home. 
Christie subsequently uses the closed community of Chipping Cleghorn to show how the 
influence of the church is declining and how rural society, faced with depression and change, 
was not only in economic and social trouble, but even moral decay (Snell 2010, p.25). Snell 
regards Christie’s work as thus “contributing much to the understanding of post-war village 
life, and its later refashioning”. In this way, A Murder is Announced (1950) conveys a 
powerful sense of its period and is regarded by Snell as being “suggestive and historically 
instructive” to social historians (Snell 2010, p.50). 
          A Murder is Announced  (1950) is the fourth book to employ the skills of the spinster-
sleuth Miss Jane Marple. The story begins with a strangely worded notice that appears in the 
North Benham News and the Chipping Cleghorn Gazette  a publication known locally simply 
as The Gazette. The notice reads: “A murder is announced and will take place on Friday, 
October 29th at Little Paddocks at 6.30pm. Friends please accept this, the only intimation” 
(Christie 2009, p.327). Christie very cleverly uses this first chapter to introduce the 
inhabitants of the small English village of Chipping Cleghorn who will be significant as the 
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story unfolds. Each character reacts differently to the advertisement, including the owner of 
the house Little Paddocks, Miss Letitia Blacklock, who expresses complete ignorance of the 
newspaper notice, but nevertheless prepares herself for an influx of curious visitors that 
evening. 
          On the appointed evening, the villagers appear at Little Paddocks with a variety of 
implausible reasons for being there. The only exception is the vicar’s wife Mrs. Harmon, who 
expresses the true reason for being there when she asks; “When does the murder begin?” 
(Christie 2009, p.344). As the clock strikes 6.30, the lights go out and a door swings open 
revealing a powerful beam of light that plays rapidly around the room while a man’s voice 
demands that they “Stick ‘em up”. Several gunshots ring out, the door slams shut, and panic 
takes hold. When the lights come back on, Letitia Blacklock is revealed, covered in blood 
from an injury to her ear, apparently from a bullet’s near miss. The intruder is lying dead on 
the floor and is identified by  Miss Blacklock’s companion Miss “Bunny” Bunner, as Rudi 
Scherz, a young man who works as a receptionist at a local spa and who recently approached 
Miss Blacklock for financial help. 
          The police are called in and the detective in charge, Inspector Craddock is at a loss to 
explain the crime. Craddock expresses his puzzlement to his godfather Sir Henry Clithering, 
an old friend of Miss Marple who has appeared in several previous novels. Christie uses the 
character of Sir Henry to reflect current social attitudes to the spinster when he describes the 
village as being made up of “nice old pussies and retired Colonels”. Sir Henry suggests 
Craddock use the services of his “own particular old Pussy…”, “one of the finest detectives 
God ever made” to help solve the case (Christie 2009, p.350). Craddock determines to follow 
Sir Henry’s advice but fortuitously, not long after this statement, a letter arrives for Inspector 
Craddock from a guest staying at the spa where Rudi worked. It is from a Miss Jane Marple, 
and offers information concerning the murdered man.  Miss Marple has a connection with the 
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village, she is the godmother of Mrs Harmon, and therefore has a legitimate excuse to stay 
close to the investigation without arousing suspicion so is available to talk to the police 
whenever required. Miss Marple is of course the woman described by Sir Henry as his own 
particular “one and only four-starred Pussy. The super Pussy of all old Pussies” (Christie 
2009, p.381. It is important to note that the use of the term “pussy” at this time was not sexual 
and could instead be used as a rather affectionate term, although it could also be read as being 
rather demeaning to the elderly spinster. While the term pussy might refer to a woman with 
an over-developed interest  in other people’s business, according to Shaw and Vanacker 
(1991, p.44) the term can also carry a hint of cat-like malevolence of the kind usually 
associated with witches and witchcraft. 
          As it unfolds, the investigation proves to be difficult as there seems to be no motive for 
the attack on Miss Blacklock who has little money and is generally well liked and has no 
known enemies. Miss Blacklock did, however, work for a wealthy financier, Randall 
Goedler, and will inherit a great deal of money upon the death of his wife Belle, who is very 
ill and close to death. If Letitia predeceases Belle, the estate goes to Pip and Emma, children 
of Goedler’s estranged sister, but there is no knowledge of their whereabouts.  
          Miss Marple subsequently uses her skills of inciting people to gossip as well as her 
knowledge of human nature, to exploit  Bunny’s inside knowledge of the Little Paddock’s 
household. Bunny’s rather confused account of how a different lamp was on the side table 
where she was standing when the shots rang out and the earlier removal of a table that had 
blocked a side entrance to the same room are interrupted by Letitia Blacklock’s arrival. 
Letitia shows her displeasure at Bunny’s lack of discretion in discussing the murder with 
Miss Marple. The celebration of Bunny’s birthday the next day is marred by the discovery of  
her body. It would appear that Bunny has died as a result of taking some of Letitia’s aspirin 
tablets. Since the tablets had been removed from the bottle and replaced with a poison of 
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some kind, this incident is regarded as yet another unsuccessful attempt on Letitia’s life 
rather than the deliberate murder of Bunny. 
          Two other observers of the original crime, the Misses Hinchcliffe and Murgatroyd, 
through deduction and re-enactment, conclude that as Miss Murgatroyd was placed behind 
the man brandishing the torch she was one of the few individuals to view the whole room 
since she was not blinded by the light. Urged on by Hinchcliffe, Murgatroyd suddenly 
exclaims “But, Hinch, she wasn’t there” (Christie 2009, p.467). Unfortunately, this revelation 
is announced to Hinchcliffe’s retreating figure as she is summoned by an urgent phone call. 
When Hinchcliffe returns she meets Miss Marple and together they discover Murgatroyd’s 
body under the clothesline,  strangled with one of her own scarves. It is also revealed that the 
mysterious twins Pip and Emma are members of the Little Paddock household, working there 
under assumed names. Both plead ignorance to any knowledge of the crimes and admit they 
were there to ask for financial help from Letitia Blacklock. 
          The classic gathering together of all the suspects is organised by Inspector Craddock 
only to be interrupted by Letitia’s “foreign lady-help” Mitzi, hysterically accusing Letitia of 
committing the murders. Letitia attacks Mitzi in an attempt to silence her which results in 
Letitia’s arrest. An explanation for the crimes and the sequence of events that resulted in the 
three murders is then left for Miss Marple to provide. It seems that Letitia (Letty), the older 
sister, had left home to escape her dominating father and had secured a well-paid position 
with the financier Randall Goedler. Her young sister Charlotte (Lotty) on the other hand was  
disfigured by a large goitre that her father refused to have treated, and as a result Charlotte 
became increasingly isolated. Following their father’s death Letitia returns home to care for 
her sister and they go to an expensive clinic in Switzerland where Charlotte is operated on 
and where they met Rudi Scherz. Unfortunately, Letitia dies unexpectedly while they are in 
Switzerland and Charlotte, knowing about her sister’s expected inheritance, decides to pose 
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as Letitia, justifying this subterfuge by arguing that she needs to be compensated for her years 
of isolation. So, Charlotte, posing as Letitia returns to England and the small village of 
Chipping Cleghorn to await the death of Belle Goedler and her expected inheritance. 
          But Charlotte, now posing as Letitia is lonely and makes a fatal mistake, she takes in 
Bunny, an old school friend as a companion. Bunny knows  Letty is in fact Lotty and 
thoroughly approves her course of action but is very muddled and indiscrete, constantly 
referring to her as Lotty rather than Letty. Rudi Scherz thinks he recognises Letitia from the 
Swiss clinic. Unaware that she is in fact Charlotte, he approaches her with a request for 
monetary help. Lotty as Letty regards this as a potential threat so pays him to place the 
advertisement in the paper and carry out the hold-up. She then shoots Rudi, fires two shots 
across the room, cuts her ear and stands back in her former position to make it look as if she 
was the intended victim. As Bunny reveals more information, Charlotte/Letitia determines 
that she too must be eliminated as must be Miss Murgatroyd when Charlotte/Letitia overhears 
her reconstruction of the crime and realises that it is about to be revealed that she was not 
where she was supposed to have been when the shots were fired. The servant Mitzi is 
persuaded by Miss Marple to stage the accusation against Charlotte/Letitia resulting in her 
panic and revelations of guilt. The novel ends with Pip and Emma inheriting the Goedler 
fortune and a final summation of the details which led to the murders. Julien Harmon and his 
wife, Inspector Craddock and Miss Marple all reflect on various aspects of the case and the 
reasons why Charlotte Blacklock needed to conceal her identity by eliminating so many 
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  Miss Jane Marple 
 “Miss Marple is a white-haired old lady with a gentle, appealing manner – Miss Weatherby is a mixture 
of vinegar and gush. Of the two, Miss Marple is the most dangerous”  
Christie, (1930). 
 
           Marion Shaw and Sabine Vanacker (1991) reveal that Agatha Christie’s  choice of an 
older spinster protagonist in Murder at the Vicarage (1931) prompted Dorothy Sayers to 
write and express her approval. Sayer’s comment: “Dear old tabbies are the only possible 
right kind of female detective and Miss M is lovely” (Shaw & Vanacker 1991, p.35) was 
justified by the insight provided by her own use of “tabbies,” women of the class known as 
“superfluous,” that same year. It might be noted that the “tabby” analogy or label of “cat” or 
“pussy” is used continuously by Christie in relation to Miss Marple. In the first novel Murder 
at the Vicarage 1931) Miss Marple is described by the Vicar’s young wife as “the worse cat 
in the village” and although this implies some malicious intent as far as gossip is concerned, 
this does not apply to Miss Marple as she initiates the gossip to obtain information but does 
not contribute a great deal of information herself. In later novels the term “pussy” loses its 
malicious intent and becomes an affectionate description although not without its negative 
and derogatory implications for contemporary readers. 
          Miss Marple is therefore immediately associated with gossip; however, her use of 
gossip is never harmful or spiteful. Miss Marple does not spread gossip but listens very 
carefully to the comments of others as they impart their own concerns. Her soft style of 
interrogation thus involves comfortable conversations that seems to express her natural 
interest in the lives of others that are perceived to be a characteristic of her age and social 
status. This can be seen in the way she is described by Charlotte/Letitia Blacklock as an old 
lady who was “very charming in her gentle gossipy fashion” (Christie 2009, p. 406). Having 
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obtained random and seemly unconnected information in this manner, Miss Marple uses her 
knowledge of human behaviour to fit the pieces of the puzzle together, revealing her 
observations in a manner described by Glenwood Irons and Joan Warthling Roberts (1995, 
p.66) as “a flurry of apparent irrelevances which snap together with the firmness of a steel 
trap,” showing the strength that exists under the gentle exterior. 
          In A Murder is Announced (1950) Miss Marple is not introduced immediately, instead 
she emerges by a rather slow process. She is first mentioned in a rather oblique fashion in a 
discussion between Sir Henry Clithering and his godson Detective Inspector Dermot 
Craddock. Here she is not named but is referred to by Sir Henry as; “an elderly unmarried 
woman who knits and gardens” and who is “streets ahead of any detective sergeant” (Christie 
2009, p.350). When Craddock does finally meet Miss Marple in Chapter 8, she is very much 
as he pictured her, but a great deal older: “She had snow-white hair and a pink crinkled face 
and very soft innocent blue eyes.” She was also “heavily enmeshed in fleecy wool. Wool 
round her shoulders in the form of a lacy cape and wool that she was knitting, and which 
turned out to be a baby’s shawl” (Christie 2009, p.382). This description describes her 
feminine attributes, air of innocence and what is expected of an elderly spinster who is not 
considered a threat and is capable of blending into the background. After being “disentangled 
from her wool,” while “fluttering and protesting”, she is assessed by Craddock as being 
“completely gaga” and only able to produce “just a few fluffy generalities” (Christie 2009, 
p.385).  Disappointed and annoyed as he expected more based on Sir Henry’s glowing 
assessment of her abilities Craddock later revises his opinion; “She’d got it!” he thinks “She 
was sharp after all” (Christie 2009, p.386). It is then that he decides to use her to help in his 
investigations.  
          Although Craddock is prepared to use Miss Marple to observe and gather information 
he is shown to be concerned for her safety, saying to Miss Marple: 
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        “But -but don’t snoop around … I’ve a feeling -I have really - that it isn’t safe. 
           Miss Marple smiled a little. 
          “But I’m afraid.” She said, “that we old women always do snoop. It would be very odd and  
           much more noticeable if I didn’t. Questions about mutual friends in different parts of the world 
           and whether they remember so and so, …All that helps, doesn’t it?” 
          “Helps?” said the Inspector stupidly. 
          “Helps to find out if people are who they say they are,” said Miss Marple. 
           (Christie 2009, p.448). 
 
This conversation allows the reader to understand how the guise of the spinster can be so 
valuable in acquiring information that would not be given readily to the authorities. In 
identifying who people really are, Miss Marple’s answer is simple, use conversation to 
unearth the deception by allowing individuals to talk about their past. Since it is impossible 
for an individual to know everything about their assumed identity and mistakes can be made. 
Miss Marple, ever alert, is able to discover the real identities of some of the imposters 
residing at Little Paddocks. 
          Miss Marple’s use of knitting, as well as being considered an occupation suited to her 
age, and allows her to subtly assess people around her without them being aware of her 
observation. It also is described as having an almost hypnotic calming effect on individuals 
making them more open to sharing confidences. This can be seen when Craddock visits Miss 
Marple in the garden of the vicarage. He is calmed, not only by the sun’s warmth but by “the 
steady click of Miss Marple’s knitting needles” which “all combined to produce a soporific 
feeling in the Inspector” (Christie 2009, p.403). Ursula Gruber’s dissertation “The Spinster 
Sleuth and the Funny Little Man from Belgium” (2012) interprets Miss Marple’s knitting as a 
creative process which “resembles the detection process during which following the clues and 
traces entails the removal of evil and the resulting comfort and protection” (Gruber 2012, 
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p.17). Knitting also allows Miss Marple to sit in any area of her choice without causing 
suspicion. To just sit without any reason or occupation in a room where others are conversing 
may result in them suspecting her of eavesdropping, but to be immersed in a knitting pattern 
is understandable for a woman of her age and lends her a form of invisibility. 
          Shaw and Vanacker (1991) describe the high value that Christie placed on 
conventionally womanly attributes, and how she reveals them to be vehicles of “logic, 
morality and justice” in the figure of Miss Marple. However, even though the traditional 
attributes of the good woman within patriarchy are to be moral and caring, Miss Marple is 
also an “intellectual force, invading the male territories of logic and rationality” (Shaw & 
Vanacker 1991, p.64). This makes her, as Inspector Craddock realises “as dangerous as a 
rattlesnake” (Christie 2009, p.448). While Miss Marple may be perceived to be a little old 
lady, misjudged by society because of ageism to be “at best charmingly quaint and, at worst, 
as a tiresome nuisance” (Shaw & Vanacker 1991, p.64) it is the contradiction between the 
reality and the perception that is so surprising. Using her specialised knowledge drawn from 
comparisons with pre-existing patterns of village life, Miss Marple is shown to be more 
logical than the most skilful policemen and yet more aware of human depravity and evil than 
the most experienced criminal. 
           In a male-dominated setting, Miss Marple stands for order and morality and proves 
that women are intelligent, resourceful, and capable of succeeding where the male 
professional might fail. The distinctive characteristics of Miss Marple as a detective stem 
from the priority that she gives to the minutiae of everyday life and her focus on the 
significant characteristics of human nature as well as her acute powers of observation. Her 
skills are summarised in her somewhat embarrassed speech to Craddock and Sir Henry in A 
Murder is Announced (1950):  
          “Really, I have no gifts – no gifts at all – except perhaps a certain knowledge of human nature.  
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           People, I find, are apt to be far too trustful. I’m afraid, I have the tendency always to believe   
           the worst. Not a nice trait. But so often justified by subsequent events.” (Christie 2009, p.385). 
                                       
The ability to use her observations of people rather than believing any story they tell, 
combined with her skills of using logic and objectivity to analyse the information gained, 
enables her to reach a solution and restore order. 
Spinsters in A Murder is Announced 
            Shaw and Vanacker (1991, p.43) suggest Miss Marple needs to be considered against 
a background of social and literary concern with the spinster. Their extensive study of the 
Marple stories includes a chapter devoted to Christie’s use of the spinster stereotype and the 
unsettling aspects of the spinster as a social pariah. An interesting aspect of this analysis is a 
consideration of the emotions inspired by the spinster in others. These include both 
condescension and scorn but also a certain sense of fear and menace:  
           The spinster is a moral arbiter, curb of licence and disorder, and image of repression; she is  
             also, what lies outside the normal expectations of a woman’s life as it is lived in patriarchal 
             society and although this diminishes her, it also gives her the power of the abnormal over the 
             normal, to threaten, to judge, to undermine and to destroy. 
             (Shaw and Vanacker, 1991, p.43) 
 
          Shaw and Vanacker (1991) argue that Christie capitalises on the qualities associated 
with the spinster, using some of these to subvert to some extent, the spinster ideal by 
manoeuvring that most marginal character, the elderly spinster, into a position of power and 
respect. This is achieved by contrasting Miss Marple’s sweet old lady appearance with her 
more forceful actions, sense of morality and unerring conviction that evil must be stamped 
out and the guilty punished . The circumstances and range of spinster life are expanded in A 
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Murder is Announced (1950) by the fact that Christie included many more unmarried women 
apart from Miss Marple. Indeed, the substance of the plot and cause of the crime revolves 
around the interaction of these women. As well as several women living alone, there are also 
two spinster couples; Miss Letitia Blacklock and Miss Bunner who live together at Little 
Paddocks, and Miss Hinchcliffe and Miss Murgatroyd who reside at Boulders. 
          As the action of A Murder is Announced (1950) is set in the late 1940s to early 1950s, 
and the single women are all around 60 years of age, they would have been of that 
“generation of women whose potential partners were killed in the First World War” (Shaw 
and Vanacker 1991,p.41). This is evident in Chapter 2, where Miss Blacklock thinks of 
Bunny as one of life’s casualties because she has not been able to marry: “She ought, her 
friend thought, to have married some nice Army officer or country solicitor…. But life had 
been unkind to Dora Bunner, she had had to earn her living. She had been painstaking but 
never competent” (Christie 2009, p.336). Miss Blacklock (who is in reality Charlotte, not 
Letitia), has also been over-ruled by a dominant and narrow-minded father who refused to 
allow her to have a large disfiguring goitre treated. This is why, masquerading as her sister, 
she is so determined to be compensated for her many years as an impoverished, invalid 
spinster by claiming the money her sister is destined to inherit. She would have been quite 
safe in her impersonation but for her mistake in taking in the tiresome, needy, affectionate 
Bunny, who knew both sisters in their childhood and is party to the deception. 
          Shaw and Vanacker (1991) describe the bond between Lotty and Bunny as having its 
origins in “their shared desire to escape the poverty and limitations of spinster life” (1991, 
p.42). Even though Bunny’s carelessness in calling Miss Blacklock Lotty instead of Letty, as 
well as her revelations about aspects of the murder which show evidence of it being a planned 
killing, result in her murder, Christie allows Charlotte/Letitia to grieve for the loss of her 
friend. This can be seen when she breaks down to Miss Marple, saying: “It’s Dora (Bunny) I 
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mind about. It - it just came over me. What I’ve lost. She - she was the only link with the 
past, you see. The only one who - who remembered. Now that she is gone I’m quite alone” 
(2009, p.447). Shaw and Vanacker regard the two Miss Blacklocks as representing opposing 
and stereotypical images of the spinster that were common during the inter-war period. These 
are the “de-sexed career woman and the frustrated wife and mother” (1991, p.42). While 
Letitia might have conformed to the former image, well-educated, intelligent, and not 
interested in marriage, the pretty, light-hearted and affectionate Charlotte has lived a life of 
frustrated femininity, isolation, and reluctant spinsterhood that leads to the deception and 
eventual string of murders. 
          Miss Hinchcliff and Miss Murgatroyd are the other spinster couple who apparently live 
together because of mutual affection, Shaw and Vanacker describe them as being presented 
as a “slightly stagey lesbian couple” (1991, p.42) who refer to each other as Hinch and 
Murgatroyd. Hinch is described as having “short man-like” hair, wearing corduroy slacks and 
battle-dress tunics, and it is she who takes control of the more feminine, foolish Murgatroyd. 
They are shown as having a happy relationship and are well-tolerated by their village society. 
However, it is Miss Marple as the “spinster supreme” referred to by Shaw and Vanacker as 
the “spinster supreme” (1991, p.42) given that in appearance, age, manners, and social class, 
she is described as the essence of the English literary spinster. 
          A Murder is Announced (1950) is thus quite remarkable for the commentary that it 
provides on the privations associated with spinsterhood and for range of unmarried women 
who are differentiated by age, characteristics, and circumstances. These circumstances are 
essential to the plot as they serve as a catalyst for murder. While it is greed which motivates 
the murderess, it is also made clear that she has suffered, and that she is driven to these acts 
by the many years of deprivation and hardship which have robbed her of her youth and 
happiness, and which allow her to justify her actions to herself. 
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Chapter Seven 
An Imperfect Spy by Amanda Cross 
          The last book to be analysed is the most recent. Published in 1995, An Imperfect Spy 
includes an older woman sleuth, one who is much more independent but just as determined as 
her forebears to achieve justice. 
          Amanda Cross is the pseudonym of Carolyn Gold Heilbrun, Avalon Professor of 
Humanities at Columbia University for many years. According to Marchino (1989, p.95) 
Heilbrun’s justification for using a pseudonym for her detective novels was that she was still 
untenured at the time of the publication of her books and could not be sure that the works 
would be well received by the males making the tenure decisions. Keating (2016) regards 
Heilbrun’s decision to turn to fiction as a means by which she could speak out about 
discrimination and sexism in less academic language. Heilbrun confirms this when she 
reports that “when I spoke up for women’s issues, I was made to feel unwelcome in my own 
department, kept off crucial committees, ridiculed, ignored” (in Keating 2016, p. 244). She 
could, however, use the characters in her novels as often thinly disguised replicas of real 
people in her life in order to express her concerns about, and frustrations with higher 
education (Keating 2016, p. 250). 
          Although best known for her series of best-selling novels, Heilbrun also authored 
remarkable pieces of non-fiction. Emma Dominguez-Rue (2016, p.99) describes these works 
as evidence of  Heilbruns’ “intense reflection upon female aging as well as her long-standing 
commitment to feminism.” Heilbrun thus explored the complexities of the experience of 
aging, both in her fiction and non-fiction works and sought to challenge established notions 
about women and the aging process. The aging fictional characters in her books are regarded 
by Dominguez-Rue (2016) as the means by which Heilbrun could reach a mass audience of 
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readers who might not read her non-fiction writings but were finding it difficult to reach 
fulfilment as women under patriarchy. The Kate Fansler novels, all set in academia, thus 
enabled Heilbrun to explore issues in feminism, academic politics, women’s friendships, and 
other social and political themes in a more accessible form. 
Context          
           In An Imperfect Spy (1995) Cross has created what Caplow and Waller describe as “a 
new type of villain: a Dickensian law school … that is meant more as a universal model of 
sexism at institutions of all levels of academic prestige” (1995, p.19). This book is part of a 
series written by Heilbrun as Cross between 1966 and 2002 that focuses on Kate Fansler, a 
professor of  classical English Literature who is also a skilled amateur detective. Fansler is 
depicted as mildly eccentric, hard-drinking and independently wealthy, with the means to 
leave her conventional academic duties when she wishes to devote time to her sleuthing 
activities.  
          The setting is an unspecified university in Downtown New York City and the time is 
the time of writing, the late 1990s. The protagonist, Professor Kate Fansler is depicted as a 
successful academic, a woman who has become increasingly immersed in women’s issues 
and the status of women in the professional world. The book provides background 
information about the fight for equality among women in academia and the law, while 
offering criticism of the establishment. Lois Marchino’s essay “The Female Sleuth in 
Academe” (1989) describes the 1990s as a period in which there were expectations of 
improvements in gender equality. The daughters of second-wave feminism had come of age 
and could now choose paths that were unavailable to their mothers. This involved delaying 
marriage and children, pursuing higher education and assuming independence and identities 
outside the home. A 1995 report by the National Centre for Education Statistics optimistically 
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declared that “the gaps between men and women in education have essentially disappeared.” 
Cross’s novel, however, shows that by the end of the decade the promises of equality for 
women were not fulfilled and efforts to subordinate them were still evident in a deeply sexist 
society. 
          Cross’s novel therefore is an example of genre fiction that provides clues to 
fundamental social issues of the 1990s in the form of a detective story. Using an unspecified 
university setting , Cross is able to expose the deficiencies of a place of learning through the 
actions of concerned professional women and the protests of its students, reflecting the 
realities of campus life and the problems associated with challenging the traditional roles of 
women at the time. Heilbrun’s disappointment at the lack of success of the Women’s 
Movement is, according to Keating (2016) evident in An Imperfect Spy where she attributes 
the failure to achieve lasting change to a lack of solidarity among women as well as the 
opposition of women who identify with men. Heilbrun as Cross thus uses this novel to 
address the importance of networking, friendship, female bonding, and identification with 
women’s issues in order to demonstrate how these factors might operate in a particularly 
chauvinistic male faculty: 
         The women students had begun exchanging stories of faculty moves on them, each woman 
          considering herself alone in this until they had begun to talk to one another. “Women talking 
          to one another are dangerous,” Kate said …”That’s why men liked to isolate us in separate  
          houses and make us identify with men rather than with each other. Women comparing notes 
          frighten men. Auden said that somewhere. That’s one of the reasons, though not the main one, 
          women were supposed to be virgins at marriage: the men didn’t want any basis for  
          comparison (Cross 1995, p.160). 
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          By using the setting of a lower-ranked law school which serves working class and first-
generation students including many women and minorities, Cross is able to highlight the 
struggles of women who see education as their chance to advance their status and their 
standard of living. Fansler asks one faculty member if these female students challenge the 
presumptions of the faculty serving white, male privilege and he responds: 
           “But little. These students are not your pampered darlings from Harvard and Yale, princes of 
             all they survey. They’ve made it this far by the skin of their teeth, and they aren’t inclined to    
             interfere with their eventual law degree and job” (Cross 1995, 53).  
 
The oppressive atmosphere of this academic environment is clearly shown by Cross while the 
intimidation and lack of support from the male staff engenders a feeling of fear in those 
trying to instigate change because of the chances of recrimination and loss of privilege. Cross 
thus illustrates the problems of those who are trying to bring about changes in the system to 
ensure equal opportunities.. 
          Keating (2016) describes Heilbrun’s frustration with the failure of social movements to 
achieve this equality, and her prediction for the future of the university in which she is 
employed:  
          “Columbia will continue to be run by male professors who behave like little boys saying, “This  
          is our secret treehouse club, no girls allowed” (in Keating 2016, p.251). 
 
Heilbrun writing as Cross, however, encourages people to do what they can and not give up 
the fight. This can be seen when Fansler expresses doubt about the success of her 
involvement at the law school, and a colleague suggests: 
        “But do try to bear in mind that we live in new and frightening times. We live with corporate  
          rot and total loss of purpose, whether we mean nationally, internationally, or in institutions.  
          That’s why extreme right-wingers succeed if they come along when the rest of us are closing 
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          our eyes, going on with what we usually, comfortably do, and waiting for something to happen.. 
          Don’t delude yourself you’re too good for such fights; that’s a liberal decision that has  
          devoured our causes.” (Cross 1995, p.208). 
 
Although Cross does not provide much background information, the conversations between 
various characters give a good overview of the mood and political landscape of the time and 
suggests how there was a determined effort on the part of the people like herself to encourage 
young people, particularly women, to question the conditions in which they live. An 
Imperfect Spy (1995) thus provides significant insights into the education of women and 
minority groups and the deception, bigotry and intolerance of the times while offering the 
reader a sense of hope that attitudes will change for the better. 
          The story begins with Kate’s husband Reed Amhearst,  a law professor, accepting a 
proposal from fellow lawyer Blair Whitson to start a law clinic in the conservative Schuyler 
Law School described as; “the worst law school in New York and perhaps the whole United 
States” (Cross 1995, p.34). Kate is talked into joining her husband for one seminar at 
Schuyler, team-teaching a course on women in literature and law. Both of these initiatives are 
viewed with suspicion by the faculty professors, a group of bigoted men who see their 
positions of power being potentially endangered by the subversive intrusion of feminism and 
call for equal rights for women, as well as an influx of mature-aged women students. 
          Kate is not  the only detective depicted in this tale, Cross introduces Harriet Furst, a 
retired professor in her late 60s, who is a most unusual amateur sleuth. Harriet’s mysterious 
past is gradually revealed as the story progresses. She is an avid reader of John Le Carré, 
even modelling herself on his fictional spy George Smiley, constantly quoting sections of Le 
Carré’s books to add emphasis to her own observations. Harriet forcefully introduces herself 
to Kate at a private function and makes it clear that she has a good knowledge of Kate’s 
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history as well as her commitment to feminism. Harriet declares that she is also aware of 
Kate’s detecting abilities and says that she needs Kate’s help in solving some problems at the 
Schuyler Law School. Harriet is the head of the secretarial room at Schuyler, and has contact 
with all the faculty, as well as access to a great deal of inside information. The help she 
requires is associated with determining the truth behind the death of Nellie Rosenbusch, the 
only tenured women ever employed at Schuyler. Nellie was run over by a truck in 
circumstances Harriet regards as suspicious. At the time of her death, Nellie who had 
struggled against the faculty’s dominant misogyny, was gaining support among the women 
students, and was perceived as a threat by her male colleagues. Harriet considers her death 
came as a relief to the rest of the faculty as it alleviated the need for them to make any 
decisions about Nellie’s future at Schuyler. 
          Although Kate as a female professor in a predominantly male academic environment, 
is accustomed to dealing with sexist attitudes, she has never met such bigoted and 
uncooperative members of staff as there are at Schuyler. As Harriet suggests: 
         “…you’ve never come up against a group of bonded males swollen  
          with mediocrity, enjoying power and set upon defending their turf … threatened men are  
          dangerous. They have had power for so long, they have been on top of the hierarchy for so long, 
          they can’t believe that any justice can be involved in their loss of that cosy, high place.” 
          (Cross 1995, pp.86-87). 
 
Harriet’s support and companionship are therefore invaluable to Kate in tackling the male 
bastion that is the Schuyler faculty. However, as the story progresses, Harriet and Kate try to 
fight another injustice. Some years before a member of the faculty, Fred Osborne, was shot 
by his wife. He was an alcoholic and his wife had been a victim of domestic violence for 
many years, although this is vehemently denied by all of his colleagues. The battered wife 
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syndrome had not been acknowledged at the time of the crime, and as Fred’s colleagues 
testified that Betty Osborne had lied about being abused, her children were taken away from 
her and was found guilty of murder. 
          Betty Osborne was a former student of Kate’s who admired the research Kate had 
published on Thomas Hardy. Kate therefore uses her acquaintance with Betty and her 
husband’s position in the law clinic to interview Betty in person. During the course of the 
interview, Kate convinces Betty to appeal her conviction using a discussion of Hardy’s Tess 
of the d’Urbervilles to bring about Betty’s awakening and the perception that she needs to 
achieve justice. It is only in the last chapter of An Imperfect Spy (1995) that the reader gets to 
know that Betty Osborne is in fact Harriet’s estranged daughter. Indeed, Harriet convinced 
Blair to contact Reed and then later Kate, in the hope that Betty’s admiration for Kate, 
combined with Reed’s position in the law clinic, would contribute to the recovery of Betty’s 
self-esteem and hopefully lead to her freedom. 
          An Imperfect Spy (1995) thus depicts a feminist fight for equality and  the effectiveness 
of Kate’s efforts to give women a voice but does not really depict the solving of a crime. In 
fact, it contains little mystery or suspense. The two deaths that Kate investigates are both 
found to be either accidental or legally justified, so there is no murder involved. The details 
of Harriet’s former secure, if unfulfilling life, are shown to be underpinned by her knowledge 
of her daughter’s plight as well as a sense of guilt at not being there to support Betty when 
she was in trouble. In trying to achieve justice for her daughter, the woman that Harriet used 
to be had to disappear, and she had to re-invent herself as a completely new person in order to 
be of benefit to Betty. As she tells Kate, “the only power left for a woman today after they’ve 
a fundamental mistake, is the power to disappear in the old self and reimagine oneself into 
something, someone, else. That’s what I wanted for me and for my daughter” (Cross 1995, 
p.201).  
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           Emma Dominguez-Rue (2012) regards Harriet’s courageous rebirth, and new found 
power to help her daughter in An Imperfect Spy (1995) as illustrating the way in which 
middle and old age might offer unexpected opportunities for women who find strength in 
each other and “refuse to be defined by cultural views that regard them as non-existent” 
(2012, p.435). Dominguez-Rue (2012) also regards the bond created between Harriet and 
Kate as an example of a fulfilling mother-daughter relationship that can exist outside 
biological motherhood. By locating the story in a lower-class area of New York, Cross is able 
to examine the aspirations of older women who were unable to receive higher education in 
their formative years and who look upon Schuyler as a means to gain knowledge and increase 
their status in the work force. The novel therefore exposes the resistance of the patriarchal 
establishment to the education of women and the impact of feminism in an institution that has 
hitherto been dominated by men. 
Reason for Inclusion of An Imperfect Spy 
          There is an imperative to explain the choice of this novel in the analysis of the spinster 
sleuth as some aspects of the protagonist Harriet Furst do not fit the criteria. Cross has in fact 
made use of a non-spinster sleuth, although this is not revealed until the end of the book. In 
her discussion of Heilbrun’s 1979 non-fiction work Reinventing Womanhood, Dominguez-
Rue (2012) notes that Heilbrun suggests that existing stereotypes of spinster detectives need a 
profound reassessment. Heilbrun wrote that “whether they have been left on the shelf or 
climbed upon it voluntarily, they turn their solitude into power and their superfluity into 
freedom” (Heilbrun 1979, p.96).  
          Maslin (2016) describes An Imperfect Spy as an attempt by Cross to actually transform 
the genre by altering not only the role of the detective but also the nature of the crime. This 
means that the “wrong in need of remedy is not the traditional crime of murder but rather, the 
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isolation and marginalisation of women in various forms” (2016, p.66). In this way Cross 
intimates that society has an interest in demanding a remedy for the ways in which women 
are discriminated against. These include many profiles of women whose careers have been 
influenced by sexist colleagues and students or those whose creativity and energy has been 
stifled by domineering husbands. Cross as Heilbrun, according to Maslin, “aspires to 
dismantle rather than restore the status quo and finds no peace in innocence” (Maslin 2016, 
p.67). 
          Harriet Furst has many of the characteristics already outlined for the successful 
spinster-sleuth. She lives alone, she is elderly and inconspicuous, and thus able to carry out 
investigations without arousing suspicion. She is also intelligent, has excellent organisational 
skills, and an overwhelming need to correct injustice and restore the natural order. 
Furthermore, she can get information by clever observation and gossip. Hopefully, this 
qualifies her to be included as an elderly sleuth, if not quite a spinster. Like the sleuths 
already discussed Harriet is, according to Dominguez-Rue (2012, p. 435) a good example of 
a woman who transforms herself  through independence and self-determination and who does 
not conform to the traditional genre conventions associated with the image of a detective. It is 
not until the end of the novel that it is revealed that Harriet is in fact a widow with an 
estranged daughter. Until this revelation, the persona and lifestyle of Harriet Furst appear to 
fit earlier descriptions of the spinster-sleuth. 
 
Harriet Furst           
               In the prologue Cross illustrates the negative stereotyping of aging women by 
exploring the reactions of an anonymous man and woman seated together in the first-class 
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section of a plane. The unknown male passenger silently complains about having the seat 
next to him taken by an elderly woman who boards the plane at the last minute: 
         She was old. Old and heavy. Out of shape, with tousled grey hair that needed combing, and 
          styling before that. If he had to have a female companion for the long flight, why not someone  
          young, attractive, and forthcoming? Old women were the devil. They found an excuse to talk to 
          you, they found some question to ask, and then, before you knew it, you were hearing their life 
          story and were in danger of being bored out of your mind, feigning sleep the only release.  
          Really it was too bad. She was, at least, on the aisle seat; old women had to pee every goddamn 
          minute. (Cross 1995, pp.1-2). 
 
          The woman is, of course, Harriet Furst, although the reader is not informed of this at 
the time and she ignores the male sitting beside her. At first this pleases him. Then, puzzled 
and annoyed by her refusal to acknowledge him, he tries to start a conversation, stating that 
he is a doctor, a psychoanalyst, only to become “intensely annoyed” by the fact  that he was 
“observing her with considerably more interest than she was bestowing on him” (Cross 1995, 
p.3). He thinks: 
          Women ought to keep themselves trim as they aged. How could they expect a man to look at  
          them if they let themselves go that way?  Her nails were clipped short and she wore no wedding  
          ring. Probably had never had any. Lesbian, perhaps; almost certainly, he then decided. This  
          raised his spirits. No wonder she ignored him …Passive-aggressive, of course. She knew she 
          couldn’t get his attention any other way. And he had fallen for it. That was how this kind of 
          woman was; like his mother. They had to put you down, one way or another. (Cross 1995, p.3). 
  
In this description, Heilbrun portrays the attitude of a professional, bigoted, egotistical male 
who is full of his own importance and has a very narrow stereotypical and patriarchal view of 
older women. This prologue thus is important because it establishes an attitude to elderly 
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women that reflects that of the male faculty at Schuyler Law School later in the story. 
However, while this first impression given of Harriet is that of an elderly spinster, a similar, 
but more aggressive and vocal Miss Marple, these similarities change as the story progresses.  
          Dominguez-Rue (2012) refers to two sources in her analysis of An Imperfect Spy, 
Kathleen Woodward’s, “Performing Age, Performing Gender” (1999) and Lois Banner’s, “In 
Full Flower: Aging Women, Power and Sexuality” (1992) to describe the implications of 
Cross’s male character’s opinions of the older woman passenger: His comments on her 
appearance are described by Dominguez-Rue as recalling Woodward’s statement that “as an 
older woman, one’s success is defined in terms of how closely one approaches the model of 
the younger woman” (Woodward 1999, p.159). By making no attempt to conceal her age and 
disregarding male expectations of what an aged woman should look like, Harriet is perceived 
to be lacking in decorum. Her failure to comply with strict and confining social codes of 
dress and behaviour is thus regarded as both offensive and obscene. Dominguez-Rue (2012) 
also reflects on Lois Banner’s opinion that the objectification of aging is bought about largely 
by the elderly woman’s appearance, becoming “doubly other” because of standing outside of 
standard conventions of beauty (Banner 1992, p.15). This is the type of patriarchal discourse 
which leads to the process of cultural invisibilisation that is imposed upon older women, and 
it is clear that the older woman passenger is aware of these social codes. Later in the novel 
Harriet will be shown to subvert these cultural notions and use them to her own advantage. 
This is signalled early in the novel: 
         She had walked off into thin air, and no doubt men like this wonderful example 
          had driven her to it …For who knew better than a woman professor that disappearing into thin 
          air was what most professional men, given their druthers, would have required of her?  
          (Cross 1995, p.7). 
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          Harriet Furst is described as a retired professor in her late sixties who is first identified 
by name when she approaches Kate Fansler to ask for help. She is described as having the air 
of “having since the age of ten thought fashion and beauty aids too boring for words and 
having found no reason in the intervening years to change her mind” (Cross 1995, p.16). She 
refers to herself as being “quite without child dependents, quite fancy-free”, (Cross 1995, 
p.17). Intelligent and well organised, she is head of the secretarial room at Schuyler. 
However, she later reveals that she has renounced her former comfortable life and reinvented 
herself as a spy in the fashion of John Le Carré's George Smiley, with an assumed name 
borrowed from a friend.  
          Harriet’s experience illustrates that the cultural invisibility ascribed to aging women 
can in fact be used as a new source of “autonomy and self-fulfilment” (Dominguez-Rue 
2012, p.431). Harriet declares that her detecting abilities are based on the assurance that 
“grey-haired women of sufficient age can get in anywhere and are later unidentifiable” (Cross 
1995, p.57). Harriet proves this ability to both Kate and Reed. When they return to their 
apartment after an evening out, they are shocked “into immobility at the sight of an old 
woman calmly sitting in their foyer, knitting away on a long, woolly creation” (Cross 1995, 
p.34). When asked to explain her presence, she says she got the doorman to let her into their 
apartment by pretending to be Reed’s aunt. As she says: “As an oldish woman, I’m invisible 
and can go anywhere, like someone in a fairy story… There’s nothing like an old woman to 
by-pass anyone, even doormen standing right in front of those signs that say: ‘All visitors 
must be announced’” (Cross 1995, p.35). Harriet is thus able to exploit her appearance as an  
elderly woman to her advantage without arousing suspicion. 
          Harriet’s rebirth, new-found power, and ability to investigate crime remind the reader 
that old age might offer unexpected opportunities for women who refuse to be defined by 
cultural views that regard them as inferior. Harriet is not portrayed as being an investigator in 
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the same way as many other amateur sleuths, but then the crimes depicted in this novel do not 
involve murder. Through her position at Schuyler, as head of the secretarial room Harriet is 
able to obtain information by gossiping with other women and faculty staff, which she is then 
able to pass on to Kate. She uses her invisibility to ensure she is not suspected of subversive 
activities while using her intelligence and bravery to bring about justice and equality for 
women.  
          An Imperfect Spy (1995) deals with social issues of the time as well as providing a 
mystery that is solved using the skills of an older woman sleuth. Harriet illustrates the ability 
to rise above the negative stereotyping applied to her because of her age and gender by both 
the male passenger and the arrogant faculty at the law school in pursuit of justice. Harriet also 
shows how these attributes can be turned into advantages when working as an amateur 
investigator. Even more importantly, An Imperfect Spy (1995) reveals the value of friendships 
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 Chapter Eight 
Findings and Discussion 
          The close analysis of these five novels resulted in the discovery of several key themes 
which emerged from the portrayal of the elderly sleuths. These include: utilising the 
stereotypical physical characteristics of the elderly spinster to blend into the background and 
be ignored, the ways in which the cultural invisibility works to the sleuth’s advantage, and 
the use of gossiping and nosiness to extract information in a way that is expected of the 
spinster persona. These are the essential tools for the unlikely amateur sleuth to collect 
information without arousing suspicion. The analysis also revealed that these older women 
sleuths all exhibit a powerful sense of morality and a belief in punishing the guilty and 
protecting the innocent as well as the restoration of order. They all demonstrate the use of 
logic and show an understanding of human nature without resorting to “women’s intuition”. 
Their actions also demonstrate a form of coded subversion which shows both a resistance and 
compliance both to societal expectations and to established forms of practice. However, these 
themes also need to be considered in relation to the cultural context of the novel as the 
portrayal of each protagonist is also influenced by the mores of the society at the time. 
          As the five novels span a period of approximately one hundred years, it is interesting to 
see that many of the characteristics remain the same, particularly the personal attributes of the 
women. Both the similarities and variations will be discussed in more detail, but this Table 
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Table I 
Characteristics of the Spinster in the Five Novels Analysed 
Key – Y – Yes,   N – No. 
Characteristic Miss B. Miss Cl. Miss Sil. Miss 
M. 
Ms. Furst 
Working   N   Y   Y   N   Y 
Aged   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Uses knitting as a Distraction   N   Y   Y   Y   N 
Old Fashioned Appearance   Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Curiosity is a Source of 
Amusement to Others 
  Y   Y   Y   Y   N 
Need Patriarchal Approval   Y   Y   Y   Y   N 
Independent income    Y    N    N    Y    Y 
Use Gossip     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Utilises Spinster Stereotype     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Knowledge of Human Nature     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Blends in – Becomes Invisible     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Use of Friendly Conversation     Y    Y   Y   Y   Y 
Skilled at Casual Interviewing     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Sees the Importance of Triviality     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Believes the Worst in People     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Insatiable Curiosity      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Restores Order      Y   Y     Y   Y   Y 
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Strong Sense of Morality      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Believes in Justice      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Observant      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Unobtrusive      N   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Appears to be no Threat to 
Patriarchy 
     Y   Y   N   Y   Y 
Considers Contact with Other 
Women to be of Value 
     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Time Available for Sleuthing 
including work time 
     Y Work Work   Y Work 
Uses Women’s Intuition      N   N   N   N   N 
Intimidated by Authority      N   N   N   N   N 
 
Characteristic  Miss B. Miss Cl. Miss Sil. Miss M. Harriet 
Financial Independence      Y   N   Y   Y   Y 
Choose Not to Marry      Y   N   Y   N Widow 
Feels Equal to Men      Y   N   Y   Y   Y 
Succeeds Over Male Detectives      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Unconventional      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Battle of Sexes – Gender Politics      Y   N   Y   Y   Y 
Subverts Spinster Stereotype      Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
Shows Fallacy of Preconceived 
Ideas About Elderly Spinsters 
     Y   Y   Y   Y   Y 
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The Portrayal of the Spinster in the Novels Analysed 
          Miss Butterworth, Miss Climpson, Miss Marple and Miss Silver, all exhibit the 
physical characteristics expected of the stereotypical elderly spinster. Other characters in the 
novels and even the reader may be initially amused and unimpressed with these dowdy old 
ladies who seem to be so powerless and ineffectual. Blending into the background, their 
interest in knitting and gossip make them appear harmless and slightly irritating. However, 
these characters actively exploit ageist prejudices as they feign frailty and dithery 
forgetfulness (especially Miss Marple) and use these to mask their interest in investigating 
the crime. All of these unmarried women show a potential for detective work based on their 
formidable intelligence and ability to connect seemingly insignificant details to solve cases 
which offer insurmountable challenges to the male investigators. 
           While as a widow, Harriet Furst may be an exception, she does have many of the 
attributes of the confirmed spinster. As the novel is set in the 1990s, she is represented as 
being much more openly aggressive and independent than the other sleuths. She does, 
however, share many characteristics with the other elderly women in that she is determined to 
achieve justice and is prepared to use her spinsterish persona to advantage to ensure that the 
guilty are punished. The social context influences her portrayal as a lone independent woman, 
but it is interesting to see that the virtual non-existence of the elderly and the negative 
stereotyping of the aging spinster as well as the process of invisibilisation that patriarchal 
discourse imposes upon elderly women remains much the same as it was in the earlier novels. 
          Taken as a whole, the five novels discussed encompass many of the complex and 
disturbing images of the spinster that have been identified in the past. The following quote 
from Shaw and Vanacker (1991) seems very applicable to all of the spinster sleuths: “she is 
the moral arbiter, curb of licence and disorder and the image of repression; she is also what 
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lies outside the normal expectations of a woman’s life as it is lived in a patriarchal society” 
(1991, p.99). These elderly spinsters are presumed to be beyond the marriageable years so in 
this way, are protected from any suspicion of sexual motivation for their investigative 
activities which makes them similar to most of the great male detectives who appear to be 
asexual, or are at least depicted as not mixing romance with the process of detection. 
 
Aging and Cultural Invisibility  
“The CIA should hire as spies 
only women over fifty, because 
we are truly invisible. 
We pass through checkpoints 
as if through spider webs 
with only a slime of derision” 
 
Piercy, Cited in Meagher (2014, p.103). 
 
          As an older woman, I can relate to the quotation above and have often wondered if I 
am actually “there” when I have often been overlooked and ignored. Is this a result of 
ageism?  Jan Hendricks (2005, p.5), regards the familiar signs of aging, wrinkles, grey hair, 
as fuelling a “kind of pejorative imagery or stigmatisation.” Hendricks argues that this 
involves a dehumanising assessment of individual capacity resulting in either benign or 
compassionate ageism that he labels as the “poor dear” syndrome. He argues that the more 
negative counterpart of ageism views individuals through a stereotypical lens that “subverts 
personal characteristics to the point of invisibility” (Hendricks 2005, p.5). Hendricks argues 
that both ways of viewing the elderly mean that the individual is no longer viewed in the 
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same way as other members of society but rather as one with limited ability or as one not 
worthy of consideration (Hendricks 2005, p.6). 
          Cultural invisibility can be described as an extreme form of marginalisation whereby 
an individual is not recognised as a full person. Tara Gamliel (2008, p.209) quotes Itzen, and 
his description of social or cultural invisibility as the “dominant prism through which one 
may describe the fate of most elderly women in modern societies whose values glorify bodily 
aesthetics, beauty, youth and efficiency”. It is characterised by the double marginalisation of 
women in terms of both age and gender and is the result of our culture’s negative 
representations of aging. The reason it affects more women than men according to Woodward 
(1999, p.159) is because the “patriarchal view of women as reproductive and as object of 
male desire relegates women to cultural invisibility once they reach middle-age, their success 
being measured largely in terms of how closely they can approach the appearance of a 
younger woman”. Their failure to achieve this then results in a negative assessment of them 
as women. 
           Ross (2007, p. 422) argues that it is this combination of ageism and sexism that results 
in the aged female being “infantilized, frequently depicted as lacking in judgement, as 
physically infirm, weak, forgetful and even comical”. A combination of these clichés can 
combine with the realities of social exclusion and financial constraints to render older women 
powerless. Ross argues that the experience and knowledge acquired throughout a woman’s 
lifetime may constitute a threat to male authority and  she uses this argument to examine how 
this threat could be another reason for the way in which a patriarchal society portrays aging 
women in negative terms. The emphasis on inevitable decline results in negative stereotypes 
about aging that profoundly influences the way in which older women are perceived and 
treated in society. By being considered feeble, infirm, or lacking in judgement, older 
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women’s influence or power over others is reduced and they are no longer perceived as such 
a threat to male authority (Ross 2007, p.424).  
           The noticeable signs of aging, however, can have more positive connotations as 
revealed by Isopahkala-Bouret (2017, p.268) who argues that looking older and less attractive 
in a stereotypical sense means that a woman is no longer the subject of to a sexualised gaze 
and is therefore taken more seriously. Isopahkala-Bouret  also refers to Germaine Greer 
(1993) whose various articles and books identify aging as an empowering experience that 
allows for greater opportunities for women as they are no longer restricted by the societal 
expectations placed on women in general. Despite Isopahkala-Bouret’s (2017) optimism, she 
does, however, admit that there is an increasing “invisibility” attached to older women where 
they are expected to behave in a more restrained manner and not make any special demands, 
while their experiences and concerns tend to be marginalised, particularly in work situations. 
          Heilbrun (1991) also considered at the more positive aspects of aging and described 
midlife invisibility as “the magic circle of invisibility (through which one passes) into the 
land of new accomplishments” (1991, p.24). She describes how to achieve this in the 
following way:  
           A woman must pass through the state of invisibility. You will be mysteriously unseen.  
           You will not be noticed immediately upon your entrance in a store, a party, a meeting. 
           You will move invisibly for a time, to learn, to see, and to forget being seen. As you 
           grow slowly visible in the life you have chosen, you will be heard more and seen less. 
           Your voice will ramify; your body will become the home of a new spirit” (Heilbrun  
           1991, p.27).         
 
Heilbrun’s non-fiction work thus challenges established notions of women and aging and 
advocates a reassessment of negative views (Dominguez-Rue, 2012). Dominguez-Rue goes 
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on to suggest in her academic book Writing a Woman’s Life (1997) that Heilbrun proposes 
women should learn from one another’s lives to repair their “historical invisibility.” Here 
Heilbrun also explores the possibilities offered by the onset of old age and asserts that “aging 
might be gain rather than loss.” The invisibility that culture ascribes to older women can be 
used as a new source of autonomy and self-fulfilment, offering opportunities to women who 
refuse to be defined by cultural views that regard them as non-existent (Heilbrun 1997, p.15). 
However, ageism and sexism continue to influence attitudes towards the elderly, particularly 
women, so the cultural invisibility of the older woman continues to be a problem in society 
today. This can result in social exclusion and isolation for many middle-aged women and is 
particularly debilitating when combined with economic hardship.  
 
The Use of Cultural Invisibility in the Novels Analysed 
      The invisibility of aged women is used in a positive way in the five novels analysed. The 
older woman sleuth’s ability to disappear into the background is consistently used to her 
advantage, enabling her to make observations and listen to conversations without causing 
suspicion. By being invisible and judged to be of little importance, the elderly sleuth becomes 
invaluable in the gathering of information in connection with all the crimes. This reinforces 
the idea that age is a cultural construct that has little or nothing to do with the years a person 
has lived but is related to self-perception and the degree to which women have internalised or 
rejected the double standard of aging. In An Uncertain Spy (1995) Harriet regards her age as 
conferring extraordinary talents as far as being an investigator as she is “able to move about 
the world with an invisibility that age bestows in our society” (Cross 1995, p.15). Harriet also 
tells Kate that the invisibility that culture ascribes to the aging women can be used as a new 
source of autonomy and self-fulfilment. Miss Marple, Miss Climpson and Miss Silver all 
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exploit the failure of others to take them seriously and show the same ability as Harriet in 
using these negative attitudes to age to allow them to virtually disappear into the background. 
          The power of these elderly sleuths thus lies in their apparent innocuousness. Neither 
noticeable nor notable to other characters, they regularly use the under-estimation of their 
capabilities to their own advantage. Being largely invisible is therefore a valuable attribute 
even though it does reflect sexist and ageist cultural values. However, by portraying the older 
woman as skilful, successful and central to their narratives, their creators are making these 
mature women  visible to readers and as Gavin argues in this way they become surprisingly 
subversive figures, possibly even more so than the female “hard-boiled” detectives who later 
take on patriarchy more directly and reactively (Gavin 2010, p.263). 
The Importance of Gossip 
 
           The Concise English Dictionary (1988, p.504) has several meanings of the word 
“gossip” over time. The original meaning implied no gender and was related to the sponsors 
at a baptism or the godparents. However, by the 14th century the term began to be associated 
with “a familiar acquaintance, friend or chum.” By the 17th century gossip began to be 
identified as being related specifically to women but in a negative way, as can be seen in the 
following definition: “A person, mostly a woman, of light and trifling character, esp. one who 
delights in idle talk; a newsmonger, a tattler.” In her book In Praise of Gossip, Patricia 
Spacks (1982, p.19) associates the word  with women and describes one 19th Century 
definition which identifies “gossip” as “one who runs about tattling like a woman at a lying-
in”. Spacks (1982, p.20) regards this last definition as expressing a “faintly resentful tone 
about female mysteries” that excludes men and tends to rely on secrecy and female bonding. 
The negative associations of gossip with women and the relation to foolish, petty, backbiting 
talk about others’ personal lives is regarded by Karen Adkins  in her article “The Real Dirt: 
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Gossip and Feminist Epistemology” (2002, p.221) as a perfect subject for feminist analysis. 
Askins discusses the ways in which feminist theorists have recently sought to reclaim gossip 
as an important source of alternative information for women, helping to increase their 
knowledge by making connections between seemingly unconnected ideas. 
          From a feminist perspective gossip is a form of discourse often utilised by marginalised 
groups described by Spacks (1982, p.215) as therefore being considered to fall outside the 
realm of respected, rational male-normative rhetoric.  Spacks (1982) provides a theoretical 
lens for this female centred argument. She argues that “women inhabit the public realm on 
male terms” (1982, p.215) and thus must use alternative, unauthorised modes of discourse, 
including gossip. Spacks thus considers the condemnation of gossip as superficial and trivial 
to be an effect of its association with women. Such a condemnation derives from a notion of 
male superiority and an “abstract, general and theoretical” (Spacks 1982, p.215) approach to 
moral judgement compared to the more intimate and personal conversations used by women 
in the formulation of their opinions. Adkins on the other-hand argues that it is a mistake to 
use gender-based identification as far as communication is concerned and instead sees 
narrative and gossip as a means through which all people gain knowledge and information 
(2002, p.215). 
          Casey Johnson (2016, p.304) regards the positive and negative effects of gossip as both 
an epistemic evil that can restrict information and as an epistemic good which can be a “key 
resource for knowers”. Johnson uses a quotation from Tommaso Bartolotti and Lorenzo 
Magnoni which refers to gossip as “ broadly evaluative talk between two or more people, 
comfortably acquainted with each other, about an absent third party they are both at least 
acquainted with” (Johnson 2016, p.304). Johnson thus regards gossip as holding a “peculiar 
place in our epistemic economy, with evil gossip being restrictive and malicious and while 
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“good gossip” is capable of being “epistemically valuable”. In other words, having a social 
role that can be either positive or negative (2016, p.304). 
          Although studies have shown that gossip is not exclusive to women, and that men also 
gossip together, Janet McKeown (2015) studied the association between women, gossip and 
leisure and argues that it still continues to be considered more a dimension of women’s talk 
rather than that of men. McKeown argues that patriarchal conceptualisations of women’s 
gossip reinforce male power and privilege by attempting to  undermine traditional 
conceptions of gossip which “paint all women’s talk with the same brush, as immoral and 
trivial” (2015, p.448). Using a feminist post-structural lens, McKeown (2015) focuses on 
decentring dominant discourses that tie women’s gossip to idle talk, trivia, and the personal 
lives of others. Instead she explores the positive uses of gossip which construct, maintain, and 
help to resist gendered subjectivities. 
          When it comes to the spinster sleuth in crime fiction, gossip is the means by which 
many of these elderly amateur detectives accrue information. In his article Idle Talk, Deadly 
talk: The Use of Gossip in Caribbean Literature (2018) Rodriguez Navas argues that gossip 
has the potential to provide access to hidden truths, and is “presented like police-work or 
psychoanalysis, as a powerful and substantive way of knowing” (2018, p.78). Spacks also 
refers to the connection between these three fields: 
         As a mode of interpretation, gossip, like psychoanalysis, helps people make sense of  
          the past in the light of the present, and of the present in relation to the past. A simple 
          literary example is the detective story, in which the detective uses hearsay and gossip 
          to construct retrospective explanation (Spacks 1982, p.230). 
 
Spacks (1982) argues that “as subject matter, gossip impels plots” and both Spacks and 
Adkins identify gossip as a means of sharing stories as well as providing a personal 
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perspective to the information imparted. In the same way as constructing a jigsaw, the elderly 
spinster sleuth is able to gather information from a variety of sources in an attempt to recreate 
the series of events that led to the crime and expose the perpetrator. Gossip is also used to 
expose subterfuge as the more a person can be encouraged to talk, the more difficult it is for 
them to hide their true identity, and hidden facts often emerge. To be able to achieve the role 
of confidant, the elderly sleuth behaves in a manner that is expected by all the other 
characters, she plays the part of the “nosy old maid,” using the small talk to piece together an 
accurate picture of what really occurred and identifying the murderer. 
 
 Use of Gossip in the Novels Analysed 
          Gossip pervades all of these novels. It is used to express public opinion, castigate 
behaviour, display ideas about neighbours, demarcate people by class or status, express 
gendered cultures, state presumptions about crime, and provide information necessary for the 
plot. In each novel the author transmutes the unappealing habit of gossip into a socially useful 
activity by providing a context in which excessive interest into the activities of others is 
shown to have a beneficial outcome, even if the process of collecting this information 
remains rather distasteful. A key factor which needs to be considered, however, is that all 
gossip is not accurate, and gathering information in this manner can create excess data which 
needs to be analysed and verified adding to the length and complexity of an investigation. 
However, gossip is also useful in providing red herrings and misleading information which 
distracts the reader as well as providing narrative suspense. 
          It is interesting to note that all the elderly sleuths in the novels chosen for this study use 
gossip in the same way, not for salacious reasons, but to obtain information. Miss 
Butterworth, Miss Climpson, and Miss Marple specialise in the “tea and scandal” type of 
gossip, often aided by knitting which is used to create a cosy scene and a feeling of relaxation 
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and confidence. Knitting is also a deceptive under-cover technique that allows the elderly 
sleuth to listen attentively and to not miss any vital titbits. An elderly lady sitting in a corner, 
apparently absorbed in a knitting pattern is not regarded with suspicion, nor does she need to 
explain her reason for being there. Snell (2010) links knitting and gossip in a rather amusing 
way as he compares Miss Marple’s “interwoven ponderings with those who knitted 
approvingly in the front row below the guillotine” since the apparently innocent Miss Marple 
“without any apparent scruple, sends inter-war villagers to their judicially ordained hangings” 
(2010, p.36). The same description could be applied to Miss Silver and Miss Climpson who 
use knitting as a subterfuge as they innocently direct the gossip in the right direction to obtain 
the information they desire. 
          The information obtained from gossiping is, in the case of Miss Climpson, Miss Silver 
and Miss Marple, obtained by initiating calm, comfortable conversations that rely on 
camaraderie as well as informal and personal conversation channels. Miss Butterworth also 
talks to members of  the household but uses a more intimidating and autocratic manner. All 
the elderly sleuths rely heavily on details learned from household servants through the 
informal network of behind-the-scene conversations. In many households the servants 
overhear many conversations between family members as, in a comparable way to the elderly 
sleuths, servants  are also virtually invisible. Spacks (1982, p.15) reveals that household 
servants, often considered to be social subordinates, are able to communicate through gossip 
with its “special value as a resource for the oppressed and dispossessed”. Gossip is a 
discourse that is easily accessible for those who are devalued and kept from overt authority, 
whether they be the elderly spinster or women serving as domestic help. Household servants 
and maids are therefore consulted by four of the elderly sleuths, while even the most recent,  
Harriet Furst extracts information from the women workers in the secretarial pool. While all 
of these female workers are marginalised and invisible within the institutions they serve, they 
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are aware of everything that occurs, both above and below the stairs, and in the case of 
Harriet’s secretarial room, the scandals attached to the faculty. So, for the amateur sleuth, 
employees in households and places of work are an invaluable source of information.  
          While Miss Butterworth’s insatiable curiosity ensures she has a fund of knowledge 
about human behaviour, and Miss Marple relies on her experience of village life, both 
effectively use gossip to add to their pool of information about those around them. Miss 
Silver and Miss Climpson have accrued a knowledge of human interaction acquired out of 
necessity by having to work in a variety of households where they had to adapt to unforeseen 
circumstance and where the observation of minute detail was often essential to ensure a 
peaceful existence. In the process they have learned how to extract information from 
individuals at all levels within a household. Following Wimsey’s instructions to; “find some 
good gossipy lady living in the neighbourhood and just get her to talk in a natural way”, Miss 
Climpson is described by Sayers  in a Chapter entitled “Gossip” sitting comfortably with the 
elderly ladies of Leahampton and “seizing the opening with a swiftness which would have 
done credit to Napoleon” (Sayers 1927, p.42) to obtain the information she needs. While 
Miss Silver is a professional investigator, she has a charming, sympathetic manner and uses 
non-threatening techniques to get individuals to open up to her. She also makes use of other 
individuals to obtain information, being careful to ensure they do not add their own 
interpretation but instead repeat the conversations word for word. 
          Harriet Furst, the sleuth in An Imperfect Spy (1995) is rather different from the other 
elderly female sleuths. Far from presenting herself as a cosy, fussy old lady, Harriet is much 
more assertive, but she nevertheless uses her status as an older woman to remain 
inconspicuous and to make use of gossip to obtain information. While working with Kate 
Fansler, who wants to know if she has picked up any gossip in the secretarial room,” Harriet 
responds, “But of course. To quote yet another of Le Carré's characters…. ‘“Men are no good 
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at it. Only women are capable of such passionate espousal of the destiny of others”’…… 
“And what man is there who wouldn’t talk to you with little encouragement, or even with 
none? That being established, what sort of gossip were you after?” (Cross 1995, p.85). 
Harriet uses her position at the law school to listen to conversations, and also uses a friendly 
conversational manner to get individuals to confide in her, but she is not in the same category 
as the other spinster sleuths as she is in a more formal work situation. 
          Christie challenges the prevailing view of gossip in A Murder is Announced (1950) as 
Miss Marple draws attention to the accuracy of gossip while conceding that it is often both 
gendered and malicious when she observes: “idle tittle-tattle is very wrong and unkind, but it 
is so often true, isn’t it?” (Christie 2009, p.18). Miss Marple also defends a knowledge of 
human nature gained through a lifetime of gossip as being similar to professional knowledge 
accumulated through a career’s worth of practice. She points out that when elderly women 
gossip, they are thinking and examining facts rather than merely accepting what they are told 
at face value, in this way they are more likely to uncover the truth. 
          An important consideration with all forms of gossip is the danger attached to 
questioning individuals. It is essential for the sleuth to be careful to maintain a calm, natural 
manner and utilise the characteristics of the cultural stereotypes attached to their elderly 
persona, so they are free from suspicion. Any of the individuals that they “interrogate” could 
be the murderer, and this could place the sleuth in a perilous position if the guilty person feels 
that they are suspected of committing the crime. This can be seen in That Affair Next Door 
(1897), A Murder is Announced (1950) and Unnatural Death (1927) where the sleuth has 
contact with the murderer, and in each case it is only the perception of her “nosy spinster” 
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Morality, Justice and Logic 
          All of the elderly sleuths exhibit a powerful sense of morality, a need to ensure justice 
is enacted and order restored. These are the factors which motivate these amateur 
investigators and drive them to solve the crime. They are all similar in their unsentimental 
approach to the dispensation of justice and the punishment of the guilty as this is the only 
way to protect the innocent. Harriet Furst has the widest experience in terms of travelling and 
working with a variety of people. The rest of the elderly protagonists have a narrowness of 
experience that is however, shown to be an asset rather than a deficiency. The microcosm of 
life in the villages and smaller establishments experienced by Miss Butterworth, Miss 
Climpson, Miss Marple, and even the professional investigator Miss Silver, have enabled 
them to observe individuals and the way they interact in detail.  These elderly women have 
had a lifetime of observing human behaviour across all levels of society. This has led to an 
understanding of human nature which enables them to make logical assessments about the 
individuals who interacted with the victim and helps to solve the crime. 
          The success of these spinster sleuths is therefore due to their specialised knowledge  of 
individual behaviour, also their intelligence and accuracy of thought which leads to a 
pertinent conclusion. Their discourses are therefore the result of logic, based on accrued facts 
rather than  women’s intuition. 
 
Coded Subversion 
            A theme found throughout all of these novels is related to a form of subversion which 
involves a subtle resistance to societal conventions. This type of subversion is described by 
James Scott in his book Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Resistance (1985) as a 
rather controversial view of hegemony and “invisible power” in relation to powerful forms of 
everyday resistance.  Scott (1985, p. 36) argues that peasant and slave societies exhibit this 
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type of resistance which involves not open rebellion but instead a form of cultural resistance 
and non-cooperation to oppose domination of those in power. Because of the subtlety of this 
form of resistance, it is a gradual process employed over a long time period. Closely linked to 
the idea of resistance is Scott’s notion of “transcripts”  (hidden and public), which involve 
established ways of behaving and speaking that fit particular actors in particular social 
settings. These can apply to both the dominant, as well as the repressed individual. 
            Scott examines these transcripts in his book Domination and the Arts of Resistance: 
Hidden Transcripts (1992) where he describes a form of resistance which is more applicable  
to the behaviour of the elderly sleuths. This resistance involves a subtle contestation of  
public transcripts by making use of prescribed roles and language to resist the abuse of 
power. This type of resistance is disguised, muted or veiled for safety’s sake and can be seen 
in the ways in which the protagonists use their taken for granted status as harmless, if rather 
annoying, elderly spinsters to work as undercover detectives, gradually inserting themselves 
into the investigation without being seen as a threat to male authority. 
          Because these forms of resistance require little coordination or planning, they can be 
used without directly confronting or challenging social norms. All of the elderly sleuths share 
a certain sensibility which ensures they are very aware of the nuances of middle-class mores 
and the expected behaviour of both their class and social position. It is this awareness of 
customs and social habits which enables them to carry out subtle acts of subversion or forms 
of resistance that are hidden from the more powerful, allowing them to be accepted as 
unassuming unmarried women and participating members of their communities. In this way, 
the elderly sleuth both resists and complies with her expected roles by employing an often-
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Cultural Context 
                     Ross (1991)  considers that Green’s novel That Affair Next Door (1897) shows a 
degree of subversion by undercutting both the conventions of her chosen genre and the 
assumptions of the time by sending a powerful feminist message about the possible roles of 
women in society. The literary conventions of the period need to be taken into consideration 
here since there is a great deal of social detail in Green’s work, and as with most Victorian 
novels, the writing appears now rather ponderous. Because of the popularity of her work, 
Green was, however, able to bring many issues into the public sphere which might have 
otherwise been ignored. This includes the treatment of the unmarried woman, the plight of 
abandoned women and the loss of independence by women living under patriarchy. However, 
these issues are incorporated as part of the social background rather than as causes that need 
to be addressed as in the case of Carolyn Heilbrun’s later work. 
          While Sayers cannot be considered to be a champion of women’s rights, she does 
reveal her belief that the attitude towards women in Britain at the time, was wasteful, stupid, 
and unkind. Sayers knew the plight of the “surplus women” who could not find employment 
after the War first-hand as she had experienced these problems herself. Her books therefore 
provided her with a public forum to air the grievances of the unmarried woman who wished 
to continue working by communicating to readers the belief that women were as capable as 
men. Doan (1991) regards Sayers assertion that women want the same things as men: 
“Interesting occupations, reasonable freedom for their pleasures, and a sufficient emotional 
outlook” (Sayers 1927, p.136) as being reflected in her novels which explore the possibilities 
of fulfilling these needs both inside and outside marriage. Sayer’s characters in Unnatural 
Death (1927) therefore mirror society’s changing attitudes about the role of women. Sayers 
reflects the need for women to be well educated and to use both their education and 
experience to lead productive, useful lives. Miss Climpson, for example, felt that she would 
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have made a good lawyer, she states, “I should have liked a good education, but my dear 
father didn’t believe in it for women” (Sayers 1927,p. 27). Miss Climpson therefore stands as 
a sympathetic portrait of female experience in the transition period between the domestic 
security of the past and the independence of the future for women. 
          Sayer’s descriptions and depictions of women provide a window through which readers 
can view a society that was struggling to adapt to the many changes brought about in the 
aftermath of the First World War. Kenney (1948, p.15) argues that Sayers’ books “revealed 
much about English society, including many of its weaknesses, but they are essentially 
comedies of manners, faithfully recording and basically accepting what they see, rather than 
biting social satire that seeks to change the world”. Sayers demonstrates her interest in 
existing social structures and mirrors popular sentiments of people in between-the-wars 
Britain, but as Kenney (1948) argues, she does not really use her characters to suggest a 
solution to the problems women had at the time. Kenney also discusses Sayers somewhat 
contradictory attitudes towards social conventions, as she seems to be torn between desiring 
conventional acceptance as a woman, while rejecting her culture’s definition of the female as 
being maternal, powerless, and dependent, as well as being a creature of feeling and instinct 
(Kenney 1948, p.45). This can be seen in Unnatural Death (1927) in the depiction of many of 
the women in the village, in particular the luckless Miss Findlater, who wants to get away 
from the restrictions and confines of village life and all the “silly tennis-parties and things, 
and live close to the Earth” (Sayers 1927, p.48). While Miss Findlater’s rebellion involves  
living with Mary Whittaker, instead of finding freedom and independence, she becomes one 
of Mary’s victims. Sadly, there is no solution for Miss Findlater. 
          Sayers does, however, focus on the status of women and how that status relates to the 
choice of marriage or spinsterhood. This can be seen in Unnatural Death with images of both 
good and bad marriages and relationships. Sayers also depicts spinsters and other unattached 
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women of many ages and scrutinises their relationships with other women. Unnatural Death 
(1927) thus differs from the conventional detective story of the time in that Sayers addresses 
wider social and ethical issues, questions of intellectual integrity, women’s work, and marital 
status. 
          Patricia Wentworth is not particularly interested in addressing contemporary social 
issues. Indeed, Craig and Cadogan (1986) argue that her depiction of the former governess, 
Miss Silver, would have been more plausible if it had been set in the Victorian era when a 
young girl’s choice of careers was limited and becoming a governess was one of the few 
options. Using this format in the late 1930s, according to Craig and Cadogan, shows 
Wentworth’s lack of concern with registering the changes of modern life,  as; “all the novels 
are set in a kind of hiatus in time, an unreal era that contains many features of the period 
between the wars” but do not record the changes that are occurring in society at the time of 
writing (Craig & Cadogan 1986, p.175). These features persisted in all of her novels, even 
though the last Miss Silver novel was published in 1961. Wentworth does, however, show 
concern for the innocent, and does offer a note of social criticism, but it is only on a very 
superficial level. 
           Except for Miss Silver who operates as an independent professional, the rest of the 
women in The Case is Closed (1937) are portrayed as unambitious and disinterested in a 
career, success or independence and are very dependent on male approval and protection. 
Miss Silver, although depicted as a “typical spinster” is not considered by Craig and Cadogan 
(1986) to be a fully developed three-dimensional figure. There are several reasons for this: 
She is only introduced half-way through the book, she is only really used as a consultant, and 
there is no attempt made by Wentworth to allow the reader to know any personal details 
about her, so she tends to remain a rather isolated figure. 
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           Shaw and Vanacker (1991) outline the significance of Christie’s Miss Jane Marple 
being created at a time when Christie found herself both divorced and a single mother. 
Because of this, A Murder is Announced (1950) shows an understanding of the circumstances 
and problems of a lone woman and also an awareness of the problems faced by the many 
“surplus women” who were seen as a threat to the social fabric of Britain after the First 
World War. Although Christie did use gender stereotypes in the depiction of her female 
characters, the extensive range of confident and assertive women in A Murder is Announced 
(1950) challenges the concept of patriarchal dominance. Also, the portrayal of women being 
ruled by their emotions rather than rationality is disrupted by the character of Miss Marple 
who uses her experience of village life and human nature to make determinations about the 
guilty party in a precise and intelligent manner.  
          Some critics such as Kaplon (1986, p.14) regard Christie’s introduction of a female 
villain as part of her “anti-feminist punishing of aspiring women trying to improve their 
status via sexual attachments or professional insinuations”. However, despite Charlotte’s 
actions being deviant, Christie is actually giving this character the freedom to act as she 
desired, therefore liberating her as a woman from the traditional associations of passivity and 
inactivity. A Murder is Announced (1950)  therefore tests, challenges, and reconfigures 
conventional codes of femininity by closing the gap between specifically gendered roles 
within crime fiction.  
          While Carolyn Heilbrun is best known for her mystery novels published under the 
name of Amanda Cross, she also wrote pieces of non-fiction devoted to feminism and literary 
criticism. Emma Dominguez-Rue (2012, p.77) therefore suggests Heilbrun’s fiction novels 
were used “as a catalyst that informed her feminist principles while vindicating the need to 
repair women’s historical invisibility and male appropriation of women’s voices”. Thus 
Dominguez-Rue (2012) regards the Amanda Cross novels as showing Heilbrun’s 
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commitment to feminism, social progression, and the proposition of gender equality. While 
An Imperfect Spy (1995) reveals the ongoing sexism in places of higher education. Heilbrun 
also emphasises the importance of networking and the need to identify with women’s issues, 
as well as female bonding to achieve solidarity. Heilbrun thus advocates for students, women 
in general, and for those less privileged, at the same time as she reveals her frustration at the 
failure of social movements to achieve equality. An Imperfect Spy (1995) also rejects the 
patriarchal view of women as objects of desire and reproduction that relegates mature women 
to cultural invisibility. Instead it depicts remarkable female characters who experience 
middle-age as an “awakening and a rebirth rather than as the culturally inscribed process 
towards loss and decay” (Dominguez-Rue 2012, p. 3).  
Afterword 
          Over the last one hundred years women writers have had more opportunities to express 
their ideas through crime fiction than when Green published her novel in 1897. It is 
interesting therefore, to see that despite the influence of two World Wars, cultural changes 
and different perspectives on women’s roles, these novels reveal the persistence of the elderly 
female sleuth. However, while this character may have contributed to the visibility of the 
intelligent, elderly woman in fiction, there still remains a question about the visibility of the 
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Chapter Nine   
Conclusion         
          When analysing the development of the elderly female sleuth in the crime genre over 
the last one hundred years it is important not only to consider the ways in which she may 
have changed, but also how she may have contributed to the representation of older, non-
conformist women more generally. 
          Because old age usually brings to mind impressions of weakness and decline, it may be 
difficult at first to comprehend how a little old lady, with no training, can both solve a murder 
and successfully convey feminist ideals. When compared to more radical feminist activists, 
the elderly female sleuths do not appear to have many feminist credentials. Indeed, they give 
the impression of being much more traditional figures. With their old-fashioned, spinsterish 
outfits and their accent on knitting and gossip, they appear rather innocuous, harmless, and 
often rather irritating. However, it should be noted that the spinster sleuths depicted by 
Green, Sayers, Wentworth, and Christie were created to appeal to a mainly middle-class 
female population who had been raised within patriarchal contexts within which women were 
not encouraged to participate in occupations normally carried out by men. These types of 
“cosy” mysteries, where the elderly spinster discovers “whodunit” before the appointed 
police officials, usually unravelled in a domestic setting which made the elderly woman’s 
superior knowledge more acceptable but it still showed that women could succeed in a male-
dominated environment. So, the figure of the little old lady who gradually reveals the steel 
beneath the innocent exterior, could be constructed as a proto feminist in disguise in  ways 
that would appeal to the readers of the day. 
           Heilbrun writing as Cross, follows the same cosy British tradition as the earlier 
authors in her “focus on women’s experiences that explore alternative plots” (Maslin 2016, 
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p.64). Maslin argues that despite the formulaic structure of classic crime fiction, the crime 
novel offers feminists a unique opportunity as its mass appeal allows an author to reach an 
audience that may not be interested in “either theoretical work or canonical literature” 
(Maslin 2016, p.64). In this way, the familiarity of the genre renders certain forms of social 
criticism not only more accessible, but also more palatable. Heilbrun is thus able to address 
offences against society such as women’s isolation and marginalisation much more openly 
than the other four women authors given that the late nineties was a time where it was much 
more possible for female authors to openly criticise established institutions and still find a 
readership.              
          All of these crime fiction novels show a particular interest in what Rowland refers to as 
the “sexually non-conforming woman” (Rowland 2000, p.44). Examples include the spinster 
who is represented in all of the novels and the lesbian, who features  in three (even though 
lesbian relationships are referred to obliquely in the earlier publications). Since both the 
spinster and the lesbian exist outside the accepted paradigm of marriage they cannot 
necessarily be defined in relation to men. According to Rowland (2000, p.44) because these 
women do not fit the “cult of domesticity”, they are a threat to the prevalent cultural ideal of 
marriage and motherhood as primary life goals for women. The fear engendered in 
conventional societies by spinsters and lesbians is associated with the need to ensure their 
female “otherness” is bound up in patriarchal structures so that other women do not come 
under their influence.The earlier representations of the non-conforming woman are therefore 
considered by Rowland to “threaten the notion of a heteronormative ideal as their actions and 
fates can be read as attempts to negotiate the implications of noncompliance to a socially 
sanctioned model of femininity” (Rowland 2000, p.45). The containment of the non-
conforming character does not, however, prevent their disturbing potential for agency. This is 
because their presence and actions still raise questions about what is considered to be normal 
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or transgressive (Rowland 2000, p.46). All of the novels studied show the anxieties felt about 
the influence of the single woman in society except for An Imperfect Spy, as arguably the 
unmarried woman may no longer have been  considered such a threat at this time. 
          As well as the non-conforming woman, these novels also deal with the issue of 
marginalised and “superfluous” women through the figure of the single female sleuth. The 
elderly sleuth, with her supposedly limited worldly knowledge and experience as well as her 
traditionally derided characteristics is endowed, according to Rowland (2000, p.46) with 
superior knowledge and therefore power in the domain of patriarchal law where she would 
normally be dismissed. Nevertheless she is still a marginalised figure and considered to be 
surplus to the need in many households unless she is financially independent. The elderly 
sleuth’s attributes as well as her position within, yet outside of the family circle, make her an 
ideal amateur detective because: 
          The abilities old ladies possess … amount to the essential qualities of the detective: a strong  
           moral sense, a knowledge of human nature, and a capacity for deduction based on carefully 
           observed evidence. It is the ‘trivial’ lives of old ladies who have plenty of leisure, the wisdom 
           of experience, long memories, little personal drama in their own lives, and a large capacity for 
           vicarious living through the observations of and, gossip about the lives of others, that makes 
           them into potentially excellent detectives (Shaw & Vanacker 1991, p.63). 
 
The enclosed settings depicted in each of the novels is perfectly suited for the elderly women 
to work “undercover” and often provides a background which questions the normality and 
safety of the traditional patriarchal family. The spinster’s ability to show the corruption 
hidden within seemingly normal families is another reason for her to be marginalised as these 
revelations could upset patriarchal power (Rowland 2000, p.47). 
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          The elderly surplus woman is depicted as useful in a community that is largely 
unappreciative, but these novels do illustrate that the prejudices against spinsters are 
consistently shown to be erroneous. One example of this is the concept that the spinster exists 
on the margins of society, whereas she in shown, in these novels, to be at its centre. This is 
largely due to her shrewdness, powers of observation, and knowledge of her community. 
Makinon (2006) argues that novels that use the older spinster sleuth “revalue the denigrated 
form of inter-female communication – gossip, and the middle-aged woman’s enjoyment of 
this communal interaction” and further highlight how “phallocentricism strives to police….. 
middle-class women’s behaviour” (Makinon 2006, p.62). The novels also reveal the 
masquerade that many women perform to fit into gender expectations under patriarchy and 
how the spinster could be regarded as a threat as they expose the realities that exist under the 
façade. 
          In the novels analysed all of the authors strive to identify every avenue available to the 
elderly spinster to utilise any resources or power available to her which could be useful in the 
pursuit of solving crime. Many of these characteristics when considered in isolation may 
seem to be limiting examples of feminine stereotypes such as gossiping, gardening, knitting, 
and cultural invisibility, but in the elderly amateur detective they are enabling and also a way 
in which to collect information related to the crime. These elderly females are also shown to 
exploit ageist prejudices to mask their investigative activities, for who would suspect the 
frail-elderly of ulterior motives related to detective work? The four earlier novels also show 
these older women paying “lip-service” to masculine ideologies while subverting them at 
every turn. Even Harriet Furst, who tends to be more forthright in her dealings with men, still 
relies on the stereotypical expectations of the older woman’s behaviour based on stereotypes 
to gain entry into restricted areas, stating that “grey-haired women of sufficient age cam get 
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in anywhere and are later unidentifiable” (Cross 1995, p.57). This suggests that some aspects 
of the spinster sleuth such as her “invisibility” remain unchanged over time. 
          A common factor in all of the novels is that the success of the older woman sleuth is 
often assisted by the depiction of the male investigator as being depicted as flawed in some 
way. Inspector Bryce in An Affair Next Door (1897) is too old and tired to notice relevant 
details, Wimsey in Unnatural Death (1927) is besieged with self-doubt, Henry in The Case is 
Closed (1937) is chauvinistic and overbearing and too busy to listen to details, Inspector 
Craddock in A Murder is Announced (1950) is reduced to blushes at Miss Marple’s frank 
appraisals and accepts most women at face value, while An Imperfect Spy (1995) has a host 
of bigoted, egotistical men with narrow patriarchal views. These men are all unable to 
interpret the gendered clues while the spinster sleuth’s “feminine” knowledge aids her ability 
to detect inconsistencies. 
          The elderly sleuth can ultimately be described as operating in a subversive manner, re-
establishing moral certainties yet in the process, breaking down gender roles and 
expectations. The success of the older spinster, a woman who is often considered to be of 
little importance or value in society is shown to subvert societal expectations and instead 
point the finger of ridicule at those who judged her so unfairly. These novels therefore 
contradict the stereotypical opinion of the “old maid” and show that by the very nature of 
their activities, these elderly women step out of their conventional roles and take power away 
from men, even if this is often achieved in a subtle or unobtrusive way. The subversive 
elements of the stories, however, are only able to be discerned when they are viewed through 
the lens of feminine understanding. The clues and information provided to the reader also 
need to be considered from a standpoint that is critical of the ideologies that oppress women. 
The reader must therefore adopt reading strategies that include an awareness of both the 
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expectations and limitations of gendered agency at the time of writing, and how they can be 
manipulated, if they are to solve the crime before the sleuth. 
          These novels span a period of over one hundred years, yet the changes in the depiction 
of the elderly sleuth are not as dramatic as might be imagined. The four earlier novels, 
although portraying Miss Climpson and Miss Silver as working for a living, which justifies 
their snooping and investigative activities, still describes them as old fashioned spinsters, and 
still use the expected behaviour of the elderly unmarried woman to disguise their real agenda. 
As expected, most of the changes are found in An Uncertain Spy (1995) which is related to 
the time of writing, in the late 1990s. Harriet Furst is a working woman with a responsible 
position in the administration offices of a university. Harriet does not use knitting as a 
distraction, her behaviour is not a source of amusement to others, she is a widow rather than a 
spinster, and does not need patriarchal approval in the same way as the other protagonists. 
However, her physical depiction shows the same stereotypical characteristics as the earlier 
older spinsters, and she uses cultural invisibility and gossip to her own advantage when 
gathering information. Her motivations, which include the need to enforce codes of morality 
and justice, and protect the innocent, are also similar to the other elderly sleuths. 
          Although the setting and the crimes may vary, the depiction of the spinster sleuth in 
these five novels thus proved to be much the same. The enduring popularity of this successful 
amateur detective and unlikely crime solver has led to similar protagonists being used in 
crime novels in different social and historical periods. This popularity is reflected in the 
reception of the spinster-sleuth by readers of crime novels who continue to enjoy this 
particular character despite so many other variations of detective and crime novels being 
published. 
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          As an older woman who is also an avid reader of many varieties of crime novels, I have 
been able to identify with many of these elderly women who refuse to retire gracefully. 
Although lacking the acumen and investigative skills of Miss Marple, and never being likely 
to find a body at the bottom of the garden, it is the way in which she uses of the experience 
and knowledge accumulated through a life time of observation to which I relate and find so 
intriguing. Although I enjoy the modern crime novels which are so much more graphic and 
involve the use of forensic skills rather than a knowledge of the behaviour of the local 
villagers, it is still deeply fulfilling to read about Miss Marple’s gentle probing and her 
encounters with local characters as she solves the crime that confounds the more experienced 
male investigators. So, despite the many new releases of crime novels, with their intriguing 
twists and turns, there will always be a place in my crime novel library for stories that depend 
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